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The 2005/2006 Deni Competition
Peter Lissenburg
2006? WELL AS IT TURNED OUT IT ALL HAPPENED IN 2005… AND IT WAS A SUCCESS. SMALL, YES, BUT
EVERYONE THERE HAD A GREAT TIME AND VOWED TO RETURN. AND NEXT YEAR IT WILL BE BIGGER
AND BETTER, WITH MORE FUN AND FLYING, BUT MORE OF THAT LATER…

F

irst to the fun we just had. The
comp started on 27 December and
we were out in the paddock and oﬀ
on a zigzag course south, east and
back west again, a total of 92km.
Beavo and I left together and did most
of the first leg that way. Then I got lost
reading my GPS and headed further south
to get the turnpoint which Beavo had just
turned around at ‘back there’… What did
he do that for? It was down here wasn’t it?
I eventually worked it out, got it, then chased
Beavo on the way to Berrigan. After a couple
of glides east, I saw Beavo heading west.
‘He must have really been hooting!’, I thought,
but now he was low and landing. I had
to get to Berrigan and back to at least here
or further to beat him.
Well, I did get there and back further
towards Blighty, but not to goal. As it turned
out, Beavo had not even got to Berrigan,
but was flying back to a better landing spot.
It had been a bit lumpy that day and for the
rest of the comp the flying just got better
and higher.
After winning Day 1, I was way too
relaxed on Day 2… and I wasn’t going to
let that wedgie mess up my lovely wing.
So after scratching up to just over 2,000ft,
a bit out of the paddock, I got out of that
bird’s way, but ended up landing only a
few kilometres away. A few made it to goal:
Beavo, Andy Philips and Paul Kelly. Unfortunately the landing area had some channel
levies in it, which caused a few bruises and
only Andy emerged unscathed. Broken alu-

minium and more… Worst of all, for Paul,
it was the Christmas break, which meant
no access to spares to fix his glider. This put
a damper on Paul’s charge for the C4 prize.
Day 3 and the task committee, getting
into the swing of things, called a short 75km
task for the Open, 70.1km for the Kingpost
and 37.2km for Floaters Class. Almost the
whole comp made goal, some for the first
time. I got away early and, to my red-faced
admission, realised that I had not done up
the top buckle of my harness. Slowly climbing out in weak lift, drifting the wrong
way down a dead end track and not
properly in the harness. This was not
good! Fifteen minutes into the
flight, I got the buckle done
up and continued slowly
upwards. Topping out
at around 3,000ft,
I started to make
the jump to the
‘Powerline’
road.

Noel Bear coming
back for another tow

So far the flight had
been under a reasonably thick layer
of high cloud. The upwind edge was in sight
behind me, but I was continuing on into the
shadows I had been flying under up to now.
It was slow and nerve-wracking to cling on
to any lift I could find. So instead of ‘Damn

Deni Comp paddock, January 2006. Where did all the grass come from?
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The whole gang at the final dinner

Photo: The Chef!

the torpedoes, full
steam ahead!’, I decided to fly cross task,
straight to the road,
and in doing so allow
the sunshine to catch
up with me.
A bit of scratching ensued, but then it got a lot better. On
to the first turnpoint and then towards goal.
A creek bed to follow, with trees and a good
thermal to 4,000ft. According to the GPS
I had a dubious glide to goal. Sounded good,
but where was goal? I don’t like it when I
can’t see what I’m aiming for. Anyway, oﬀ I
went, and the dubious turned into the ridiculous as the lift was almost continuous for
15km. I got to goal with 4,000ft to spare.

Cartowing at Deni

Photo: Oliver Barthelmes
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A very relaxed Beavo

Team Sky Whallies
Photos: Harry Summons

First Place Open, Andy Philips, ready to ’Go, Go, Go… ‘

Paddy Honey, lots of weak links, ‘to be sure, to be sure…’

Spare? Who was I kidding. I was first in goal
by 30 minutes, but waaaay slow. John Duﬀield won the day. Thankfully, with the early
bird points I got to be second.
Goal was full of a happy bunch of pilots,
almost everyone was there, even the doubters
who’d been putting down the short task were
happy to be there. Wes was not far away
and if he had made it, might well have won,
as he had been very fast all the way to the
paddock… a few kilometres away. Drivers
were in short supply, some car troubles and
delays, but nearly the whole comp assembled
in the pub in Jerilderie, for a good feed.
Day 4 was a hot one. Light and variable
winds with a forecast over 40ºC. The Rural
Fire Service came out prepared, tanker, comms
van and a slip-on ute. Hughy got keen and
started to cool us oﬀ with the water cannon
– all in the spirit of learning the ropes, of
course. Setting up was so hot, some wore
gloves to hold their scorching battens.
The light wind kept some on the ground
and others in the paddock, but the few
that got away had a good time. Thermals
to 10,000ft and long glides felt very nice.
The task went east from the paddock to
Jerilderie, south to Finley and then west
towards Blighty. I climbed out oﬀ the end
of the rope, the nicest way to do it, and
left the paddock going south to get to the
Conargo-Jerilderie road.
2
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This was almost the end of me, one thermal and down, well, down to 600ft anyway.
Then the grass started to move around me…
I was still at 600! And in the ‘Jim’s Mowing’
washing machine. Grass devil! This was the
most we had seen of dusties all comp, as
there was heaps of grass everywhere and no
dust! It was quite a nice climb to 6,000ft
and not too rough. Another thermal got
me to Jerilderie and a very nice climb to
10,000ft there. You may wonder why, but
I kept a good eye out for thermal sources
for the trip back and noted the best route
to take to goal. Down south to Finley
and another climb to 10,000ft, then a
few smaller top ups and I made the Finley
turnpoint. Now to the trip back… If you
remember the task, you may have noted the
confusion I was suﬀering at this stage – I
didn’t… I flew north back towards all those
great thermals I had just left, but something
felt wrong… the GPS had another line on
its map… going west… What had I done
wrong here? Oh, bugger… aaahrg, turn…
glide… land… Then
I saw Hugh fly over the top and land four
kilometres further towards goal at Brighty…
where I should have been heading to!
It had been cool and fun in the air, but
some pilots had been careful not to cook
their brain, while others had not noticed it
cooking. Keeping to one tow and packing
up was one way of staying sane, but one
pilot who’d luckily landed near a road, was
suﬀering badly from dehydration. When
handed water, he could not keep it down,
until some salty pretzels where administered,
after which he recovered quickly.
The next two days were total fire bans,
which kept us in the pool and river. In fact,
a two kilometre drift down the river, from
the golf club to the caravan park, was most
relaxing. Especially when met at the end
by a cold beer from Hughbert and only surpassed by his and others’ company that kept
us yacking on into the evening. There were
other gatherings, like the free breakfast at the
Crossing Cafe, bacon, eggs and muesli laid
on, and the free BBQ at the caravan park
– I found it by far, the most social and fun
comp of any summer. See you next year!
Author’s note: The next Deni comp is coming up
on 28 December 2006 to 2 January 2007. We are
trying to put the fun and encouragement back into

A happy meethead Hughmeister

R E S U LT S
FLOATER CLASS

KINGPOS T CLASS
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Andrew Taylor
Ann Moss
Harry Summons

Stewart Dennis
Birgit Svens
Roger Burrows

O PEN CLASS

1
2
3

Andy Phillips
Peter Lissenburg
Paul Kelly

cross-country flying. Getting out of the paddock and
down the road is a great achievement and inspires
us to go further next time. Come with us on this low
pressure comp, and see how far you can go! Cartowing and aerotowing teams are invited to join us
in some really fun cross-country flying. For details
see Soaring Calendar or contact Hugh Alexander
<hughbert.skypig@hotmail.com> or Peter Lissenburg
<peter@sensair.com> or visit the website [www.
sensair.com/hanggliding/denicomp/].

First place Kingpost Class, Stewart Dennis

First place Floater Class, Andrew Taylor
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A Winch is Born
Robin Dawson
IT BEGAN WITH AN EMAIL FROM THE GOBI DESERT MONGOLIA.
THE GOOD FOLKS AT HGFA HAD KINDLY PUT ME IN CONTACT
WITH SUE AND JOHN ENNIS, NOW IN THE GOBI, WHO HAD
ONCE STARTED A HANG GLIDING CLUB IN MT ISA SOME YEARS
AGO. NOW GOD, IN HER INFINITE WISDOM, HAD SEEN ME
RETURN TO LIVE THERE FOR THE THIRD TIME IN MY LIFE.

T

he locals say, depending on your
earthly behaviour, it’s a good
preparation for heaven or hell.
Having failed to find any suitable
launches on my previous stays, I emailed
Sue and John. They responded that they
had come across ‘Ted’ who had a winch
and passed on his contact details.
Out of curiosity I did a Google image
search on ‘Gobi Desert’ and found pictures
of a barren, desolate landscape which would
seem unable to support life – Sue and John
reckon it’s better there than the Isa – and
how they found an internet café to send the
email has completely confounded me.
Now Ted is a quiet, self-eﬀacing and
thoughtful fellow whose personality changes
completely when he gets behind the controls
of his home-built gyrocopter. He becomes
a maniac. At least those were my initial
thoughts. The gyrocopter has amazing aerial
manoeuvrability and Ted would seem to be
an accomplished pilot who can extract its
maximum capabilities – but maniac is easier
to spell. He’s also a wonderful engineer
with a shed full of… imagine Q from the
James Bond films with all those gadgets,
in a shed… you get the idea.
In a dusty corner of the shed was a
dusty cylinder. “This is it,” he said proudly,
“it needs dusting of course. It’s not quite finished.” In truth it was barely started. Ted had
never made a winch before but is a master
craftsman at his trade and in what seemed
like no time the cylinder became a winch.
What seemed like no time was in fact three
months – God, again in her infinite wisdom,
sent me to Mackay (Eungella, Conways,
Blacks), obviously to get the practice in in
preparation for towing, and then made it
rain for 11 out of 13 weeks, obviously to
annoy me. I managed 90 minutes airtime
October 2006

with the very friendly guys at the Mackay
part of the Whitsundays club. (Do you coasties with your consistent seabreezes know how
lucky you are?) And so back to the Isa…
Having towed on a variety of payout
winches, I was amazed at how small this one
was, but the quality of the engineering was
plain to see and we fixed the date for some
initial testing.
Saturday arrived and we met at the strip
Ted had made (actually two, for diﬀerent
wind directions). He opened the rear door
of his Daihatsu Rocky and lifted out the
winch, nudged the door shut and placed
it on the tow bar and plugged in the three
electrical connections. “Let’s go then,” he
teased. It was magnificent. Was this the same
cylinder? In a moment we had wound 500m
of 4mm rope – all at the flick of a switch
– and were undertaking the load testing.
Move the thingyme spring down two holes
and it paid out smoothly and consistently all
499m. Unclip my end and wind it all back
in. “Hmm…” hmmed Ted, “it really needs
a line guide…” At this stage I must confess
to mechanical idiocy and not understaning
even the basics. Thus I shall write what I
heard, not what was said: “It needs a thingy
to make the line go on evenly, a variable whatsit to control the speed of the line spooling oﬀ
and a something-or-other brake to do something or other.” “I think you’re right, Ted,”
I agreed. He smiled knowingly.
We towed that day, eﬀectively, eﬃciently
but on a 500m strip only to a few hundred
feet and pinged oﬀ into sinking air. I quickly
selected a section of the strip that looked
lovely and grassy but was in fact God’s outback equivalent of torture by 1,000 knives
– speargrass, bindii and other native grasses
that are excruciatingly painful when they
enter human skin. “Is that it? You need an

engine. Did you land there on purpose?
I wouldn’t have. That stuﬀ really hurts.”
“No, I meant to, I just didn’t mean to sit
down,” I lied.
The next week the winch had three new
attachments namely a hoodlepop, cospetaty
and waizledoo, and a host of minor modifications as well as an improved paint job.
Best of all a thingy to increase the tension
for hang glider towing. I confess, I prefer
paragliding these days because they’re lighter,
but I still get my few hours each year in the
old hang glider.
Load testing and settling in completed,
a stretch of unused road, 2.1km long, a
perfect Sunday without a cloud in the sky…
What? A scan of the horizon saw the hawks
barely maintaining height and the Isa smoke
stack emitting a heavy copper smoke which
slowly fell to earth rather than escaping
through the hole in the ozone layer as it does
on an ‘on’ day. Luckily Ted’s wife turned up
in a cloud of steam with a massive hole in
her radiator hose, and saved me from having
to enter another two-minute flight in my
log book.
Ted and I had negotiated a price for
the completed winch some time ago but it
didn’t nearly cover costs, being an original
design with all parts made from scratch. He
hoped I didn’t mind if he recovered some
costs by charging per tow rather than selling
it outright. When I stopped laughing, I told
him to throw $5 notes on the fire to keep
warm in winter, the financial return would
be about the same. It really is a magnificent
piece of machinery and is mine, all mine,
being the only pilot in town who flies the
way God, in her infinite wisdom, intended.
And so we move into the outback winter
with it’s freezing temperatures. Towing ain’t
going to happen ’til lunchtime when the cu’s
and I come out to play. We had a very good
wet season and the spiky grasses are everywhere. Guess I’m going to have to do some
long flights to find a nice landing spot.
Next week an article on the quick and
easy way of removing spear grass and bindii
from your wing, harness, socks, trousers,
foreskin and testicles (related to the above
landing). One of you guys must really have
pissed God oﬀ for her to create these things.
That’s my theory anyway.
Author’s note: If any clubs are interested in their
own winch Ted is willing/eager to discuss needs. The
next winch is going to be smaller and lighter as there’s
a lot of spare capacity on the cylinder and in his
mind he has worked out something more eﬃcient.
If you are, do contact me at <restneasy@bigpond.
com> before the Bond organisation snaps him up.

Soaring Australia
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VINON RETROSPECTIVE
Terry Cubley
TERRY CUBLEY AND PETER TEMPLE REPRESENTED AUSTRALIA DURING JULY IN THE CLUB CLASS
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS AT VINON, IN THE FRENCH ALPS. THIS IS AN ACCOUNT FROM TERRY OF
SOME ASPECTS OF THE EVENT. PETER AND TERRY HAVE GIVEN A PRESENTATION OF THEIR EXPERIENC
ES IN THE COMPETITION AT THE VSA AGM, THE GFA AGM AND AT THE SAGA COACHING LECTURES.

I

t was a pleasure to compete at Vinon. Without doubt, it is one of the better gliding sites
available around the world. It is a great airfield, great management, beautiful mountain ranges, hot and dry weather (usually)
with some marvellous scenery. Each day
provides a huge variation in conditions, lift
sources and excitement. Even on days when
I wasn’t doing too well, I could look around
and just appreciate the great opportunity
that was being provided.

R E S U LT S

The experienced mountain pilots were certainly at the top of the results sheet, with
the Austrians, French, Germans and Poles
showing their experience. Sebastian Kawa
who won the championships is ranked
Number 1 pilot in the world, and this was
his 3rd or 4th World championship victory
in a row. The British team also did well,
as expected – they are certainly the top
of the tree in gliding competition at the
moment, primarily due to their great coaching structure. Not as highly placed as their

compatriots in other events, but like us they
don’t have many opportunities to develop
mountain skills.
Peter Temple was flying his first World
comps, and certainly put in a huge eﬀort
to secure a good outcome. He flew last year
in the Pre-worlds, and then arrived in France
three weeks before the Worlds so he could
compete in the Vinon Regionals. Three
weeks competition experience in the area
before the Worlds was the greatest eﬀort
possible, and showed with his excellent
16th placing. Hopefully he will go to Rieti
to capitalise on this experience.
I was generally pleased with my own
performance. Most flights had some good
sections, but stringing these various sections
together was quite tricky with the diﬀering
terrain and varying weather conditions.
One wrong decision amongst the thunderstorms on one day put me into heavy rain
and eventually on the ground. A disastrous
score dropped me six places to 21st overall.
Still, you can’t change the outcome, and
there were many other pilots with similar
stories – except for the winners of course.
I N T O T H E M O U N TA I N S

Vinon is actually out in the plains, with
high plateaus heading north-east, the Durance River heading north, and the start of
the French Alps approximately 40km away.
Each day had some consistent challenges
– stay high over the plateaus, get to the
mountains and decide when to push for
the higher peaks and the long ridges. Push
too hard and you end up low, wasting time
as others cruise past; be too conservative
and the pack just cruise away from you.
Peter and I have quite diﬀerent flying
styles – Peter tends to push harder and on
a few days spent some valuable time at low
level scraping away (but he is good at this);
I tend to take a more conservative approach
and on some days this really paid oﬀ – but
I also lost 10 to 20km on others on a few
Tery Cubley
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days also. The skill is to make the right decision on each day at the right time – or at
least more often than most.
The typical route to the north-east
involved what is called the ‘Parcours’
– French for ‘raceway’. This is a 40km ridge,
which when it works well provides a long
run with no turning and good speed. On
most days we used the Parcours, but it didn’t
always work as expected – influenced by
wave and thunderstorms. Getting this balance right was also important.
It should be mentioned that the Parcours
is the busiest part of the French Alps, with
up to 200 gliders flying at the busiest part of
the season, most of whom head for the thrill
of the Parcours. No matter when you arrive,
there are gliders at various heights and directions – the primary reason for the development of FLARM.
North of the Parcours is a huge lake,
with a broad valley to the high mountains
of the Ecrins. To the south of the valley the
mountains are 7,000ft, while to the north
they are 9,000 to 12,000ft. This transition
usually ends up with a climb on Mt Lucy
or Mt Guillaume. Both face the sun fairly
well with a valley breeze in support. If you
are lucky you can get good slope lift with
a five to eight-knot climb just before the
top, up and over the ridges. At other times,
the thermal has passed already and you can
climb slowly in one to two knots. You can’t
head on until you get above the tops, so you
just have to wait for the next bubble five to
10 minutes later.
The Ecrins is magnificent, with glaciers,
ridges, high passes, rocks and snow. We
never had a lot of clearance, with cloudbase
often only 1,000ft above the tops, so heading out to the turnpoints in the valley often
meant having to scrabble back over the tops
in order to progress on task. Sometimes the
‘scrabbling’ takes some time, and sometimes
it doesn’t work and you have to just give it
away and accept the large deviation to fly
around the main peaks. For an Australian,
not flying on track, making large detours
October 2006
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and turning back on track is just so foreign,
and I guess I didn’t make the right choice
early enough on some occasions and ended
up paying a double penalty.
THUNDERSTORMS

The thunderstorms were undoubtedly
the biggest influence on the competition
– ‘unusual for this time of year’. I think that
of the 18 flights in Vinon, only four were
without storms and rain. Getting rained
on became just a daily expectation, and
unfortunately the LS4 really suﬀers with
this. For the last third of the competition
we finally tried a detergent wash over the
wings each morning, and to my amazement
the water on the wings just went away and
the performance only suﬀered slightly. My
crew Andrew Wright really earned his keep
with this job on both gliders each morning.
If only we had tried this much earlier.
The storms were something to behold.
They grew so quickly, and they would either
disappear just as quickly or spread out and
destroy all lift for huge distances around.
Large deviations around the storms were the
norm, often with good climbs in the right
places. The lightning was a little scary, it
was just around you, and we were all talking
about the impact of lightning on a fibreglass
glider – none of the stories were pretty.
The classic story was a day when Peter
and I actually did quite well, had a good run
along a convergence line and then had to
confront a thunderstorm over the airfield at
Vinon. You can read what happened in the
September issue.
SAFETY

Landing Options
The landing options were actually quite
good in most of the task area. Not a huge
number of choices, but well marked with
GPS co-ordinates and a booklet showing
landing directions, etc. It became a little
sparse in the higher mountains, with quite
limited choices, and this did influence
decisions on where to fly, when to push
on, etc. There are a number of airfields,
many of them gliding fields. Provided you
were aware of the limited choices and flew
accordingly, you could do this quite safely.
On the day that I eventually landed out
I ended up low in a valley, near to an airfield;
but with heavy rain over the airfield, landing
there was not an option. Careful inspection
of the fields identified two that were landable, although quite short. The small climbs
and low glides heading back home took me
past some listed fields and also some others
that could be used if needed. Eventually
I eased around a low ridge to St Auban airfield for a landing.
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FLARM
A high percentage of the
competitors were not carrying FLARM – there was
some concern that it provided a competitive advantage (or disadvantage – you
can’t hide from people).
Our Australian FLARMs
worked well, and appeared
to have a better display than
the European version. It
certainly helped identify
the club aircraft flying in the contest area.
On one day I was low over some ridges,
running into the turnpoint sector when the
alarm signalled a glider ahead. The other
glider came past me at the same height in
the opposite direction – it was Peter. In my
view, the FLARM is a great addition to
normal lookout and safety.
Pre-start Gaggles
The Europeans insist on start lines rather
than the Australian multiple start points.
This really supports team flying, as all members of the team can start together at the one
point. As a result, we ended up with huge
gaggles pre-start, with in excess of 30 gliders.
The British team was watching the French
who were watching the Poles who were
watching the… Start tactics then occurred
with gliders cruising around at cloudbase,
in and out of the wisps but not starting
until someone else did, some false starts,
and then a mad late rush to chase the ones
who broke first. Most of this issue could be
fixed with the multiple start point system.
T E A M F LY I NG

There were some excellent examples of
team flying. The Poles, French and British
teams were very good at it. The Austrians,
Germans and Czechs were very good at
sharing information, and although they
weren’t together all of the time could benefit

Vinon had all types of weather. Here, Team Oz shelters from the sun

from this exchange. These six teams took
out almost all of the top 15 positions in the
competition. Despite some practice, Peter
and I never really developed a good sharing
of information. We started together on most
days but then split up quite quickly through
diﬀerent decisions, often meeting up again
at diﬀerent parts of the flight, getting separated by 20km during the flight and then
finishing within a minute or two of each
other. There are benefits from information
sharing and we need to get better at this.
OVERVIEW

It was a very challenging competition, a
great place to fly, some excellent terrain and
conditions, and the standard of the pilots
was really high. On most days we showed
that we can do just as well as the best, but
they managed to pull this together more
consistently than Peter and I could do.
Some of this is due to their vastly greater
experience in the mountains. I enjoyed
every minute (well, nearly!) and certainly
plan on going back to the French Alps in
the future if at all possible. A trip to Glacier
Blanc, or Mt Blanc or the Matterhorn
would be really stunning. Hopefully
through our coaching role, we can pass
on some of the techniques and thinking
that we picked up at the event.

Soaring Australia
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Bight Me (My Australia Day)
Murray Wood
KALGOORLIE IS APPROXIMATELY 1,000KM BY ROAD TO THE WA/SA BORDER. TWO LEFT HAND INTER
SECTIONS FROM KAL AND YOU’RE THERE, YOU CAN’T MISS IT.

T

here are some lonely stretches of road
along the way and it will blur into one
if you don’t stop and have a look around.
Our journey started at 9:30pm (it’s easier
to travel with kids at night), in light and
moderate rain all the way to Eucla. Soon
after Eucla we arrived at our destination,
Border Village… Twelve hours of non-stop
driving, rotating drivers every 200km, and
we were finally at the roadhouse, customs
check point and caravan park.
The kids were pinging oﬀ the walls after
that eﬀort and left the car as if it had electrified them, exploring their new surrounds.

My wife, Melanie, and I set up camp (in
a dazed and overtired state), in amongst the
trees at the back of the caravan park. It was
cool, cloudy and blowing southerly, but I
was too knackered to fly, so we travelled the
five minutes from our camp to check out
Wilson’s Bluﬀ and the Eucla escarpment.
While the kids played the ‘throw yourself
down the 300ft sand dune’ game, I went
looking for other launchable areas, discovering sites facing SE to SW, cliﬀ and sand
dunes, bottom landings (hard to retrieve but
safe to land) and top landings everywhere.
This site is a great prelude to flying the actual Bight, preparing you and your equipment
for cliﬀ flying, the weather variations and
general familiarisation with the Nullarbor.
Over the next week we spent many hours
yahooing along this part of the coastline,
with one eye looking east at the mighty
Bight, just waiting…
My old young flying friend, Lynn Webb,
arrived the next morning with two words
on his lips, “It’s on”, so we headed oﬀ to
Wilson’s Bluﬀ and flew all that day. Now,
Lynn doesn’t travel light, with a wing, a
powered harness, quad bike, camping equipLeft to right: Zeus, Murray, Mel, Mitchell, Casey
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ment, genset, laptop and $20,000 worth
of camera gear. This guy is prepared for
some serious fun. Lynn is a professional
photographer and this is his usual ‘at work
equipment’. He was also the Dundas Shire
President, which encompasses the about
10,000km2 of the land we were about to
travel and fly from. Handy guy to know, eh?
He knows all the landowners, shop keepers,
their children, their cats, dogs, frogs, the
pigmy possums and where and when to find
them, not to mention all the back tracks,
road conditions and history of the last
100 years of human existence in this area.
Hmmm… We had our very own tour guide
(with a dark sense of humour to boot).
After two days of camp life, the children
– Casey, Mitchell and a dog named Zeus
– had started to settle down, though they
still had trouble sleeping at night in their
tent, worried about foxes coming into camp
and eating our food… Lynn put their minds
at ease by telling them, “There are no foxes
out here, children, the dingoes ate them all up.”
Right on the money, Lynn, you tormentor.
The facilities at Border Village suited us just
fine, with hot showers, good laundry, a pool
to swim in, a bar to drink in, and pokies
if you like to gamble.
October 2006
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Left: Motorised hang gliding above the Bight

Photos: Lynn Webb
Before we had set oﬀ on this adventure,
I had a notice put in the Soarer inviting
other pilots to join us. A few friends called
to wish us luck and good flying weather,
but one call was unforgettable. It came from
a fast talking Spaniard named Tustra who
also wanted to fly the Bight. After four days
of driving and about 15 litres of oil, he made
it. We introduced ourselves, showed him
camp, showed him launch, then we all set
up and flew until it got dark. Afterwards we
partied on all night; Tustra was exactly what
had been missing from our group, providing
us with stories of his own adventures travelling around Oz. (By the end of the night we
were all speaking Spanish.)
The next morning we awoke to a northeasterly. No good for the ridge, so we headed
inland about 40km to the Old Coach Road.
This road (bush track) was the only way to
cross from east to west in the olden days, via
car or cart, with treeless undulating plains
from horizon to horizon. Along this track are
old abandoned cars from the early 1900’s:
Model-A trucks, Model-T cars, Chevies and
Dodges, some with wood-spoked wheels and
others which still have their crank handle
rusted in place. A perfect photo opportunity
for Lynn.
We also had GPS co-ordinates for a
heap of caves out there which we found and
explored. One cave we entered was a huge
cathedral, nearly 30m wide, 20m high and
400m long. We all enjoyed the cool surrounds, but kept a short leash on the kids as
well as the dog; these caves have sub-levels
that go deeper than our torch lights, and
let’s not forget we were in the middle of
bloody nowhere – hence telling the shop
owner at Eucla our whereabouts and ETR.
Upon our return we were greeted by
a seabreeze, so oﬀ to Wilson’s Bluﬀ for
another flying fix. Back at camp afterwards,
the radio burst into life with what sounded
like a bunch of drunken soccer hooligans…
Close, it was our WA mates, coming back
from flying the eastern states – Scurge,
Ritcho, Pissy Pete and Rukus. They were
greeted with a camp oven stew, cold beer
and red wine. They reciprocated with stories
of the Bogong and Corryong comps, crazy
launch sites and flying with the guns. It was
another long and hallucinogenic night.
By now, Lynn, Tustra, and myself were
very comfortable flying this area, and the
next day, Australia Day, saw conditions looking good for a Bight flight. After brekkie,
Tustra and I went tandem oﬀ Wilson’s Bluﬀ

for something diﬀerent. We were back by
10am, had brunch, then headed east towards
the Bight. We caught up with Ritcho and
the gang and followed Lynn to a launch
which is about 250m from the main ridge.
It has a bomb-out/crash site in front, but is
still a seriously advanced site. The view east
was gothic looking, like an impenetrable
castle wall disappearing over the horizon.
The sea was choppy with white caps, and sea
spray outlined the lift band above the cliﬀ.
It was on. Lynn launched first (it’s hard
to beat him to launch) and was rewarded
with mega lift. Tustra was next into the air,
and couldn’t control his Spanish tongue as
the full scale of the cliﬀs came into his view.
I launched next, a quick turn right, along
the ‘safe’ zone, then left across to the Bight.
The surge of lift was smooth but powerful,
taking us up to 1,500ft asl.
Just before launch I said to my ‘slightly
scared for my well-being’ wife, “Better fuel
up the cruiser, it’s gonna be a long day.” That’s
all the warning I gave her as Tustra and I
blasted away, chasing our dream to fly the
Great Australian Bight. With radio contact
established, we settled into our harnesses
and pushed eastwards.
I trimmed the Litespeed to fly with Tustra’s slower XS, as we were in this together.
I didn’t want to blow his arms apart trying
to keep up. All along the cliﬀs we could see
massive breakaways teetering on the edge
of collapse into the ocean. Sea eagles graced
us with their presence, appearing every 10km
or so to have a gawk at us, then return to
their nests. Scanning the horizon, all we
could see on our left was the flat green
expanse of the Nullarbor; on our right was

Cliff soaring

the mighty Southern Ocean; and below was
the jagged edge where these two masses met.
Tustra and I pushed on; we had a way to
go yet. Mel and the kids had caught up with
us at the 100km mark, when the road veered
away from the cliﬀs and oﬀ into the Nullarbor. I assured her we’d be okay and to meet
up at Whale Watch Lookout, so we went
our separate ways.
At about 4pm the great flight was going
well, but I was thinking, if the wind dropped
oﬀ we’d have some walking to do. I relayed
my concerns to Tustra and all I got was click
click click… Oh no, dead radio. We flew close
enough to communicate and decided to
push on; it was now or never, knowing Mel
would be there at the end (or so I thought).

The Great Australian Bight
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Beach camping

An hour later and at the 160km mark
we passed a well-used dirt track leading oﬀ
to the Nullarbor Roadhouse, but without
comms I couldn’t tell Mel. By now we were
rounding the head of the Bight and the
wind direction was changing on us. We flew
conservatively, using the points of the cliﬀ to
maximise our lift, leap frogging to the next
point. We kept our ‘100ft rule’ well in mind
– we’d bale out and top land if we ever sunk
to within 100ft above the ridge.
We flew like this for the next 18km.
I could see the white sand dunes and Whale
Watch Lookout. I could see the end of the
cliﬀs. But, sticking to the ‘rule’, I bombed…
Bugger! Two kilometres short!
Tustra landed soon after me. I was so
happy to be stuck in the middle of nowhere
with someone else at least. We sung and
danced, yahooed and back-slapped each
other. I was even speaking Spanish. Soon
enough our attention began to focus on
a retrieve… or should I say, rescue!
We packed up our wings and just left
them, rather unceremoniously considering
what they’d just done for us. It was getting
dark and I knew my wife would still be
looking for us, so we started walking. Low
cloud rolled in and it went absolutely black.
The track was limestone, so we could see
that at least… Some six kilometres later,
we finally found a bitumen road; we’d been
walking parallel to it for some time!
Now, being stranded out on the Nullarbor is quite an eerie experience. On such a
flat and featureless landscape it was easy to
lose your bearings (and marbles). You could
watch a car coming for half an hour, only
to realise that the highway was still an hour’s
walk away.
Two hours after leaving the gliders we
reached the Nullarbor Highway, then realised why Mel couldn’t get to us. The local
aboriginal groups were squabbling over land
rights and access to the area, locking all the
gates. Poor Mel must have been freaking
out by now – it was past 9pm.

We headed west for the first time that
day. Eleven kilometres to the Nullarbor
Roadhouse… Legs burning… Camelbak
empty… Stomach growling… Hmmm,
didn’t prepare for this…
Several cars sped by. I could only wonder what they were thinking. Then a truck
appeared, and 13 gears later it came to a
stop. The driver opened the door and said,
“Hi guys, heard all about your adventure on
the two-way! Want a ride?” Mel, in her wisdom, had dialled up UHF channel 40, the
‘truckies channel’, and told anybody who
would listen about our situation. God love
her. She had headed back to base camp some
200km away, a little distraught, but okay.
The kids were freaking out, having still not
picked up dad and Rooster (Tustra).
The truckie dropped us oﬀ at the
roadhouse at 9:45pm, then went on his
way. We walked up to the front door and,
we couldn’t believe it, they were shut. We
woke up another traveller sleeping in his
car and scabbed a dollar oﬀ him to make a
phone call to the guys back at camp. After
the laughter had died down, they were still
undecided whether to pick us up or to punish us and leave us there. “Either way, let Mel
know we’re alive,” was my first concern.

It started to rain. Tustra, myself and two
dingoes were looking for shelter. I found
a nice cosy spot on the tiled floor of the
laundry. Tustra bedded down in the disabled
toilet. The dingoes circled us like sharks,
but we looked hungrier than them so they
kept their distance. Exhaustion took over
and I finally slept.
About 1am Ritcho and Lynn pulled up,
not smiling. Little was said and we knew we’d
stuﬀed up. Their silence spoke volumes. By
3am we were back at camp. My wife kissed
me, then punched me hard, then went back
to sleep. I got oﬀ quite lightly, considering.
I was up at 7am and the kids couldn’t
stop hugging me and Tustra, telling us all
about their version of events. Their love
knows no boundaries; they were just happy
we were safe.
We decided to go get our wings as soon
as possible. Everybody else was still asleep,
so Tustra, the kids, the dog and I headed
back. We drove 230km to get our gliders,
then stopped at the Nullarbor Roadhouse
for lunch. By now everyone out here knew
about us and our ordeal – the bush telegraph
was alive and well. We answered questions,
telling people where we slept and how far
we’d walked, about the dingoes and the
flight. The shop owners were pleased there
was a happy ending to our adventure, but
declined on sponsoring the movie rights.
We thanked them for their hospitality and
headed back to camp.
Camp was empty when we got back
– they were all out at Wilson’s Bluﬀ flying.
Ah, what the heck. Out we went, set up, and
flew for the rest of the day… Ahhh, BIGHT
ME! That was my Australia Day…

Sunset over the Southern Ocean
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Hang Gliding is Alive and Well
Lee Patterson
KATH AND I STARTED HANG GLIDING IN MARCH 1999 AND WE WERE VERY LUCKY INDEED TO BE
TAUGHT BY TOVE AND GRANT HEANEY. WE WERE BOTH CONSUMED WITH ENTHUSIASM FOR OUR
NEW SPORT AND IT WASN’T LONG AFTER OUR TRAINING WAS COMPLETED THAT WE WERE GOING
CROSSCOUNTRY AND ENTERING COMPETITIONS.

A

couple of years later I started to help
Tove out with her courses and decided to concentrate my eﬀorts on
helping people get that same
buzz I had been getting every time I went
flying. More so, I wanted people to learn
the way we had learnt and that was by having a reliable and enthusiastic instructor who
was both, passionate about hang gliding and
also very skilled.
Over the following years I learned a lot
from Tove and Grant through groundtowing, aerotowing, cross-country flying, comp
flying and instructing students, which I
couldn’t have learnt on my own. They both
did this in good will and it was invaluable
to what I know today.
Fast forward a few more years: Quitting
my job in the Snowy Mountains, moving
to the centre of the hang gliding universe
of Australia (Canungra), completing a flight
instructor’s certificate (thanks to Tove and
Ken Hill), receiving a supportive income
from my beautiful partner Kath (we even
threw a kid into the equation, little Taj, the
next World champ!) – and presto, a new
little hang gliding school was born.
The name of my business is ‘Altitude
Windsports’ and I am working under Ken
Hill’s facility, South East Queensland Hang
Gliding. Ken has had a school here for near

Lee’s financial support
and test pilot Taj
Photo: Jonny Durand Jnr
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on 20 years and is an awesome ambassador
for our sport. I am also lucky to have young
Jonny Durand Jnr (current World Number
One) helping me out from time to time,
with first day student training flights right
through to post training skill advancement
like cross-country flying and advanced
thermal and flight planning techniques.
Combined we have a very healthy hang gliding eco-system here, that gives new students
a very positive, informed outlook and skill
base which will hopefully ensure a good
name for our sport within the community.
I have had the school running for one year
now and the interest has been overwhelming. Just a few statistics to bore you with:
• Ran about seven hang gliding courses, one
groundtow course and one aerotow course
• Approximately 35 new students did a full
course or intro course. Of these around
20 have achieved their restricted licence.
• Of these 20 students, approximately 18 are
actively flying most weekends and have different levels of ability due to lifestyle influences. Three or four have their intermediate
licence already and a couple have their
groundtow and aerotow endorsements.
• Approximately five students have already
had a cross-country adventure, including
Dirk Barber’s outstanding 100km flight
in the flats this summer with Jonny
Durand Jnr.
• Two new female pilots have been licensed,
one of them is aerotowing after only 10
hours airtime.
In fact, most of the students we teach
have had their first cross-country flight
within 10 hours of their first flight!
After reading so much negative press
about the ‘death’ of hang gliding, etc, I felt
the need to share some positives about the
future of hang gliding. I am only a small
school with a small amount of infrastructure
and have only been operating for a short
time to achieve the above results. I put my
success down to having a positive approach,
a passion for what I am involved in and having some of the most experienced people
in the sport helping me out, something
I cannot place a value on. I am looking

Jonny Durand Jnr takes a shot of Dirk on his 100km flight
Photo: Jonny Durand Jnr

forward to this next year and hope that
we can double what we achieved this year.
I would also like to pass on my thanks to
everyone involved in this awesome sport/
past-time whatever you’d like to call it –
we are the lucky bunch!
Who said hang gliding was dying? They
obviously have not been to Canungra lately!

Author’s note: Lee and Jonny will be running
some advanced thermalling and cross-country clinics
soon. You can contact Lee by email <lee@hangglide
queensland.com.au>, phone: 0417 025 732 or visit
[www.hangglidequeensland.com.au]. You can also
check out Jonny’s Blogspot for all recent events [www.
jonnydurand.blogspot.com].

Jonny sends
Michelle off the
training hill with
Lee as the target

Photo: Brandon O’Donnell
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A Look Back at
JoeyGlide ’05

Bathurst Soaring Club DG-505 piloted
by Robbie Bull and Graeme Cant

Photos: Danny Malone and David Conway
Caleb White

M

y goals for my first JoeyGlide were
to have a safe competition, learn
as much as possible, fly as well as
I could, and most importantly,
enjoy myself. As my emphasis was more on
relaxation rather than serious competition,
I am probably unqualified to give a thermalby-thermal competition report. As such, this
article is more an attempt to summarise the
unforgettable experience enjoyed by all at
the Junior Nationals or JoeyGlide ’05.
All in all, it was the mixture of the
young and the young at heart that made this
event what it was. Judging by the level of
enthusiasm displayed by all who attended,
gliding has a future in Australia!
JoeyGlide ’05 oﬀered two types of flying opportunities for junior pilots: coaching
with experienced pilots in two-seaters, and
competing in the single-seat championship.

While there were about 10 juniors making
the most of the coaching opportunities, the
single-seat competition was well attended
with 22 entries ranging from Ventus to
Super Goose.
The site for JoeyGlide ’05 was Brobenah
airfield at Leeton in the Riverina region of
NSW, enthusiastically hosted by members
from both the Leeton and Wagga Wagga
clubs. Much eﬀort had gone into site
improvements long before the competition,
which was greatly appreciated by all competitors. Grass is such a novelty at an airfield
campground! The microwave internet link
into Leeton provided both net access for
those on site, and the sometimes questionable webcam inflicted on the Australian
gliding community.
The clubhouse was converted into a
‘pubhouse’ with pool table, jukebox and

Aftermath of a storm at Leeton
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well-stocked (and frequently re-stocked)
bar. This created a festive atmosphere each
evening which extended well into each
night, more than likely to the detriment of
the competition performance of a number
of pilots, myself included. A large marquee
was assembled on the lawn between the tiedowns for briefings and general bad behaviour late at night.
Briefings were well structured to include
a summary of expected soaring conditions
and a short talk on a selected topic by experienced pilots. The daily task was then professionally presented. After briefing it
was possible to talk with the experienced
two-seater pilots about strategies and tactics
for the day. This contact with experienced
role models was an encouraging experience
for me and other junior pilots; conversing
with George Lee and Ingo Renner was
genuinely inspiring.
Tasks were AATs and ASTs. The sensible
decisions to avoid the irrigation areas in tasksetting, combined with the westerly wind,
meant that both types of task had significant
into-wind and downwind legs. This made
decisionmaking crucial in AATs, as distance
covered with the assistance of a tailwind
would have to be reclaimed into-wind.
Soaring conditions were generally windy.
The most challenging region of the task area
was frequently around the start points, due
to the ‘green’ air from the irrigation. One
often had the best intentions of taking the
October 2006
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most upwind start point drawn, but often
settled for the closest (which was downwind
of the airfield when the gate opened). Competition days were generally blue, while some
legs were occasionally possible under scattered cu (the best height reported during the
competition was around 9,000ft). The westerly wind increased with height (20 to 25kt
on most days) frequently organised lift into
energy lines which could be utilised by astute
pilots to their advantage. Thermals were
generally broken and required perseverance
to climb eﬃciently to the top of the nominated height band. It was equally important
to avoid the eye-watering sink in between
streets and streams on most days. The strong
wind also created thermal wave on most
days. At the beginning of the competition
it was really only the big wings making use
of it pre-start, but as the competition progressed, some of the junior pilots listened,
exploiting the wave before the start gate
opened. To summarise, soaring conditions
were challenging for inexperienced pilots,
near impossible for those in low performance
ships, and purgatory for the Super Goose.
Anyone who has concerns regarding
the future of the movement would have
been heartened by the attitudes and enthusiasm at the pilots’ meeting. Many current
and proposed promotional initiatives were
discussed, the fruit of which will be seen
shortly. The most exciting and perhaps hotly
discussed topic was the future of a damaged
ASW15 which the junior movement had
been donated. The presentation dinner at
the historic Hydro was an enjoyable end
to a magnificent week.
It’s clear that JoeyGlide would not have
been the success it was without the Herculean eﬀorts of Nick Gilbert, John Mason,
Grant Johnson, and the numerous other
members of the Wagga Wagga Gliding Club
who generously donated their time to the

Andrew Maddocks of Boonah SC in Discus B VH-GFV

betterment of Junior Gliding in Australia.
However, these eﬀorts would have been
empty without significant support and contributions of the event’s sponsors:
Platinum Sponsors
Internode [www.internode.on.net]
OAMPS Aviation [www.oamps.com.au]
Condor Soaring Simulator [www.
condorsoaring.com]
T & J Sailplane Services [www.tandjsail
planes.com]
Ian McPhee [www.mrsoaring.com]
Gold, Silver & Bronze Sponsors
Kanda Soaring [www.kandasoaring.com]
Microair Avionics [www.microair.com.au]
Bunnings Warehouse Wagga Wagga [www.
bunnings.com.au]
Web Adventures [www.webadventures.com.au]
Poliglide Paragliding [www.poliglide.com]
Other people who deserve big thankyous are: Ingo Renner (all-round nice guy
and not a bad pilot, for his continued
support); George Lee (who travelled from
Queensland to present a trophy in his
name), Michelle Lappin (tug mistress);
Graeme Rickert (tug pilot/weatherman);
Bobby Charlton (tug pilot); Stuart Davey
(tug pilot); Joe Toth (tug pilot); Geoﬀ Sim
(coach); Bruce Taylor (coach/tasksetter);
Aaron Stroop (coach); Paul Mander (coach);
Martin ‘Pins’ Feeg (coach/tasksetter); Wayne
Hadkins (scorer/verifier); Danny Malone
(webmaster); Graeme Cant (general supporter and all-round nice guy); and all the

P LACE

REGO N A ME

CLUB /COUNTRY G LID ER TYPE

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

HC
C2
BK
AK
DD
MK
QH
VX
IKP
TC
FV
GU
JH
FQN
HDW
MI
JE
BSC
DZ
GW
ZZ
VA

Kingaroy
Germany
Southern Downs
Germany
Germany
Wagga Wagga
Adelaide Uni
Adelaide SC
RAAF Richmond
Boonah
Boonah
Southern Cross
Adelaide SC
Corowa
New Zealand
Adelaide Uni
Adelaide SC
Bathurst
Bathurst
UK
VMFG
Adelaide SC

3,792.0
3,245.4
3,230.4
3,213.0
2,756.6
2,644.0
2,629.4
2,614.1
2,368.0
2,228.9
2,176.5
1,888.3
1,750.7
1,749.7
1,583.7
1,455.2
1,438.4
1,272.5
1,105.3
938.5
740.1
579.6
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David McManus
Andre Weidlich
Heath L’Estrange
Michael Seidel
David Bauder
Nathan Johnson
Sarah Allen
Todd Sandercock
Adam Bland
Nick Maddocks
Andrew Maddocks
Milan Youngmann
Jade Palmer
Adam Ianson
Dane Dicko
Tim Bates
Johnathon Williams
Robert Bull
Angus Stewart
Mark Laver
Caleb White
Tom Wilksch

ASW 20B
Std. Cirrus
Discus A
Std. Libelle
DG 202/15
Hornet
Ventus b
LS 3
Astir CS 77
ASW 28
Discus B
DG 303
Astir CS 77
Mosquito
ASW 20B
Club Libelle
Discus B
DG 505 20m
DG 300
Std. Libelle
EP2 Super Goose
PIK 20 D

private owners and clubs who donated
and/or made available their aircraft – this
contest would not have been remotely possible without your generous support.
This year’s JoeyGlide will once again be
held at Leeton. The contest will run from
30 December 2006 to 6 January 2007, with
a prior practice period beginning on Boxing
Day. The website [www.JoeyGlide.com]
should answer most questions. We eagerly
wish to speak to anyone who may be able
to assist in the running of the competition.
For information on this or other contests,
please contact Nick Gilbert on 0430 099771
or <CirrusC2@internode.on.net>.

Heath L’Estrange (left) and Nick Gilbert

David McManus of Kingaroy SC, winner of JoeyGlide ’05
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JoeyGlide ’05
– Anyway…
Sarah Allen

j

oeyGlide ’05, held at Leeton Gliding Club,
NSW, was to be my third gliding competition. I’d managed to secure myself the hottest ship at the contest, Ventus B ‘GQH’,
owned and very kindly lent to me by David
and Catherine Conway. Never having flown
a Ventus before, I arrived at Leeton five days
early to try and get the hang of it. We only
had one storm go through during the practice week, but I managed to pick up a virus
of some sort which meant I was going into
the practice day having flown it only three
times and gone cross-country once – not
that I was going to let any of this stop me!
P R A CT IC E D AY

Task: Grong Grong–Barmedman
–Barellan AAT
The weather for the practice day was to
set the trend for the rest of the competition:
low convection, cu and windy.

Sarah Allen crossing the finish line in Ventus B VH-GQH

an aspect of the weather I was to struggle
with for the whole competition.
So there I was, 40km from home and
only 1,000ft below glide. I thought I’d nailed
it; it was going to be slow, but I was going
to make it home. It’s funny how things work
out sometimes! It was getting late in the
afternoon and the thermal strength in the
middle to lower height band had severely
dropped oﬀ – if I stopped to thermal it
meant I’d lose too much distance, but I was
having no luck trying to work the streets.
I decided to stop and thermal, but
the wind got the better of me. I ended up
outlanding in a lovely paddock 75km from
home. Well, it was the practice day after
all… Why not practice outlanding!
D AY 1

The task seemed fairly easy, giving plenty
of options for both high and low performance gliders. I decided, as it was the practice
day, that I was going to push as hard as possible to try and get a feel for the glider. The
first leg was easy, being mainly downwind,
and I pushed almost to the end of the first
circle – which, in hindsight, was not a good
decision. From then on I couldn’t get my
rhythm back.
The next leg was crosswind, and I found
centering thermals diﬃcult and wasted a lot
of time, so I had to turn much earlier than
I had planned. One look at my watch told
me that I just had to get back as quickly as
possible to make the time.
After a long, hard struggle, getting low
and watching other gliders land in paddocks,
I managed to clip the edge of the last circle
and could finally try for home. There was
a reasonable headwind which didn’t help,

Task: Coolamon–Weethalle–Finish AAT
The weather for the oﬃcial Day 1 was very
similar to the practice day, although convection looked to be going higher and there
was less cu. There was, however, some high
level cloud moving over which we all had
to be a little careful of.
After struggling to get height before
the start, I finally took oﬀ about mid-field
and blasted oﬀ downwind. Same as the
practice day: leg one was a breeze. I cruised
past Coolamon until I reached the time I
planned to turn, and then headed oﬀ crosswind. Similarly again to the practice day,
I was finding it hard to centre with the
crosswind, but was doing a much better job.
I thought I was finally getting the hang of
this new glider!
I felt comfortable working a low height
band so I wasn’t worrying too much about
gaining height. This was easy for a short
while, as the approaching band of high
cloud and cool air behind it was triggering
good thermals, but unfortunately the cold
I’d had earlier hadn’t quite been shaken
oﬀ, and my concentration suﬀered from it.
I didn’t pick up soon enough that the high
cloud was the trigger for these thermals,
so I just kept pushing hard underneath it.
Needless to say, about two minutes later I
was on the deck, in another lovely paddock,
trying to work out where it all went wrong.
At the time I blamed the 100 litres of water
I’d put in the Ventus (on what probably
wasn’t a 100 litre day), my cold, starting
too late, etc, etc. In reality I had just completely ignored all the obvious signs telling
me to change gears and stop blasting round
at 100kt.

During practice week
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1) Dave McManus – 85.6 km/h
2) David Bauder – 81.1 km/h
3) Andre Weidlich – 77.2 km/h
16) Sarah Allen – splat
D AY S 2 A N D 3

Unfortunately, both Days 2 and 3 were
cancelled. We did, however, get to see some
awesome thunderstorms go through, and
the tents that we’d managed to partially
repair after the storms the week before, took
another bashing. It was great to have a few
days to chill out and enjoy the town’s hospitality – well, the pubs at least, and we could
go through the traces for the past couple of
days to try and work out what some people
were doing right and what I was doing wrong!
D AY 4

Task: Temora–Rankin Springs–Finish AST
The weather was looking good. After the
thunderstorms, the air was unstable and
the day looked like it should go pretty high,
but we did still have those strong winds to
contend with. First leg, again, was downwind, and it was definitely a Ventus-fullof-water day, so the first leg was great fun.
The next leg was into wind and, following
two outlandings in a row, I was absolutely
determined to make it home and get some
points on the board, so I was not pushing
anywhere near as hard as I should have
been. Libelles were keeping up with me!
This leg was the longest, and into wind,
and seemed to take forever. I was only halfway along when the outlanding calls started
coming in over the radio, and gliders could
be seen strewn across the countryside. About
this time I went into survival mode and
dumped my water to try and make the most
of the climbs.
From then on, every 10 minutes or so
an outlanding call would come over the
radio until there were only four left, with
only one glider having made it home so far.
Over the radio I heard that Andy Maddocks
and Charlie I’Anson had turned for home,
not worrying about the rest of the task. So
now there were two girls and a German guy
left on task, and the light was quickly fading.
The last climb I took was steady and got
me to 8,000ft – the highest I’d been all day.
I rounded the turnpoint and was finally out
of the headwind. In fact, I had about 5kt tailwind. Not long after, I turned at Rankin
Springs, I heard Jade Palmer’s outlanding call,
and there was an eerie silence over the radio.
By this stage it was after 7pm and the
air had gone very still, which at least meant
no sink. My glide computer was telling me
I had final glide at 55kt with nothing to
spare, so I flew at 55kt and worked what
October 2006

I could of the air to try and give me at least
some margin. It worked.
I was 10km out, and I don’t think a
‘10k’ call has ever been so satisfying! I landed
at about 7:30pm, after more than six hours
in the air, to find that only three of us had
made it home that day.
1) Dave McManus – 81.1km/h
2) Michael Seidel – 58.8km/h
3) Sarah Allen – 51.9km/h
D AY 5

Task: Grong Grong–Barmedman–Yenda
–Finish AAT
Finally the weather was going to be good
to us: a few cu’s, high convection, and the
wind was lighter than it had been all week.
I went into the task with the idea of
being more aggressive than the day before,
but still with the main aim of getting home.
I managed to find a couple of gliders to fly
around with, making the day a whole lot
more fun. One of them happened to be
David, one of the Germans, who was quite
decisively showing most of us how it was all
done. This worked well. It was great flying
with someone much more experienced than
myself, and just seeing the diﬀerence in decisionmaking. The funny part was that when
I talked to him later, he said he’d had a bad
day, but had at least enjoyed the company.
I didn’t get into trouble once during the
whole flight, which probably meant I wasn’t
pushing hard enough, and I only got low
once under the cu where there were dust
devils 200m across rising up from paddocks.
I was finally working out how to attack the
headwind by working a much larger height
band, and was feeling confident. I didn’t
go far into the last circle and had final glide
well before I turned for home, making for
an easy finish.
In retrospect, I was still being too conservative. I knew that to make up any points
I’d lost on the first day I was going to have
to fly much harder the next day.
1) Dave McManus – 92.5km/h
2) Andre Weidlich – 91.1km/h
3) Heath L’Estrange – 85.8km/h
7) Sarah Allen – 77.8km/h
D AY 6

Task: Goolgowi–Ardlethan–Ganmain
–Finish AST
Day 6 was shaping up to be the best day
of the competition: an assigned speed task,
high convection and low winds meant it was
definitely a day for a Ventus full of water!
The first leg took us out over the irrigation, and taking some of the local advice
I decided to detour around it. At the time
I didn’t think it was going to aﬀect my speed

Sarah Allen of Adelaide University Gliding Club

greatly, but looking over the trace afterwards
it was obvious that it cost me a lot of time.
The whole flight was great, and a heap
of fun! Being a speed task there were thermal
markers everywhere and lots of opportunities
to fly with everyone else, and although still
not pushing hard enough, I didn’t get into
any trouble on task.
The final glide phase of the flight, however, almost ended in disaster! The track
from Ganmain back to Leeton took us
directly over the low hills, and I took my
final glide thermal on the Ganmain side.
I then took oﬀ for home, and was kicking
myself when I realised how much time I’d
wasted thermalling, as the sky was exploding:
10kt on the averager, and 100kt on the ASI.
So I just kept pushing the stick forward to
burn oﬀ height, and was preparing for a fast
finish. On the Leeton side of the hills, however, was 10kt of sink. I went from 100kt
and going up, to 65kt and going down.
In a matter of seconds my final glide had
changed from overcooked to undercooked,
and was now looking dicey. I managed to
pick up a few knots of lift on the way in,
but still came over the end fence with 200ft
at 65kt.
1) Heath L’Estrange – 103km/h
2) Dave McManus – 97.5km/h
3) Michael Seidel – 93.5km/h
7) Sarah Allen – 82.7km/h
Although the weather wasn’t particularly
kind to us, losing two days and with strong
winds, JoeyGlide ’05 was a steep learning
curve in my gliding. It was invaluable having the likes of Paul Mander, Bruce Taylor,
Geoﬀ Sim, Aaron Stroop, Pins Feeg, George
Lee and Ingo Renner to ask advice, and just
talk to generally.
The event is a fantastic opportunity for
young pilots to fly against some terrific competition, and just get to meet other young
people who are also crazy about gliding.
JoeyGlide isn’t just a competition, it’s an experience that will stay with you for a lifetime.
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COACHING AT JOEYGLIDE
Paul Mander
LAST SEASON WE HAD A WONDERFUL LINEUP OF HIGH PERFORMANCE TWOSEATERS FOR JOEYGLIDE:
A DG1000, A DUO DISCUS, THREE ASH25S, AND COACHES IN EACH ONE ALL FIRED UP TO DO SOME
HIGH PERFORMANCE COACHING…

S

ounds too good to be true, doesn’t it? Didn’t
work, though.
It was great fun, but the conditions
throughout the contest were downright
tough; windy, blue and low convection
heights, and the two-seater gliders were far
too advanced and demanding for the capabilities of the people who came to JoeyGlide
looking for coaching. The coaches ended
up doing most of the flying, and many of
the trainees simply got sick. There were one
or two stand-outs who coped very well, but
the lesson is that we should use two-seaters
which the trainees are more accustomed to
and in which they can do most of the flying.

It must be said that the competitors as
a group coped extremely well with the very
diﬃcult conditions which persisted for the
whole of the contest. There wasn’t a single
easy flying day.
We recognise in hindsight that there
is a need for two distinct levels of coaching:
one stream for the competitors focussed on
improving their performance, and one aimed
at getting inexperienced cross-country pilots
up there and out there.
THE PLAN FOR
NE XT JANUARY

The ‘high performance’ coaching stream
does not call for high performance two-seaters, because in general,
those looking for this
level of coaching will be
flying their own gliders
in the main contest. For
them we plan to run a
series of evening discussions, free flowing but
specifically aimed at
Wind, rain,
high performance crosstemperature,
country flying and
competition techniques
humidity,
and issues.
barometer,
The other stream
plus more…
will be directly aimed
at developing crossAlso available:
country skills and
getting pilots to fly
Windsocks and frames,
cross-country
even if
handheld weather meters.
they have not done
so before. We realise
Australian Agent
the enormous value of
for Davis Instruments.
JoeyGlide in getting
all our juniors together
in one spot each year,
and we want to encourAsk for your
ECOWATCH
age them all to come
FREE catalogue.
Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
regardless of skill level.
Kilsyth VIC 3137
I envisage morning sesPhone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
sions directed at basic
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
cross-country skills and
disciplines, followed by
web: [www.davisinstruments.com.au]
appropriate tasks to be
flown in the two-seaters.

Weather Station
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The inexperienced will fly cross-country, and
they will fly themselves.
GLIDERS

We can presently identify three Blaniks and
one ASK-13 that should be available. We’re
looking for more gliders of this calibre. We
appeal to all clubs and private owners who
might be able to make their gliders available for JoeyGlide from immediately after
Christmas until 6 January 2007.
The numbers needed will depend on
entries and on availability of coaches, so the
earlier people start to think about this and
to advise us, the better package we’ll be able
to put together. Please contact Nick Gilbert
or myself, details below. We will also be canvassing vigorously, so be prepared for a call.
COACHES

We are hoping for a repeat of the enthusiastic support of this event from volunteer
coaches. As indicated above, the emphasis
during the day will be on basics and on
coaching/coaxing non-competitors to fly
tasks. We could have an informal daily
contest for the two-seaters.
PILOTS

Competitors from past JoeyGlides know
what a wonderful event it is, and what a
great place for Juniors from all over Australia to get to know each other, and have
the occasional party, possibly even learn
something.
I know that anyone who competed last
year will need no encouragement, they’ll be
back. But the message to all Juniors, whatever your level of experience, is to get yourself
to JoeyGlide by hook or by crook. You’ll
enjoy the experience. You’ll meet a great
bunch of people of similar age, you’ll have
great fun, and regardless of your experience
we’ll get you cross-country. If you’ve got any
queries, please contact Nick or myself. Nick
Gilbert <CirrusC2@internode.on.net>,
phone: 0430 099 771 or Paul Mander
<paul@mander.net.au>.
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Australian Gliding
Museum Inc. News

LAKE
KEEPIT

TAMWORTH NSW
Visit Lake Keepit Soaring Club for
some of the best cross-country
gliding in NSW
[www.users.bigpond.com/keepitsoaring]

Dave Goldsmith
[www.gfa.org.au/museum]

A

ctivity continues with the refurbishment and storage of the Australian
Gliding Museum’s collection. The
unique Coogee is well advanced
and the T31, which is being restored to flying condition, is approaching completion,
ready for painting. Preparations are in hand
for proof loading the Olympia wings, a set
of plans has been obtained, and repairs to
the ribs have been completed. The latest
projects, the HP14 VH-GIB and LO-150
VH-GUC, have been rigged for a photo
session and plans for refurbishment are
under consideration. Two additional airframes have been donated to the museum.
They are Kevin Sedgman’s Sunbird Ultralight
Motor Glider, and the Schempp-Hirth
Cirrus VH-GOM.
To assist with additional accommodation
and storage space, a container is being placed
at Bacchus Marsh. Finding a suitable venue
for display of the glider collection continues
to be addressed by the Australian Gliding
Museum Inc. Committee. The political commitments concerning civil aviation museums being a part of the National Aviation
Museum at Point Cook are still not being
honoured, despite all the successful eﬀorts
made to prevent Point Cook falling into the
hands of developers. An alternative display
and workshop area is being sought, with a
number of options under consideration. The
collection includes much of Australia’s gliding history, now painstakingly restored and
becoming suitable for display.
The Annual General Meeting will
take place on 2 September at the Ferntree
Gully workshops. The AGM is always well
attended and provides the opportunity for
members to examine the projects under way,
as well as socialise with their gliding friends.
In the museum’s continuing eﬀorts to
train skilled workers for the support of vintage gliders and aircraft, it is running a wood
and fabric repair course in early October.
Already much interest has been expressed
in the course, and it appears that all places
available will be taken.
October 2006

Email: <keepitsoaring@bigpond.com>

Ph: (02) 6769 7514
Fax: (02) 6769 7640
★ Club rates for all GFA pilots
★ Good glider availability
★ Winch and aerotow courses
★ Free flying after 4 hours
★ Mid-week operations

The Coogee, designed and built by Tom Proctor
over 60 years ago

★ Airconditioned cabins,
bunkhouse, camping

GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA

The LO-150 is being assessed for restoration

5 December 2009 will mark the centenary of the flight of George Taylor’s biplane
glider, recognised as the first true man-carrying sustained flight to be made in Australia.
This was carried out at Narrabeen in NSW.
To mark this occasion, the Australian Gliding Museum is planning to build
a replica of this 28ft wingspan glider.
The Museum was saddened by the
passing of member Geoﬀ Richardson on
3 August 2006, aged 92. Geoﬀ had started
the designing and building of the Golden
Eagle when he was 20, and this famous
glider, first flown on 26 December 1937,
is now the world’s oldest glider in regular
use that is still airworthy. Geoﬀ mixed his
own casein glue as he was not satisfied with
the products available at the time. He held
a number of important positions within
Australian Gliding, and ultimately became
the Gliding Federation of Australia’s Chief
Executive Oﬃcer and continued negotiations with civil aviation authorities over
the control of gliding. His eﬀorts received
world-wide recognition when the FAI
awarded him the Paul Tissander Diploma
in 1980. In recent years, Geoﬀ has given
technical support to the museum. He will
be sadly missed.

Airworthiness Inspection

FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE
■

A Form 2 inspection is due. $143* payment

■

The C of A requires renewal. $33* payment

is enclosed
is enclosed and the existing C of A document
is returned

■

Initial registration package is required.
$363* payment is enclosed
* Fees include GST

Payment method:

■ Cheque ■ Credit Card ■ Direct Deposit
For internet payments, deposit into:
BSB: 013-442 Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST
■
■

Please send me a transfer of ownership document
Please send me a change of registered
operator document

Aircraft Type ...............................................................................
Registration marks VH – ...........................................................
Address to which documents are to be sent is:
Name .........................................................................................
Address ......................................................................................
....................................................................................................
State......................................................Postcode.......................
Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
130 Wirraway Road, Essendon Airport VIC 3041
Email: <Airworthiness@gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9379 5519
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FLYING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
 A REAL HIGH!
Kathy Little
“
I’M SITTING ON TOP OF THE
WORLD,” WERE THE WORDS
SINGING IN MY HEAD A FEW
MOMENTS AFTER TAKE OFF.
NEARLY MIDNIGHT AND
IT WAS STILL DAYLIGHT!
IT WAS HARD TO BELIEVE
THAT THIS WAS REAL. AFTER
Arlene, Ben and myself just after
the flight (about 2:30am) at Bradley’s
Skyranch, North Pole, Alaska

THINKING ABOUT THIS
EXPERIENCE FOR OVER

12 MONTHS AND HOPING THE WEATHER WAS GOING TO BE IN MY FAVOUR TO DO THE FLIGHT,
IT WAS FINALLY HAPPENING!

H

ere I was in a XT 912 trike just after
11pm and we had just departed Santa
Claus-land at North Pole, Alaska. I half
expected to see Santa with his reindeer
fly past… after all I had just sat on his lap
earlier in the day and told him my wishes.
You’re probably wondering what drugs I was
on… let me elaborate.
For the past five years I have been corresponding with lady trike pilots around the
world. One of these is the same age as myself and called Arlene. We had often remarked
how nice it would be to meet one day.
Arlene has health problems and finds the
smoke coming from forest fires around Fairbanks, Alaska, where she lives, a real problem.
Two years ago she became so sick she nearly
died, but fortunately pulled through. She
still loves to go trike flying – as I do.
I had never been to Canada or Alaska, so
decided I would go on one of the promoted
package tours and tie it in with a visit to
Arlene at Fairbanks, and hopefully experience
a trike flight as well. Last year I finally booked
the trip for me and my husband Gary.
Mid-May this year, we left Australia for
Canada and travelled through the fabulous
Rockies – they were everything and more
we had expected. The highlight of this leg
16 Soaring Australia

was staying in a Fairmont hotel with a magical view of Lake Louise as the ice was beginning to melt.
Then we did a week’s boat cruise through
the Inside Passage of the south-east of Alaska. It was a trip not to be missed! Waking up
to mountains covered in snow and watching
icebergs floating past was pure enjoyment for
the eyes and soul! Watching seaplanes land
and take oﬀ while we were docked and eventually experiencing a flight over these mountains and glaciers was out of this world.
After we disembarked my husband
remained in Vancouver while I flew up to
Fairbanks for four days. The airfares had
escalated some $300 per person since last
year, so he decided to stay in Canada, while
I flew up to Alaska to meet with Arlene.
My plane from Seattle had been supposed to arrive at 1am but due to problems
with a faulty cockpit window, we were transferred to another aircraft and finally arrived
at 4:30am. It felt like 5:30am to me, due to
the hour time diﬀerence from Seattle. After
a couple of hours sleep before breakfast,
Arlene showed me around. Straightaway
we went out to see the trikes and Bradley’s
Skyranch airfield where she flies from, fol-

lowed by a visit to famous Santa Claus-land
at North Pole, right next door.
We planned on a flight that evening if
the weather was good. I was only going to
be there for a few days, so we had to make
the most of it. As it turned out, this was the
only flyable night during my stay, so I was
quite lucky.
After a short nap later in the day, we
headed out to the airfield at about 10pm
to meet Ben, who is the instructor there
and the owner of an Airborne XT 912. The
weather was perfect, so the decision was
made to go for a flight over the wilderness.
Ben’s friend, Ryan, owner of another XT
912, and his wife, Erin, were going to fly
with us. I had my video as well as my digital still camera, so decided to give Erin my
digital camera to get some photos for me as
well as one of Ben and myself in the trike in
flight. I took the video camera with me and
Ben and I did the filming between us.
They don’t wear helmets in Alaska. I had
taken my flight suit with me, vacuumpacked
for transport, but no helmet (I didn’t exactly
have room for it!). I was given a woollen
‘helmet’ and goggles to wear. I found it not
as good as my own helmet but the locals
told me they prefer the goggles. Ben took
October 2006
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Getting ready to fly out with Ben, the owner
of the trike and also an instructor

Ben and I flying towards the mountains
Photo: Erin Anderson

Me at Santa Claus land at North Pole

Facts about
Fairbanks, Alaska:
Ben and I flying at midnight, I’m in the pilot’s
seat. Taken from another XT 912 flown by Ryan
Photo: Erin Anderson

First outlanding at Clear Creek just after midnight

oﬀ while I rolled the video camera from the
front seat. Once airborne, I passed the video
camera over to him and took over the controls. Ryan was behind us. Down below
I could see the Chena River, which runs
through Fairbanks, and trees that went on
and on… a continuing mixture of Aspen,
Spruce, Birch and Cottonwood. On the
horizon I could see the snow-capped mountains as we headed towards them. Ben pointed out Mt McKinley, which rises 20,320ft
above sea level. It is the highest peak in the
United States. (When I left Fairbanks on
my return flight, we flew past alongside it.
It was magnificent!)
“Look out for bears and other wild life,”
Ben said.
“I’m sitting on top of the world,” was the
song that came to my mind – I was ecstatic.
You couldn’t do this legally in Australia,
yet here it was still daylight! In the summertime they have nearly 24 hours of daylight.
We left just before midnight at 11:15 and
returned after midnight at 12:45.
Our first landing was at a small narrow
strip in the middle of the bush. Ryan landed

before us so was able to get a shot of us coming along the ground before we stopped.
We got out, stretched our legs, and I
retrieved the camera from Erin. We then
headed oﬀ to another strip near Blair Lakes,
which reminded me of the lakes close to my
hometown in New Zealand. Ben told me the
area is owned by the military with an airbase
at Fairbanks. The air was quite cold by now
and my camera battery was struggling and
just had enough charge to get all my photos.
When we returned, the sun was just setting for its two-hour dip.
All in all, it was an enjoyable short stay.
I would like to thank Ben and Arlene as well
as Ryan and Erin for their hospitality and
for giving me their time to have the greatest
trike flight of my life. Now I’m sitting on
the bottom of the world!

Mountains of Alaska. Mt McKinley to the
left (the highest mountain in North America)

Taking off from clear Creek, Ben
flew out while I took the photo

Author’s note: Ben told me about the regulations
for trike flying in the USA and the changes they
are undergoing. Currently you can’t take a passenger
up unless you are an instructor, and to become one
you need 100 hours airtime!

• Fairbanks has about 22 hours of daylight
at the summer solstice (the longest day of
the year) and less than four hours at the
winter solstice (the shortest day) – so no
flying happens then.
• Daytime temperatures in the city average
about 16ºC in June and about -23ºC in
January. I experienced some nice sunny
days at about 21ºC when I was there.
• Fairbanks receives an average of about
165cm of snow yearly.
• Fairbanks has a population of 30,843
and is the second largest city in Alaska.
• It lies about 185km south of the
Arctic Circle.
• Also called the ‘Golden Heart City’,
a name it received when it was the
centre of a gold-mining region.
• Felix Pedro, an Italian immigrant, found
gold 19km north of Fairbanks in 1902.
The city developed as a supply centre
for other mining towns around it and
was named after Charles W. Fairbanks,
a US senator from Indiana who became
Vice-President of the United States in 1905.
• In 1967, a flood in Fairbanks killed
six people and caused US$200 million
in damage.
• The discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay in 1968
and the construction of the Trans-Alaska
pipeline between 1974 and 1977 caused the
city’s population to increase substantially.
• It is centrally located along the TransAlaska pipeline, which transports oil
from the northern to the southern coast
of Alaska. Just out of town is a place
where you can see it and an information
site is provided.
• The economy is supported by tourism,
the main campus of the University of
Alaska, US Air Force and Army bases
and government jobs.

Photos: Kathy Little
October 2006
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MY FLYING FRIENDS
Meg Butler
I TOOK OFF FROM MEREWETHER, A COASTAL SITE AT NEWCASTLE IN NSW, LAUNCHING
MY PARAGLIDER EASILY IN THE LIGHT WINDS. WITH NO LIFT IN FRONT OF
THE SOUTHFACING LAUNCH, I FLEW STRAIGHT TO THE EAST
FACE. I KNEW I WOULD HAVE TO WORK HARD AND SCRATCH
TO GAIN ENOUGH HEIGHT TO STAY UP WITH THE WIND
AT THIS STRENGTH. I REACHED THE CLIFFS FAR
BELOW THE TOP AND I FLEW AS
CLOSE TO THE SHEAR ROCK AS
I DARED, PULLING ON A BIT OF
BRAKE TO SLOW THE GLIDER DOWN.

A

s I was turning I glimpsed the pair flying
together behind me and lower than me.
I concentrated on gaining height – I
enjoy the surge of lift I feel when I get
it right. The breeze co-operated to lift me
up and level with the top of the east face.

Turning on a wingtip

It was a sensation of being in an elevator,
‘Going UP!’
The pair flew up behind me and for
a brief time positioned themselves at my
wingtips. She, the larger one, was on my left.
She seemed to pause as she overtook and
glanced right to look at me momentarily.

I caught sight of her
haughty expression and
her intelligent enquiring eye.
He, on my right, however, was not
interested in me and, although at my
level, was watching the waves below for
a possible fish meal.

“They flew straight towards me”
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HIRTH ENGINES
Electronic Fuel Injection Options

•
•
•
•

Photos: Ian Ladyman
Illustrations: Meg Butler

Superior Reliability
15-110 hp Air Cooled and Liquid Cooled
1, 2, 3, 4 Cylinders
1,000 hour Rated TBO

Distributor for Powerfin propellers
AATI Pty Ltd
PO Box 490
Archerfield Qld 4108

Phone: (07) 5464 4993
International: +61 7 5464 4993
Visit our web site for more engine details and the Hirth
Owners Forum [www.aati.com.au/hirth-engines.htm]

She overtook on my left

I laughed with joy
at the close encounter
with these beautiful white
and grey raptors. They overtook me and rejoined to fly close
together as a synchronised pair. As
one, they hit lift ahead of me in the ‘Bowl’.
I noted that spot for my next height gain.
The birds lifted and turned, flying straight
towards me.
It seemed they were either not looking
or completely unconcerned with rules of the
air, but as they got closer I could only hold
my course and believe what I knew about
the flying capabilities of these birds. As both
were in adult plumage they had to be more
than five years old, hopefully well-skilled flyers. Sure enough, like a pair of the ‘Roulettes’
they each tipped a wing and passed either
side of me. Enraptured I turned to watch,
whilst holding my course as they searched
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Soaring like an eagle

around the cliﬀs
for more lift. I was awestruck by the
magic of this encounter.
They were hungry. It was late afternoon
and they were not flying for the fun of it,
unlike myself who thanked them for showing me the lifting air. I was flying for joy and
they had increased my pleasure enormously.
Whenever I have a close encounter with a
wild animal, it lifts my heart. It is a unique
and precious moment in time.
The White-bellied Sea Eagles soon left me.
This part of the coast was not producing dinner for them, so they had to search elsewhere.
These raptors don’t discriminate and will
fly amongst both paraglider and hang

glider pilots on the coast. They don’t
regard us as a threat or competition and
we are generally ignored. They seem comfortable sharing their aerial territory. After
all, we just go back and forth flying right
over the sea containing all those delicious
fish and good things to eat.
I will never be able to fly like an eagle,
but I will happily settle for flying with
the eagles and appreciating their aloof
magnificence.
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WHERE DOES YOUR WING
SECTION COME FROM?

Part 3: The National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics
Martin Simons

20 Soaring Australia

dynamic zero. From the pitching moment
measurements, calculations produced the
movements of the so-called centre of pressure, which were plotted in terms of chord
percentage (Figure 1). Appendices in the form
of summary charts enabled designers to find
likely profiles for their proposed aeroplanes.
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n 1915 the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics (NACA), a Federal Government agency, was founded in the USA.
Orville Wright was a member and remained
so for 28 years. Virginius Clark, Lindbergh
and other great men became members later,
for shorter periods. The NACA established
its research laboratory and oﬃces in Langley, Virginia. A wind tunnel was set up in
1920 and a series of profiles, NACA 1, 2,
3… 70, 71… was developed.
Information on airfoils by this time was
coming from technical reports published
all over the world in various languages and
styles. The names and numbers given to
the profiles were almost arbitrary. Results
were not plotted in any standard way. There
was no consistency even with the units
employed. The many diﬀerent wind tunnels,
with their various test methods, flow speeds,
sizes of model, etc, did not agree well with
one another. Every wind tunnel had its own
special characteristics and faults. To investigate this, a pattern-maker’s RAF 15 wing
profile, made and tested at the National
Physical Laboratory in England, was shipped
across the Atlantic for comparative tests in
the USA. As feared, the results were seriously
diﬀerent. It had become nearly impossible
for an aircraft designer to search in any
rational way for a suitable airfoil.
The NACA decided that as many as possible of the reports published internationally
should be collected together and brought to
a common standard, to make them more
generally comprehensible and useful. This
was a big undertaking. Among all their other
projects, from 1920 until 1928 the NACA
compiled and published a series of reports:
Numbers 93, 124, 182, 244, 286, 315, Aerodynamic Characteristics of Airfoils, Volumes
1 to 6. Gathered from all available sources,
over 850 diﬀerent profiles with ordinates
in standard form were included. The forces
generated in the wind tunnel were reduced
to coeﬃcients of lift and drag, and plotted
against angles of attack. The angles were
measured from the same reference line as
that used for the profile ordinates, not (as
Joukowsky would probably have advised
if he had been asked) from the true aero-
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Figure 1: A typical chart from NACA Report 315,
Volume 6 of the series ‘Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Airfoils’. Note that at low angles of attack the
centre of pressure curve runs off the bottom of the
chart, showing that the c.p. was far behind the wing
at high airspeed. (See the text for explanation.)

As usual, practical people had good
reason to hesitate. The test pieces were
produced by skilled pattern-makers from
laminated timber, carved and smoothed to
an accuracy of a few thousandths of an inch,
clean and highly polished. Real aeroplane
wings in the first decades of aviation had
fabric covering which sagged between ribs.
There were struts, wires, and lumps and
bumps caused by spars and rib tapes. Gaps
at control hinges were common. Even when
plywood and metal-skinned aircraft became
usual, there was shrinkage of timber, humps
caused by spars, screw and rivet heads, wobbles and ‘oil-canning’ (noisy flexure of thin
alloy sheets), enough to cast serious doubts
on the applicability of the laboratory figures.
It could not be assumed that a tunnel test
result would be immediately applicable in
practical aircraft design. Even so, the value

of the six NACA reports was immense and
their influence far reaching. Anyone seeking information on an airfoil could almost
always find it in these volumes. With common sense and some necessary adjustment
to the figures, the designer could proceed
with some degree of confidence.
In the English-speaking world the
NACA reports had great influence. The
standards adopted by the NACA at this time
became accepted almost universally. The
test charts and ordinates were copied and
reprinted in countless books, magazines and
plans. Fifteen and more years after the original wind tunnel work had been done, some
sailplane designers still relied on this data.
For example, Latimer Needham’s influential
book, Sailplanes, their Design, Construction
and Pilotage, first published in 1931, but
with a new edition in 1937, reproduced test
charts from Göttingen dating back to 1921,
the most recent dating from 1926. It is fair
to say that designers had little else to go by.
Needham’s book was still in use for sailplane design years later. Several of the charts
appeared in Model Aeronautics Yearbook of
1935/36 by Frank Zaic.
There was a good deal of misunderstanding of what these charts showed and how
they ought to be used. For example to establish the stalling angle and the trim angle for
minimum drag, angles should be read from
the aerodynamic zero, rather than the geometric chord line angle in the wind tunnel.
Corrections for aspect ratio were also necessary. Most of those referring to the charts
knew nothing of this, and read the geometric angles directly. Even more important was
that the various wind tunnels diﬀered greatly
in the quality of the airstream they produced
in the test section. There was always some
turbulence in the flow. There was also scale
eﬀect. How greatly this aﬀected the results
was not realised, even by the tunnel engineers themselves, at first.
SCALE EFFECT

It was obvious to designers in the aircraft
industry that the flow speeds and test wing
sizes in the tunnels were far too small for
their needs. A large wing, flying fast, did
not behave like a small one moving slowly.
A typical wing in the early NACA test rig
would have a chord of five inches (127mm)
and the flow velocity was about 70ft/sec
(77km/h). It had been shown long before,
by Osborne Reynolds in 1883, that to
understand fluid flow correctly, whether
liquid or gas, it was necessary to take into
account the size of the body under test, the
speed of the flow, the viscosity and density
of the fluid. These crucial matters were
expressed as a Reynolds Number (Re, or
October 2006

T H E VA R I A B L E D E N S I T Y
TUNNEL VDT

To achieve Re numbers comparable to those
of full-scale aeroplanes, the NACA at Langley constructed a large pressure chamber to
enclose the wind tunnel (Figure 2).
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in the USA, RN). The early Langley tests
were at Re numbers of about 186,000.
When the Clark Y was tested at MIT the
tunnel worked at Re 93,000. The Göttingen tunnel ran at even lower values around
76,000. A full-scale aeroplane wing of the
period would operate at Re about three to
six million, and more. Even a slow flying
sailplane would average over Re 500,000,
well above the wind tunnel range.
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Figure 3: Comparison of measurements made on
the Clark Y airfoil in the NACA Variable Density
wind tunnel at Re 3,170,000 with the 1924 chart
at Re 93,000 from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. (MIT results in broken lines.)
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Figure 2: The NACA Variable Density Tunnel with
its enclosing pressure chamber to allow tests over
a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The air circulated
repeatedly past the fan and through the test section,
with a consequent high turbulence factor.

The pressure inside could be pumped
up to 20 atmospheres. This, by increasing
the air density, raised the Re numbers. For
the first time, designers could expect to
find the wings on large aeroplanes behaving
more as the tests predicted. The first results
appeared in 1924. A new series of profiles,
NACA M 1, 2, 3… 27, etc, was published.
(The M 6 and M 12 became very popular
for sailplane wing tips. They are identical
to the Göttingen 677 and 676.) The Variable Density Tunnel was damaged by fire in
1929, but was reconstructed with improvements. It remained in use for years.
The diﬀerence made by scale eﬀect can
be gauged by comparing the test charts for
the Clark Y as tested at MIT in 1924 and in
the NACA VDT in 1931 (Figure 3). At Re
over 3,000,000 the lift coeﬃcient is much
higher and the stalling angle greater. The
minimum drag coeﬃcient is halved.
For model fliers, the value of the new
VDT tunnel was nothing at first, because
now the Re numbers were so high. A lightweight, rubber driven model or glider might
operate in the region of Re 60 to 80,000,
and a large ‘gas’ powered model might touch
Re 100,000 or 120,000 when flying at its
fastest. There was no interest in such low
Re figures in the major laboratories. They
were now nearly all working at Re above
1,000,000. All the more reason, it seemed,
for modellers to rely on the old results.
October 2006

The NACA now decided that to make
sense of the confusion, there should be a
completely new series of profiles, a related
family, all designed to a common system
and tested under standard conditions. The
outcome was the NACA four-digit airfoils.
As Eiﬀel had realised long before, any
profile could be regarded geometrically as
a streamlined form of some thickness, fitted or bent round a central camber line.
The shape of the camber line or ‘skeleton’
was, and remains, a most significant factor in determining the general behaviour
of an airfoil. The camber has eﬀects on the
maximum lift achievable and on the angle of
attack for zero lift. The skeleton can also be
adjusted to achieve least drag at some chosen
lift coeﬃcient. The notion of a ‘best angle
of attack’ and ‘ideal lift coeﬃcient’ became
established. With small camber, the wing
section would generate least drag at a low
angle of attack and low lift coeﬃcient, suitable for a fast aeroplane. With more camber,
the minimum drag would occur at a higher
lift coeﬃcient, appropriate for the slower
flight of a soaring sailplane (Figure 4).
The designer could specify the desired
lift coeﬃcient and then select the appropriate camber for minimum drag. Thus, a racing aeroplane would have small camber, an
airliner or transport aeroplane rather more
for minimal drag at cruising airspeed, and
a sailplane (of those days) much greater camber for soaring.
A simple formula was adopted to allow
camber lines to be worked out for any chosen ideal lift coeﬃcient (Figure 5A). These
skeletons could then be clothed with a preferred thickness form.

0.4
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NACA 0012
NACA 1412

0.8

1.0

Lift coefficient

Figure 4: The influence of camber on drag. The
4412 profile with 4% camber has low drag at high
lift coefficient. As camber is reduced, the ‘ideal lift
coefficient’ for least drag becomes smaller and is zero
for the symmetrical 0012 profile.
Second digit: Position
of maximum chamber
in chord tenths
First digit:
Camber in %

THE NACA FOUR
DIGIT SERIES

-0.4

(A) The mean line

Last two
digits: Maximum thickness in %

(B) The thickness form
Nose
radius

(C) The final profile
Figure 5: Stages in the construction of an NACA
four-digit airfoil.

To find suitable thickness forms to fit
round or ‘flesh out’ the various camber skeletons was easy. The general form of a streamlined body was known. It had a rounded
nose, a knife-edged trailing edge, and a maximum thickness close to a third of the chord
aft of the leading edge. All the most successful symmetrical profiles, at the time, fitted
this model very closely (Figure 5B). They
varied in thickness, but the basic shape was
much the same. A standard thickness form
could be fitted to the NACA camber line
formula to yield a good wing profile. The
camber determined the ideal angle of attack;
the thickness determined the minimum drag
at that value of lift (Figure 5C).
The result of this line of thought was the
production of a great series of profiles; each
described by four digits. The first digit of the
four gives the amount of camber; thus zero
is a symmetrical profile, two is 2% camber,
four means 4%, and so on. The second digit
gives the location of the maximum camber
on the chord, in tenths from the leading
edge. Thus a section beginning with 24 has
2% camber located at four tenths of the
chord, 23 means 2% camber at three tenths.
A symmetrical profile in this series is fully
described by its maximum thickness, the first
two digits of the four being zeros, indicating
no camber. Thus, NACA 0009 is symmetrical 09% thick, NACA 0012 is symmetrical
12% thick, 0015 symmetrical 15% thick etc.
Soaring Australia
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Then NACA 4412 is cambered 4% at
four tenths, and 12% thick. NACA 6409
is 6% cambered at four tenths and 9% thick.
Every section in this NACA family can be
understood and constructed from
the four digits.
Tests of the four-digit series began and
a series of brief technical notes was followed
by the highly important NACA Report 460,
published in 1933. A total of 68 profiles was
described here and test charts from the VDT
given for them all. They ranged in thickness
from 6% to 21%, and in camber from zero
(symmetrical) to 6% with the maximum
camber point from two tenths to seven
tenths (Figure 6).
THE AERODYNA MIC CENTRE

In addition to the new profiles, new methods were now used to plot and display tunnel test results.
It was not realised by many who used
the older charts that the centre of pressure
movement shown on them reflected a mathematical exercise, not a direct measurement.
It was well known that when a wing test
piece was suspended in a tunnel airstream,
it would almost always tend to pitch to a
diﬀerent angle of attack from the one being
investigated. To prevent this, a counteracting force had to be applied to hold it firmly.
The force required to hold the angle was
measured at the same time as the lift and
drag. On actual aircraft the pitching force,
considered as a moment, is very important
and has to be counteracted by a trimming
or balancing force, requiring a stabiliser of
some kind. In a dive, for example, a cambered wing generates a strong pitching force
tending to bunt the aeroplane further into
the dive and, if not restrained, over into an
inverted attitude. The airspeed is likely to
be very high and rises more, so the pitching
force becomes larger and larger. It may be
large enough to overload or even destroy the
stabiliser, which has to resist and control it.
The measured pitching forces from all
the many diﬀerent laboratories were diﬀerent, because there was no standard method
of mounting the test pieces. Some were suspended on wires, some mounted on probes,
others on transverse pivots at the leading
edges or some other place. Sense could be
made by supposing that the point of action
of the lift moved about as the angle of attack
changed. The pitching force, measured
directly, could then be treated as the result of
a moving centre of pressure. The term probably came from the time of sailing ships and
was, perhaps unfortunately, adopted by aviation engineers. The location, or varying locations, of the supposedly wandering lift had
22 Soaring Australia

Figure 6: The NACA four-digit series of airfoils. Almost any requirement could be met from
those shown here, but a designer could easily produce a special profile using the NACA procedure.

to be computed. When this was done the
results came into approximate agreement. As
the angle of attack was increased, the centre
of pressure seemed to move forward. As the
angle of attack decreased, the c.p. seemed
to move aft slowly at first, but as the angle
became less and less, corresponding to an
increasing airspeed in actual flight, this point
apparently moved further and further aft;
so far aft indeed that it was not possible to
plot it at all. The c.p. line simply ran oﬀ the
bottom of the page (Figures 1 and 7). That
this was happening was not made very clear
on all the published charts themselves. In
most cases the c.p. line ended at some arbitrary point near the trailing edge of the test
wing. Some of those using the charts came
to believe that the c.p. actually stopped moving aft where the line ended. This was not
so. The c.p. plot finished where it did only
because the draftsperson stopped drawing it.
For a long time the phrase centre of pressure became embedded in the jargon to such
an extent that even now it is often referred
to as if it were a real entity. A great many
successful aircraft were designed on this
basis. It has the advantage of producing
usable results. But anomalies are apparent.
At maximum airspeed in level flight the
arithmetic often indicates that the lift is acting behind the wing altogether, even behind
the tail. It is clearly mistaken to suppose that
the lift force really acts at a place behind
the wing that produces it. In a truly vertical
dive the lift force is zero, but the pitching
moment does not suddenly vanish. On the
contrary, as the airspeed rises in a dive, the
pitching force increases greatly even as the
lift reduces. At zero lift the calculations show
the centre of pressure at an infinite distance

behind the wing. Obviously the pitching
forces do not arise because the lift force
moves. The lift force does not create the
pitching moment.
When the lift is zero, the pitching force
remains. The pitching forces on wings
are real forces. The centre of pressure is
a calculated abstraction, useful in its day
but long outmoded.
All this was well known to the NACA
by 1933. Report 460, while continuing to
show the movements of the imaginary centre
of pressure, also introduced the much more
useful and self-consistent idea of the aerodynamic centre of a wing profile. (Joukowsky
had identified this thirty years before.)
The new NACA procedure was to measure all the forces at the quarter chord point,
which Joukowsky had shown was where, in
an ideal streamlined flow, the total aerodynamic lift and drag forces would act. When
measured in this way, a symmetrical profile
has a pitching moment of zero. This remains
zero at all angles of attack in streamlined
(unstalled) flow. If a cambered wing profile
is measured at this quarter chord point, a
pitching moment appears, tending to rotate
the wing nose down. This negative pitching force, at the aerodynamic centre in the
steady wind tunnel airstream, is constant at
all angles of attack and all values of the lift
coeﬃcient. The more the camber, the greater
the pitching moment. For any particular
profile in a wind tunnel test, the value is
constant. The new charts showed this, and
the figures were plotted on charts on the
right hand side of each page in the NACA
Report (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: An example of the test charts from NACA
Report 460. On the top, the older method of plotting
is shown. On the bottom, the lift and drag figures are
corrected for infinite aspect ratio, and the moment coefficient from direct measurements at the quarter chord
point is shown. The Cm plot is almost a straight horizontal line until streamlining breaks down at the stall.

Confirming expectations, the moment
coeﬃcient is a more or less horizontal
straight line indicating the constant negative,
nose-down moment. At the stall, of course,
this breaks down. The right hand chart also
shows other changes. Drag was now plotted directly against lift, the lift coeﬃcient
being the fundamental variable rather than
the geometric angle of attack. If the angle
of attack was needed, it had its own curve
on the graph and could be read for any value
of lift or drag.
ASPECT RATIO CORRECTIONS

Another diﬃculty arising with all the old
test figures was that the model wings were
of diﬀerent spans and diﬀerent aspect
ratios, often with diﬀerent shapes and styles
of tip. In particular, the Göttingen tunnel normally used models with an aspect
ratio of five; the NACA was using A = 6.
To understand the results, it was essential
to correct them for the aspect ratio of the
actual aeroplane wing being designed.
When preparing Report 460, the NACA
carried out the necessary arithmetic to bring
all the drag and angle of attack measureOctober 2006

ments to the equivalent of an infinite aspect
ratio. A wing of infinite span, with no
tips, is impossible, but the figures could be
adjusted on the assumption that if such a
wing did exist, no tip vortices would form,
and hence there would be a perfectly twodimensional airflow over the wing. As so
often, Joukowsky had anticipated this. The
experiments he himself had made, about 30
years before, had model wings in a closed
test section, completely bridging the tunnel
from side to side. The flow was free to move
vertically up and down, but was confined
horizontally parallel to the walls. Since in
such conditions no wing tip vortices could
form, the flow was equivalent to that of an
infinite span wing.
In Report 460, on the right hand charts,
the results of the corrections for infinite
aspect ratio were shown. It was not long
before all wind tunnels adopted a similar
procedure, and, at the present time, for
airfoil testing, the Joukowsky type of wallto wall, two dimensional tunnel flow has
become standard.
The influence of Report 460 was as
profound as the earlier Göttingen work had
been before. The NACA four-digit profiles
were adopted very widely after 1933 and
proved themselves not only eﬃcient but,
above all, predictable. They were used on a
great many diﬀerent types of aircraft, including airliners, bombers, fighters, light aeroplanes of all kinds, sailplanes, and models.
A designer could find an NACA airfoil of
a known camber and thickness within a few
minutes, study the wind tunnel charts, make
a decision and pass on immediately to the
detailed work. Even some German designers used the four-digit profiles. They remain
popular. Given that most real wings on small
aeroplanes are not very accurately made,
the NACA four-digit profiles are probably

as good as any, providing that camber and
thickness are chosen correctly. They did not,
however, represent the end of the process of
developing eﬃcient wing profiles.
Editor’s Note:
In Part 2 (September issue), the labels for
Figure 9 were reproduced incorrectly. The
correct labels are below.

Gö 652 camber 9.25%, thickness 17%

Gö 441 camber 7.72%, thickness 16%

Gö 417A camber 5.9%, thickness 3.2%

Gö 535 camber 5.75%, thickness 16%

Gö 387 camber 5.52%, thickness 14.8%

Gö 532 camber 4.84%, thickness 12.5%

Gö 549 camber 4.68%, thickness 13.8%

Gö 426 camber 4.55%, thickness 13.6%

Gö 602 camber 3.48%, thickness 9.95%

Gö 676 (= M 12) camber 2.04%, thickness 11.9%
Figure 9: Some of the better known Göttingen
profiles arranged in order of reducing camber
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GLENNIES

– The Party You Bring Your Glider To

The bomb-out is in the bottom left
hand corner, where the cars are parked

Photos: Simon Plint

Scott Barrett
IT IS WINTER AND FLYING IS BECOMING MORE SCARCE, HOW
EVER, THE FORECAST LOOKS LIKE IT WILL BE A GREAT DAY AT
GLENNIES, ONE OF THE NEWCASTLE CLUB’S NOVICE INLAND
SITES. NEWCASTLE IS HOSTING HEAPS OF HANG GLIDER AND
PARAGLIDER PILOTS AND FAMILIES FROM ALL OVER NSW AND
AS FAR AS THE ACT. IT IS THE NEWCASTLE CLUB ROUND OF THE
2006 NSW INTERCLUB SERIES. GLENNIES HAS A CARAVAN PARK

First off

BELOW IT AND WE HAVE RESERVATIONS FOR A PARTY.

T

Tight squeeze
on the way up the track
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he turn up is HUGE; it is at
a size to rival the most highly
attended Australian comps. It is
an absolutely awesome number
of people out for a wintery weekend. The
recipe for such an event is having a welcoming club, the chance to visit a new site, an
appeal to all pilot skill levels, as well as being
family friendly with a social focus.
The Newcastle round follows a series
of gatherings around the state. It follows a
tradition of great parties, including Stanwell,

Blackheath, Tumut and a previous round
at Newcastle. The purpose is to have fun and
to get people out doing diﬀerent types of flying, in this case some gentle inland flying.
As for the flying, it looked to be great:
a westerly site, a westerly wind forecast in
full sun, and a front to pass through, followed perhaps by another flying day at the
Newcastle coast on the Sunday after the
front. So, on the day, the front comes through
early, it shades over, the wind is southerly,
and the seven eagles who live there are flapOctober 2006
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ping to cruise past launch (they look at us,
they are always very friendly). In summary,
the weather is decidedly bad. So the task is
for a spot landing at the caravan park where
most of us are camping, then a party later
that night.
Pilots slowly come oﬀ the hill. Some
scratch as long as they can and land at the
bottom of the hill. Others make the easy
glide out to the caravan park and have a
go at the spot. The uphill into wind landing
tricks everyone into undershooting. Billo
makes it within two metres in his big Sting
XC to be the closest for the day. With great
judgement and a total lack of style, Billo
plonked himself in for a five-point landing
right by the spot. The plonk was because he
wanted the spot and didn’t get his feet out
and free of the harness early, so when his
foot got caught up, he landed on the base
bar, knees and keel. Billo wins a bottle of
port, which JOD will later drink (and still
later, JOD will regret).
SMILEY FACES

If the weather had been better, with soaring flights possible, there would have been
another task planned. But here at a club
social event we weren’t going to have a
traditional cross-country race; we wanted
something to level the playing field and
something to laugh at the guns about. We
decided on the Smiley Track Log Event, the
task was to draw a smiley face (or another
freestyle art thing) with your GPS track log.
The track is to be made from your glider
once airborne, with the results to be downloaded at the BBQ. This concept is a ripper,
contributed by Ian Ladyman; it’s a good
bit of fun that anyone can do. We will be
accepting entries generated at any time and
downloaded at any of the upcoming interclub events.
Unfortunately, the weather on the
Glennies weekend made the generation
of track log art whilst flying quite diﬃcult,
so we will have another shot at it at the next
inter-club round. We got a lot of smiles
regardless, however, they were still attached
to peoples’ faces.

Scott Barrett takes off

in town nearby, leaving a mere 30 carloads
of pilots and family members enjoying the
camping at the caravan park.
We awoke to restoke the fire and contemplate the day, finding clouds below the
top of the hill and the wind blowing over
the back. It was forecast to be good for flying at the coast, but it turned out that wasn’t
to be.
The clear areas near the camping ground
are great for running a spot landing comp,
and they also run all the way to the water.
Watch out for this event next year because
I have already organised all of the equipment
(including glider with floats) for boat towing
right out of the caravan park.
The inter-club series has had some
great parties, providing introduction for
pilots of all skill levels to new sites, with
the added supervision of SSOs and instructors. Thank you to all the club executive,
SSOs and instructors that have done a lot
of work behind the scenes to advertise,
arrange site access, group discounts for
camping, supplied BBQs and helped people
oﬀ hills (thanks JOD). Mat Clark, NHGC
President, drove his BBQ around with him,
shaking and rattling it apart over 700km a
week before delivering the broken parts for
us to use at the party; he did a good job as

a cook and not too shabby at the spot landing either, good on you Matt. I am proud
to say that I have been associated with this
series and I am even more pleased that there
is a great team eﬀort behind it all making
it easy for a mug like me to be a contributor. Neil Evans is to credit for the Inter-club
Series concept. His enthusiasm to get people
out flying and his advertising eﬀorts are just
fantastic. Steve Hocking has done wonders
for pilots putting on events in NSW over the
last couple of years. Steve has gifted a lot of
his time to the NSWHGPA, ensuring that
there is funding for training and to encourage participation through events. Steve has
been most supportive and has taken it upon
himself to continue administrative tasks
through serious illness. Thank you for your
eﬀorts, Steve, and get well soon.
If you came to this and the other rounds
of this series, thank you, you have been
a good crew and have made the series the
success it is. If you didn’t, then you (and
your family) should consider coming to
the next round!
Next year, we would like to revisit this
site and do some soaring, boat towing, water
skiing, BBQ and camping. Another party
that you bring your glider to. See you there.

THE BBQ

What a really good night it was. The BBQ
was fully catered for and free for everyone;
thanks to the NSWHGPA for providing
the funding for the BBQ, and also to the
many cooks, and salad preparers Wendy
and Monica. Monica did all of the pre-BBQ
organising and it turned out great. We overflowed the shelter with people and had a
couple of wood fires going. There were some
people who made a day trip and returned
home before the BBQ, while some stayed
October 2006
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MY HOLY GRAIL:

The Irish Paragliding Distance Record
Enda Murphy
AUSTRALIAN TEAM ADVANCE PILOT ENDA MURPHY HAS JUST BROKEN THE IRISH PARAGLIDING AND
HANG GLIDING DISTANCE RECORD WITH A FLIGHT OF 140KM ON 27 JULY 2006. THIS IS HIS STORY.

A

fter taking my first bumbling steps in
paragliding in Ireland in 1991, I was fortunate to move to Australia in 1992, where
I learnt to paraglide properly. Since then
I have enjoyed many years of distance-flying
and competition-flying both in Australia
and around the world.
I am lucky enough to be able to get back
to Ireland most summers, normally enroute
to a flying comp in Europe, but usually only
have one or two days to visit friends and
family, let alone trying to cram a cross-country flight into. On a good day, the scenery
and flying in Ireland is absolutely magnificent, but getting a good day can be the biggest challenge of all. I had flown a few 30km
cross-countries in the past and had certainly
seen the potential for a much longer flight
in Ireland.
Previously, I had made a good attempt
for some serious cross-country back in
September 2000 when myself and my wife

Kerry spent two weeks in Ireland on our
honeymoon. Unfortunately on that occasion, despite having a car, two radios, two
mobile phones and a retrieve driver, it rained
every day. Total flights: Two. Total XC distance: 0km.
After a pretty tough month of being
taught how to fly comps in the Alps, I was
happy to escape to my beloved flying terrain
of low rolling hills and flatlands. I came to
Ireland on 14 July for my sister’s wedding
and planned to stay ’til the 30th.
The weather had been quite warm and
dry compared to normal Irish conditions,
however, I had no luck in the first week and
a half, as the conditions were either too blue
and stable, or too windy with low cloudbase
to have any real attempt at a record.
The 27th of July began very overcast,
with a light south-west wind and even a little
drizzle. Being one of my last days in Ireland,
I was super keen to go for a big cross-country, but with the previous night’s poor forecast I had not been able to convince anyone
to come for a fly. Myself and Kerry decided
that we would drive along the south-east
coast, with the option of going for a fly
in the Dungarvan region if the conditions
improved, otherwise we would play tourists
and visit Waterford Crystal factory.
As the forecast had looked so poor, I
hadn’t organised directions to any sites in the
region, so upon arrival in Dungarvan (which
is in the centre of the south of Ireland) we
could only drive up and down a zillion little
backroads trying to find a way up a hill. The
population of Ireland used to be eight million before the famine (nowadays it is more
like 4.5 million), so there are huge numbers
of small roads that lead nowhere… and once
you get oﬀ the beaten track, it can be very
frustrating to find your way around. Eventually, at 1:30pm, we found a hill that was
orientated into the wind and I decided the
quickest way up was to throw the glider on
my back and walk up the face. It looked to
be about an 800ft hill.
Enda launches
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When I reached the top, there was
enough breeze to ridge soar, so I wasted no
time in setting up. I optimistically punched
in a route to goal of 138km to Brittas, which
was the last town I could fly to before hitting
Dublin airspace or the east coast. As soon as
I launched (at around 2:15pm), I climbed
very quickly to cloudbase at approximately
1,250m and was on my way. Directly over
the back of the hill is the Coomeragh mountain range and these provided an excellent
line of lift for the start of the flight. On glide
I had about 10 to 15km/h tailwind and was
actually quite surprised at the strength of
the thermals which had three to four metre
surges with two metre averages – I didn't
really expect this in Ireland!
While I was in the air, I remembered the
last time I flew in this area, about two years
ago, in similar conditions. Back then, after
five or six thermal and glide transitions I had
expected to have covered around 30 to 40km,
so I hit GOTO launch on my GPS and was
amazed to have only covered 15km. The
combination of low cloudbase and smaller
paddock sizes in comparison to Australia was
throwing my judgement of distances way
out. This time around I hoped to have a
better understanding of flying in Ireland.
As I flew out to the flats, the climbs
decreased in strength and one to 1.5m averages were regular. Because of the low cloudbase, I had to be very conservative with my
flying – even though the climbs were quite
October 2006
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close together, I had only around 1,000m
above the ground to play with and I got low
on a few occasions. There were little sets
of two or three clouds which I could move
under, but after that there were blue holes
of two to three kilometres width, which
made it tricky to reach the next thermal.
I had to zigzag much more than I normally
like, to avoid these holes. Conditions certainly were allowing me to keep moving,
and I never had to stop and circle at cloudbase to cover ground – as can be the case
quite often when flying in Ireland.
At the 65km mark (which is around
the old record distance) I sank to my lowest
height of around 200m agl and thought
I might have blown my opportunity. Luckily a quarry triggered a nice thermal and
I was back on my way to cloudbase, with
my sights set on the first 100km flight in
Ireland. At this stage, I flew past Mt Leinster
(797m), Ireland’s main flying site and the
one from which the hang gliding record of
132km was set earlier this summer. I had
flown from there two days previously with
the same goal set, albeit at 70km, but on
that day I had only managed four kilometres!
Passing the 100km mark, conditions
started to slow down a little and climbs were
down to one metre per second. Thankfully
base had risen to 1,700m, and it became
a little easier to reach the next clouds even
though they were getting farther apart and
thinning out. The tailwind at this stage had
increased and was now 15 to 20km/h at
times, but a little from the west, so I had to
track slightly crosswind to keep on course.
At this time I could hear my phone ringing and knew it was my wife ringing to say
she had finished her Waterford Crystal Tour.
Somehow I managed to dig out my phone
to call her and ask her to drive north towards
my goal near Dublin. As I approached goal,
I saw two sailplanes thermalling which, apart
from a few swallows, were the only things
I flew with all day.
I reached goal after about five and a half
hours and since there was still lift around
I climbed a little more so I could glide out
to 140km and then come back to land in
the town of Brittas. It was a pity that the
Dublin airspace was there and I could not

Ridge soaring

keep flying, as I’m positive 160km could
have been achievable on the day.
One of the issues when flying on a small
island with cities all around, is that it can be
tricky to plan a route that doesn’t get
blocked by airspace. One must also allow
for vastly changing conditions and seabreezes
from all sides. As I am used to planning for
big flights and am optimistic, that was one
of the reasons I had launched from Dungarvan – so I had the opportunity to fly over
100km. I hope some of the Irish pilots now
take up the challenge and plan to do 100mile flight or even 200km, which I’m sure
on the right day with careful site selection
and flight planning is possible.

Enda's landing witnesses

STATISTICS:

Glider:
Harness:
Vario:
Distance to Goal Record:
Open Distance Record:
Total Flight Time:
Max Height:
Max Climb:
Max Speed:
Total Height Gained:

Advance Omega 7 Proto
Advance Impress
Brauniger Compeo
138km
140km
5 hours 40 minutes
1,700m
4m/sec
66km/h
10,500m

I would like to thank my sponsor Advance Paragliders for all the great equipment and help over the
years, also to Blueye Eyewear and Brauniger.
Thanks to my wife Kerry for driving.
Thanks to Gilbert, Dave and everyone else at the
IHPA for all their help and advice whilst flying
in Ireland.
Height trace of the record flight
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Letters to the Editors

Westfield Outlanding
I took this photo on 17 August. It shows
the Canberra Gliding Club’s DG303 set up on the
centre stage at Westfield Belconnen here in Canberra. This display is the result of many months’
work by one of our members, Bruce Mackenzie.
Along the way we have received assistance
from the GFA marketing and development group,
and of course Westfield who not only allowed us
to present this display rent-free, they also provided security and assistance to put her in there.
We will be following up with an article for Soaring Australia outlining the hurdles overcome and
lessons learnt while putting this together so that
others may be inspired to do the same.
Stuart Ferguson

High Road – Low Road
At last an apparent fact is established
in print. Just loved Michael Haggar’s opening
line in his August issue article (High flying, low
gliding): “Motorcyclists and glider pilots have
something in common.” Yes, I have observed that
over a long period of time. In the promotional
video ‘Let’s Go Gliding’ the commentary goes
something like, “I have never met anyone interested in snow skiing or sailing who would not be
interested in gliding.” I wondered about that, as
even though one of those sports has been mine,
the one thing that has always seemed to stand
out is that if you are (or have been) a biker, then
you are interested in, or are into, gliding. In fact,
at the 2003 NSW comps at Lake Keepit I made
a point of asking around over drinks. In the first
group all eight were into bikes, and so it went.
After chatting among the whole group I would
say about 75% were either enthusiastic motorcyclists now, or had been at one time.
So why is that? I can’t put it into words
myself, but if you do both, then you know what
I mean. I notice Michael is a paraglider pilot;my
guess is the link between motorcycling and flying
sports generally is pretty common.
Tom Brown

People Drift Away…
In a past Letter to the Editor, paraglider
Mik Terren says, ”I haven’t flown in a long while,
and can’t see myself flying in the immediate
future.” This might be just one more person
who got what they needed out of sport aviation,
and is heading onward to other things.
But in this case, from his own description,
both Mik and the sport made extra efforts to get
him flying. He had motivation and guts beyond
28 Soaring Australia
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the normal person coming to the sport;and the
sport made efforts beyond the norm to service
his need. So it is important to know why, after
beating the odds and the obstacles and getting
flying, there is now little ongoing flying.
Others have suggested that the glories in
sport aviation achieved by senior pilots (crosscountry touring, racing, and going to special
places) are difficult for the novice to transition
to from the commencement of learning and
flying around the home field. Possibly for the
wheelie these barriers are greater, just as there
are extra hurdles in the learning phase.
In sailplaning, some are suggesting that
because there aren’t enough of the critical skills
handed on in the pre-solo phase, 45º thermalling
and so on, there is a barrier to pilots moving
with ease into the advanced flying and its rewards;
and that possibly many are not introduced to
that end of soaring during the training phase.
And then people drift away, having not
touched the edges of the true rewards that
all the early commitment is leading toward.
Emilis Prelgauskas

Rotating Thermals
In June’s Soaring Australia, Garry Speight
proposed a theory as to why sometimes pilots
report a particular direction of turn in a thermal
as being more comfortable than the other. I do
not dispute that this phenomena exists, but
I think his theory and reasoning is wrong as
to why it occurs. I would hate to think that an
untested theory is assumed to be correct, and
accepted by the gliding community. I was hoping
that someone else more concise with arguments
would send in a letter, but none have come so
far;so I guess I’m it. I’ll do my best to outline
my arguments in non-mathematical logic that
will hopefully be easy to understand. Hopefully
this will catalyse a better explanation.
Let’s start with a few assumptions: that the
glider’s angle of bank does not change;that
its airspeed remains constant at a safe margin
above the stall for the given angle of bank, flaps,
weight and atmospheric combination;and, for
argument’s sake, a 45º bank angle and 50kt
airspeed. The tornado-type model of the rotating
thermal as described by Garry is also assumed.
Garry’s argument seems to fail when he
starts to confuse ground speed with airspeed. To
achieve a climb, the glider pilot is only concerned
with how small his or her turn radius is within
a volume of rising air. It is what you can do in
that given volume of air that counts. The ground
speed is irrelevant, and in fact has no effect on
the radius of the turn. Garry states that it is the
“ground speed that decides the rate of turn and
the radius of the circle.” This is wrong;it is the
airspeed and angle of bank which dictates the
rate of turn. IFR pilots deal with this every day,
and adjust speed and bank angle (and therefore
rate of turn) to allow for wind effects to make

good a track along the ground. For example, a
‘Rate 1’ turn is 180º in one minute. The IFR pilot
knows that with a strong wind, a Rate 1 turn will
still take two minutes to fly a 360º orbit.
A turn is achieved by the centring force
which is derived by angling the lift force towards
the centre of the circle. This lift force is generated
by airflow over the wing of the glider. No matter what the ground speed is, extra force cannot
suddenly be generated out of the air at a given
airspeed and bank angle, in order to make the
circle bigger or smaller.
So let’s get back to fun flying – that is, of
course, gliding. Let’s assume we are in heaven,
perfectly centred in one of these rotating thermals, and hopefully climbing like a homesick
angel. We’ll also assume three constants: the
speed of rotation of the thermal for our circle, our
airspeed, and our bank angle. We turn through
360º in one minute in nil wind. For this thought
experiment, we have a balloon which is neutrally
buoyant. We drop this balloon to mark out where
the circle starts in this parcel of air. In one minute
we arrive back at the balloon;we have turned
a perfect circle in this volume of air, and have
traced a perfect circle along the ground.
Now let’s rotate this thermal, and fly against
its direction of rotation. We are still indicating
the same airspeed and angle of bank. We drop
this balloon again in the rotating thermal. We
arrived back at the balloon, having completed
a circle in one minute in this volume of air. But
where is the balloon in reference to the ground?
Yep – it has moved along the ground. We have in
fact only flown part of a circle along the ground
in the minute, despite having arrived back at
our balloon. As you can see, the radius along
the ground is the same.
The opposite occurs if we fly with the rotating air. We drop our balloon and in one minute
arrive back at it;but with reference to the
ground we have completed a bit more than a full
circle. In the given volume of air our airspeed,
angle of bank, radius and rate of turn is the
same. We still get to the balloon in one minute.
Another way to look at this is to experiment
with two sheets of tracing paper and a pen. The
first sheet is our thermal. Mark the start, and
draw a circle on it. Imagine it takes one minute
to draw the circle. Now with the second paper
beneath (representing the earth) mark the start
of the circle on both pieces of paper by pressing
hard with your pen. Both pieces of the paper
have marks where we started the turn. Draw the
circle, again taking one minute, but rotating the
tracing paper (thermal) a bit. The radius of the
circle is the same, but you have arrived at a different spot on the earth in the minute it took to
draw the circle.
I think I have shown by simple examples
that ground speed has nothing to do with either
the radius of turn in a rotating thermal or the
reason that it seems easier to fly against a rotatOctober 2006
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ing thermal. This was a fundamental assumption
in Garry’s explanation of the phenomenon.
It can be easy to find holes in theories, but
it takes courage and a lot of thought to put your
ideas out there for people to take shots at. For
this I applaud Garry for his work and ideas, and
hope he will continue to contemplate the mysteries of gliding. My feeling is that an explanation
will be found when we investigate instantaneous
effects on airspeed as we fly through different
circular wind velocities in thermals in an circular
path which is non-centred due to inertia or wing
loading – something like continuous wind shear,
except in the turning plane. (I hope you followed
me on that one.) I would be interested to know
if hang gliders experience this phenomenon as
much as the heavier sailplanes, as that would be
supporting evidence. On the other hand, it might
be that it is easier to fly into the wind due to the
effect on the glider’s stability and performance,
enabling the pilot to fly at lower speed for a
given angle of bank and to circle tighter. I also
wonder how we could test such theories.
This is one reason I love aviation: even in
2006, we still do not fully understand the place
we play.
Kingsley Just
Author’s reply: I am sure physics is on my side.
I explained it in my article twice: once in a handwaving way in the text, and once more rigorously
in the Notes… If we get a debate going, I think
heavy-weights will come out on my side.

For the past three weeks during August,
Camden has been home to the Holden airship, so we’ve had the rather unusual experience of having it in our circuit. It has been
interesting to see it coming and going, and
we’ll be sorry to see it leave as, when it is
moored, it makes a marvellous wind sock
which can be seen from miles away.
Woody Woodthorpe

Time for Change?
I’m delighted. Reading some recent issues
of this magazine after a lengthy overseas trip, I
was more than just pleased. Half expecting some
rebuke for rocking the boat I find nothing but
agreement for the article ‘Time for change?’
(Soaring Australia, May 2006). Not one but three
different contributors from different corners of
October 2006
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the country have put pen to paper and indicated
their agreement in surprisingly strong terms.
Even more pleasing is the fact that this
represents only the tip of the iceberg. Many
more glider pilots have contacted me, saying
that writing to the editor is not their forte, but
they just wanted to assure me that they share
my concerns and strongly support my recommendations. All of this neatly fits in with another
very encouraging statement. It comes from the
GFA executive officer (August 2006 issue, p38):
“…Improving our rate of retention is the key to
growing our membership and this requires a focus
on individual clubs rather than GFA marketing.”
I could not agree more with John Welsh.
He is by no means implying that past recruitment
efforts were misdirected, but he has correctly
identified that growing a business by looking
after existing customers is by far easier than
trying to win new ones. It is also more efficient
and more cost effective. If my own experience
is anything to go by, then satisfied customers
bring in more new customers than most businesses can handle.
So where do we stand now? Well, if you
ask me we seem to have made the first and most
important step. We have identified that there
is need for change and that no one other than
ourselves can change things around. That’s great;
the first and most important step is already done.
Now we only need to look at implementation.
If you ask, “Implement what?” you have posed
a very good question indeed. Unless we know

what to change (and how to go about it) we will
have come to a stop before we even started.
That’s where I have asked Terry Cubley for
some assistance. For years Terry has worked very
hard to develop the sport. He has several decades of experience in various capacities and is a
respected glider pilot, coach and instructor. Who
else could be more qualified to help with the
development of guidelines for growing the sport?
Over the next few months we will jointly
attempt to put together a package primarily
aimed at improving retention rates, and hopefully
our proposals will get the support of the different
GFA committees that need to be involved. One
way of doing just that is to help instructors to
open the eyes of new members to what the sport
is really all about and what long term benefits
it offers. Identifying how we can best train pilots
to soar with ease, and at the same time ensure
that fun remains central to the whole exercise
(for student and instructor alike), will be high
on the list of priorities.
We invite comments and suggestions from
all GFA members. We need many ideas so that
we can combine and develop them into an overall proposal to put to the GFA Board.
Please send your ideas, comments, observations, suggestions, etc, to: Bernard Eckey,
10 Antigua Grove, West Lakes 5021, phone:
08 84492871 or <eckey@internode.on.net>.
We heavily rely on your input. Please don’t
be backwards in coming forward and please stay
tuned to this channel.
Soaring Australia
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More Coaching for
Queensland Pilots
Coaching in Queensland received a timely boost
late in July with most of the State’s coaches and
a number of new coaches getting together for
a ‘coaches day’. As a result, Queensland now has
eight ‘new’ Level 1 coaches to join the 10 existing coaches.
The day was held at the Darling Downs Soaring Club’s clubrooms. A full agenda covering all
nine coaching units from the coaches training
syllabus, plus sessions on planning a coaching
session, communication and skill development
was presented. The job of presenting the units
was spread around the coaches to give them all
presentation practice and to bring the maximum
number of ideas to the fore.
We were fortunate to have experienced
coaches Lisa and Peter Trotter attending to bring
the benefit of their considerable coaching experience to the group. Lisa gave a presentation on
the National Coaching Agenda. Guest presenter,
Helen Wood, gave an entertaining presentation
on communication, surely one of the cornerstones of successful coaching.
Each of the attendees was provided with
a folder containing the Australian Sports Commission’s ‘Beginning Coaching’ book, the GFA
‘Advanced Pilot Syllabus’, copies of the coaching manual, the coaching syllabus and the pilot
training syllabus, and a disc with all the coaching
materials on it. The aim was for each coach to
have a coaching kit they could take with them
to the field when they are coaching. Thus they
are able to present a professional coaching
image to our pilots. At the end of the day we
were all a little coached out, but the response
on the feedback sheets was very positive.
It is interesting to reflect on the considerable
experience that our coaches have. While all the

Above: Alec Russell from our sponsor, Jimbour Wines,
with the Queensland Coaches
Left: Peter Trotter, Greg Schmidt, Shane McCaffrey,
Jim Crowhurst
Right: National Coaching Director Lisa Trotter

data is not in yet, the 16 coaches for whom we
have information have an average of 1,800 hours
gliding experience, including over 270 hours in
the last two years. They have flown an average
of 21 competitions, including four in the last
two years.
Queensland has a panel of very experienced,
current and capable coaches who are available
to coach pilots throughout the State. As the marketing and development committee has informed
us, this is one area of the sport where we are
losing members. Hopefully the expanded Queensland coaching panel can help to turn this around.
Ralph Henderson, Queensland Sports Coach

500th Duo Discus
On Monday 25 July, Schempp-Hirth Gliders delivered the 500th Duo Discus to the LSG Wolfenbüttel Gliding Club, Germany (see photo below).
After an operational briefing, Brigitte Holighaus
and Hans George Berger handed over the glider
to Rainer Heyer and Gerd Glawe of the club.
Since the beginning of last year, the Duo
Discus has been available with improvements
such as a sprung undercarriage, winglets, cockpit
comfort and more effective air brakes. The ‘Duo’,
seen at clubs throughout Germany, has for the
past few years been available with the ‘Turbo’
sustainer engine.

Visiting National Coach
Giorgio Galetto is currently ranked 21st in the
world. He has been Italian National Speed
Champion 10 times, and National Distance
Champion 12 times. He has also been a member
of the Italian National team since 1984 and
represented his country eight times in the World
championships. In 1999 he took out the overall
World Champion title. Giorgio currently holds five
Italian distance and speed records, and in 2004
flew 1,350km over the Alps in his Ventus 2ax. He
placed 4th at the recent Worlds in Sweden. Giorgio is also a full-time glider instructor and coach.
Giorgio will be coaching in Australia this
season during December and January. There will
be coaching available for all pilots in various
forms. Bring your glider to Giorgio’s coaching
events and join in on discussions, lectures, preflight briefings, and post-flight analyses. Giorgio
will also be doing some coaching flights in a
two-seater high performance glider. There are
a limited number of places, and you will need
to book a place if you’re interested. To do this,
contact the event co-ordinator.
At each site there will be two types of
coaching offered.
1. Performance Coaching – this coaching is for
any pilot who wants to improve their crosscountry performance, whether for competition, long distance flying or touring. Pilots
are invited to attend pre-flight briefings,

Lisa Trotter, Greg Schmidt, David Jansen, John Grosser
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post-flight analyses, talks/discussions and
coaching flights.
2. Coach the Coaches – this coaching is for
any current coach who wants to learn how
to coach better. The focus will be on coaching skills and techniques that work well for
gliding. The format will be morning talks
followed by pre-flight briefing, flying with
Giorgio or in your own glider, then postflight analysis.
Giorgio has very generously offered his time
free of charge. GFA is covering his expenses.
Costs for participants might be glider hire and
tows. There will also be a small fee to book
a coaching flight.
Below are details of the coaching available.
Please contact the event co-ordinator if you
are interested in attending.
Baccus Marsh, Victoria
Co-ordinator – David Wilson, VIC/TAS State Coach
<dwjcra@ozemail.com.au>
Performance Coaching – Saturday 16 December
and Monday 18 December
Coach the Coaches – Sunday 17 December
Jondaryan, Queensland
Co-ordinator – Ralph Henderson, QLD State Coach
<rhenderson@iinet.net.au>
Coach the Coaches – Wednesday 20 December
to Friday 22 December
Performance Coaching – Saturday 23 December
Narromine, New South Wales
Co-ordinator – Bruce Campbell, NSW State Coach
<Bruce.Campbell@mdbc.gov.au>
Coach the Coaches – Thursday 28 December
to Saturday 30 December
Performance Coaching – Focus on long distance
flying, Sunday 31 December to Wednesday
3 January
Waikerie, South Australia
Co-ordinator – Bernard Eckey, SA State Coach
<eckey@internode.on.net>
Coach the Coaches – Sunday 7 January to Saturday
13 January
Performance Coaching – Guest lectures at
SA Coaching Week
Lisa Trotter,
GFA National Coaching Convenor

ASG 29 off to an Impressive Start
The competition in 18m Class is getting hotter.
To date only about 20 ASG 29 have left the
factory, but the aircraft is already leaving its
mark. Schleicher’s new 18m ship flown by Chris
Sounders won the US Nationals convincingly
with four first and two second day places. This
was followed by success at the United Kingdom
Nationals. The strong field of pilots included the
reigning 18m World Champion, and although
only two ASG 29 gliders competed, they finished
in first and second places with a winning margin
of over 400 points.
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Gliding Federation of Australia: Review of Strategic Plan
To All GFA Members,
The GFA Board is in the process of conducting a review of the Strategic Plan for the business.
The first review session was held in May, and a further session occurred recently. This review process
is part of the normal practice of updating and checking that GFA management is on track, now
and for the future.
The review includes a consideration of the Primary Objectives for relevance, and of the strategies
necessary to pursue those objectives.
To date, the review has been carried out by the Board. It is now time to seek further input from
the regions, clubs and members, hence this note and attachments.
As the Strategic Plan drives decision making and management, it is clearly of importance
to all members.
The pages on the GFA website contain the results of the work to date [www.gfa.org.au/Docs/
gfainfo/gfa%20Business%20Plan%20Draft.doc]
As such they represent the results of the Board’s input and are to be regarded as work in progress.
The Board seeks member input, and requests that this be discussed and feedback be provided.
Discussion may lead to:
additions
•
deletions
•
changes
•
•
commentary, and
prioritisation
•
Your feedback is requested by 30 October 2006. Please forward to John Welsh, our Executive
Officer. This will be taken on by the Board and appropriate changes made.
Following that, action items will be developed with performance measures. Resources available
will be assessed for the actions and priorities assigned. Further opportunity for review by the members
will be provided, leading to adoption and issue of the new Strategic Plan.
Your involvement and assistance is encouraged.
Daryl Connell, GFA President

It isn’t so much the fact that the ASG 29 is
winning, but the ease and the winning margins,
that come as a surprise to insiders.
Further competition wins have been reported, although not quite of the status of national
championships. At the recent world comps the
ASG 29 finished in 3rd and 4th place. All competing ASG 29 pilots flew the glider for the first time
during practice week.
Bernard Eckey

ASH 25 Speed Limitations
Information stating that the Schleicher ASH 25
has been speed limited to 100kt are incorrect.
The speed limitation only applies to the 28m
wingspan version as modified by Walter Binder
Motorenbau. Schleicher-built ASH 25 (including
motorised versions) are not affected.
Bernard Eckey
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PARAGLIDER REVIEW:

Swing Mistral 4

ASYMMETRIC COLLAPSE

Hakim Mentes
PARAGLID ER SPECIFICAT IONS

Make:
Model:
Size:
DHV:
Cells:
Take-off weight (total):
Aspect Ratio:
Glider weight:
Trim Speed:

Swing
Mistral 4
Medium (26m2)
1-2
51
80-105kg
5.36
68 Newton (6.8kg)
37km/h

FLIG HT SE T UP

Harness:
Riser separation:
Overall weight in flight:

mending it. It comes up quickly and stays
there without much eﬀort.

Edel ProLight
42cm
95kg

One thing I learned very quickly was the
diﬃculty in initiating asymmetric collapse
on this glider. My initial attempts to induce
asymmetric collapse were not very successful. I had to pull the risers quite hard
and long to induce a proper asymmetric
collapse. Collapse resistance is something
I should start paying more attention to in
future tests.
With a 50% asymmetric, the glider
changes direction about 90% and back
to business again. In the process, height
loss is noticeable but not significant.
Diving tendency to pick up speed after
an asymmetric is minimal.
BIG EARS

CONSTRUCTION

The Mistral 4 has retained all the good characteristics of the previous model, the Mistral
3. This is a glider incorporating all the construction characteristics expected from a
modern glider. A couple of possible criticisms
of the construction characteristics of the
Mistral 4 could be the limited application of
reinforcement strip to the trailing edge only,
and the limited application of reinforcement
patches where lines attach to the canopy
(only A and B line joints are reinforced).
Small openings at the wing tips are pretty good for removing accumulated debris.
Velcro fasteners are at work to keep these
openings closed. Removing the debris accumulated in nearby cells requires a bit
of work though.
Riser construction is typical, with floating C-risers and semi-floating B-risers. The
good thing is all risers are colour-coded,
which makes identification easier. I am a
strong advocate of colour-coded risers, as
they assist pilots to identify risers quickly
when required.
Traditional triangular mallions and Orings are at work to connect lines to risers.
O-rings are not the best method for the
job, but they are the most commonly used
method we see these days.
FLIGHTS

During Easter, I had plenty of opportunity
to test fly the Mistral in Bright. It was not
overly thermic weather and cloudbase was
around 1,500m asl. I had a comfortable 1.5
hour flight over Mystic Hill and Gold Mine
Ridge. I thoroughly enjoyed the flight.
The Mistral stayed squarely above my head
during the entire flight, with no sign of
tucks or anything nasty of that nature.
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After flying 1.5 hours, I had to respond to
the call of nature and land. After so many
years of flying, I still have a long way to go to
master the advanced in-flight relief techniques.
TURNS

Turning characteristics of the Mistral are as
expected from this class of glider, nothing
unusual. It is not too eager to get into big
wingovers or spirals, which would require
some dedicated eﬀort. Turning by weightshift is adequate but not sharp.
I regularly read comments on the flat
turning characteristics of paragliders, and
have even made some of them myself in the
past. Now, on second thoughts, I am not
sure how that can happen when all the flight
dynamics are considered. So, the term ‘flat
turn’ is out of my dictionary until I find a
convincing explanation.
CONTROL BRAKE
LINE FORCE

Control line eﬀort is just right given its
DHV 1-2 rating. Eﬀort rate increases
progressively, giving plenty of opportunity
to the pilot before doing anything silly.
Personally, I prefer very light controls. Although I did not attempt
to find the stall point, it seemed
to be a long travel system.

The split A-riser set-up is excellent. The split
comes a long way down; even I can reach
them easily to pull big ears without changing my comfortable laid-back flying position. Big ears are easy to initiate and hold
there. Once released, the big ears open up
surprisingly rapidly.
SPEED SYSTEM

My first impression of the speed system was
very good; it felt light. Once I climbed to
cloudbase to face the chilled air and started
using the speed system for longer durations,
I changed my mind and started thinking
that it could be softer. I think this is one
of the areas the Mistral 4 can be improved.
If you are not into using the speed system
for extended periods of time then this is
not an issue.
B  L I N E S TA L L

B-line stall is one of the strong points of the
Mistral, passing with flying colours. Easy
to initiate and hold. It handles all stages
of execution (entry, steady and exit) of the
manoeuvre very well. And, an impressive
descent rate too.

TA K E  O F F / L A N D I N G

Given the weather conditions
during Easter and the weekends
following Easter, I had plenty of
opportunity to practice ground
handling with the Mistral 4. It
behaved as expected in each case.
I have no hesitation in recom-
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CONCLUSION

A scoring table is attached. Each characteristic of the glider tested is scored between
1 and 10, with 1 being the worst and 10 the
best. The scoring reflects my preferences,
which may not necessarily be the same for
everybody. So it is up to the pilot to decide
if the glider suits his/her flying style or not.
NOTES

The characteristics of the wings I measure/
comment on are the ones comparable, quantitative and repeatable. That is one reason why
there is no comment on speed or sink rate.
The following points must be noted though:
• The location of flight weight in the glider’s
weight range can have an impact on some
of the flight characteristics.
• My comments are concentrated on the safety/ease characteristics of the glider, therefore
gliders with higher DHV ratings may be
disadvantaged as the speed and glide ratio
is an important consideration for higher
DHV rated gliders.
• Before making a decision on any glider, it
is good practice to check out DHV test
reports, talk to other owners and check any
other resources.

FEATURE

SCORE

Control (brake) line
Effort (force)
Response
Weight-shift response
B-Line stall
Reach
Entry
Stabilisation
Holding effort
Exit
Descent rate
50% Assymmetric collapse
Direction change
Recovery
Height loss
Take-off
Inflation
Stabilisation
Speed bar
Initiation
Holding effort
Travel distance
Build quality
Stitching
Re-enforcing strips along edges
Cross bracing
Eyelet attachment points
Riser coloring
Big ears
Reach
Holding effort
Average Score

8
7
8
7
8
7
8
9
9
8
6
7
8
9
7
7
7
10
6
10
9
9
10
9
8.04

$1/day for Life and Total & Permanent Disability Cover
“Enjoy paragliding knowing your loved ones are looked after”
For each launch wouldn’t it be great to know that if you
had a heavy landing that those supporting you in your
sport (your loved ones) will be protected. 95%
of paraglider pilots aren’t aware that they can protect their
families and business whilst still enjoying gliding.
So while you are thermalling in the sky, we are brokering
your insurance policy with all the major players.
Wouldn’t it be great if you could access a simple
and affordable policy which has no exclusion
and no extra premiums!
At WealthSure we know you can, because our team
leader is a paraglider pilot who had just taken out cover
before experiencing a collision with powerlines. He then
dropped 10m straight down on his back and watched

in horror as the powerlines sparked around him, finally
coming to rest in the dry grass to start
a bush fire as well as blacking out 3,000 homes.
Luckily, covered by his policy, he was able to focus
on his recovery, knowing that his financial health
was also covered.
How much? Depending on your occupation,
the following amounts are available:

* For a 25-year-old male, $29.08 per month

for $200,000 Death/TPD cover.
For
a 30-year-old male, $26.40 per month
*
for $200,000 Death/TPD cover.
For
a 40-year-old male, $35.22 per month
*
for $200,000 Death/TPD cover.

Contact us now to arrange your peace of mind.

Happy landings!
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1300 366 910
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Tree Self-Rescue for
Paraglider Pilots
Lowell Skoog [www.alpenglow.org/paragliding/writing/tree-self-rescue.html]

T

his article describes equipment and
techniques for self-rescue after a tree landing. Two scenarios are described, the first
in which the tree is within reach and oﬀers
branches to grab or stand on, and the second, in which you are hanging free and
can’t secure yourself to the tree. With these
techniques you can escape from a tree with
no assistance. If you decide to follow these
instructions, practice them in a safe setting
first. If you have any comments or contrary
advice, please let me know via <lowell.
skoog@alpenglow.org>.

Preparing the Kit
The tree self-rescue kit weighs about
1kg and contains the following:
• 120ft (35m) of 5mm Perlon (climber’s
static rope). Or you can use 9/16 inch
tubular webbing, which is more compact.
• One long climber’s sling (12 to 15ft
of webbing, tied into a loop).
• Two short climber’s slings, tied or sewn
(1ft loops).
• Two locking carabiners (round aluminum
stock is best).
• Small pliers or wrench (for loosening
quick links).
• Pocket knife (for unforeseen problems). Or
one multi-tool instead of pliers and knife.
• One stuﬀ bag (to carry the above).
Prepare the kit as follows:
Tie one end of the rope to the drawstring
of the stuﬀ bag (or sew a loop in the bottom
of the bag and tie the rope there). Starting at
this end, stuﬀ the rope into the bag. Small
diameter ropes are notoriously prone to tangling. If you stuﬀ the rope in the bag, then
extract it the same way (last in, first out)
you can avoid tangles.
At the loose end of the rope, tie a 1ft loop,
using an overhand or figure-eight knot. Make
the loop big enough to pass the full stuﬀ bag
through. Using one of your carabiners, clip
the loop to the drawstring of the bag.
Clip the long sling and the two short
slings to the other carabiner and put them
in the bag.
Finally put any tools in the bag, you may
want to tie a lanyard to them and clip it to
one of the carabiners so you can’t drop them.
Close the bag.
Put the stuﬀ bag in a pocket of your
paragliding harness where you can easily
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reach it. Consider using a lanyard or quick
link to attach the bag to your harness so
you can’t drop it.
Securing Yourself to the Tree
If the tree is within reach, you must first
secure yourself to it. Use the following steps:
Open the rescue bag and pull out the
long sling. Girth hitch the sling around a
stout branch or the tree trunk, if it is narrow enough. (I recommend carrying a tied,
rather than sewn, sling so you can untie it
to wrap it around the trunk if necessary.)
Locate the two short slings and locking
carabiner. Girth hitch a short sling to each
riser carabiner. Then clip the slings together
with the locking carabiner.
Clip the locking carabiner to the long
sling and lock it. With these initial steps,
you have secured yourself to the tree without
unclipping your risers.
Now transfer your weight to the tree and,
one side at a time, unclip your risers from
your harness, taking care not to unclip the
short slings that you girth hitched to your
harness carabiners. When you’re done, you’ll
be detached from the glider and your harness
carabiners will be girth hitched to the short
slings, which in turn are clipped to the locking carabiner and the long safety sling in an
upside-down Y arrangement (see diagram).
Make sure all the carabiners are locked.

Once you are securely attached to the
tree and detached from your glider, you can
consider retrieving the canopy. The pliers
or wrench may be useful for loosening the
quick links to free your lines. Don’t risk your
own safety to retrieve the glider. If you are
able to free it, roll it into a ball and drop it
to the ground. If you can’t free it safely, leave
it for later.

After dealing with the glider, pass the
free end of your rescue rope over your stout
branch and pass the stuﬀ bag through the
loop you previously prepared in the end of
the rope. This creates a girth hitch, which
you should cinch tightly around the branch.
Now drop the stuﬀ bag to the ground. (If
you use a brightly coloured stuﬀ bag it will
be easier to see after you drop it.) If properly
stuﬀed, the rope will pay out cleanly.
If the rope doesn’t reach the ground, you
have a problem. You must decide whether to
climb down to a lower branch, make several
rappels, or wait for outside help. For the
sake of this article, I’ll assume that the rope
reaches the ground or you can climb down
to a lower branch safely.
Rappeling to the Ground
Practice the following techniques in a safe
setting first. Start small – for example, tie
your rope to a beam somewhere around
your house and stand on a chair to try your
first rappel. Then move to a higher practice
structure as appropriate.
Using your second locking carabiner,
wrap the rescue rope around the straight side
of the carabiner, opposite the gate, five times
(see diagram).

Clip this rappel carabiner into your two
short slings, alongside the carabiner clipped
to the safety sling. Make sure that the tree
end of the rope feeds into the rappel carabiner from the top and the ground end emerges
from the bottom. Lock the carabiner.
Now snug up the rappel rope so there
is no slack between the rappel carabiner and
the tree. Hold the ground end of the rope
securely in one hand and don’t let go.
Test your braking friction by pulling
in some more rope – until the safety sling
goes slack – and holding yourself on rappel. If you don’t have enough friction, take
more wraps. If you have too much friction,
take fewer wraps. It’s best to determine how
many wraps you need during practice sessions, not in a tree.
Now unclip from the safety sling. Always
keeping hold of the rappel line, lower yourself slowly. Descend no faster than one foot
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a second to prevent the carabiner from getting too hot and damaging the thin rope.
Once you’re on the ground, you’ll have
to unclip from the rope and abandon it.
Unlike the rappel method used by mountain
climbers, the technique described here oﬀers
no way to retrieve the descent line.
Free-hanging Rescue
If you can’t reach the tree, you must secure
the rescue rope to the glider itself:
Open the rescue bag and pull out the
long sling, which should already be tied in
a loop. Thread one end of the loop through
all the quick links connected to your lines
(both risers). Pass the other end of the loop
through the threaded end, creating a girth
hitch. Pull the hitch tight, cinching all your
lines into a tight bundle.

HGFA News
HGFA Board Meeting and AGM
All HGFA members are invited to attend the next
HGFA Board Meeting and Annual General Meeting which will be held at the Y Hotel, 5-11 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney, on 21 and 22 October
2006. Any members wishing to place any special
business or agenda items are urged to contact
the GM as soon as possible.
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia [www.
hgfa.asn.au], ph: 02 6559 2713, fax: 02 6559
3830, PO Box 157, Hallidays Point NSW 2430

Pre-World’s 2006-Big Spring, Texas
Name

Glider

Total

1 BERTOK, Attila
Moyes Litespeed S5 HUN 3,564
2 HAZLETT, Brett
Moyes Litespeed S3.5CAN 3,519
3 WOLF, Andre
Aeros Combat L
BRA 3,333
4 DABBUR, Leonardo Wills Wing T2-144 BRA 3,294
5 ALONZI, Mario Aeros Combat L
FRA 3,243
6 VOLK, Glen
Moyes Litespeed S4 USA 3,224
7 COOMBER, Kraig Moyes Litespeed S4 AUS 3,212
8 DURAND, Jonny Moyes Litespeed S4 AUS 3,156
9 HEINRICHS, Gerolf Moyes Litespeed S4.5 AUT 3,137
10 BARBER, Mike
Moyes Litespeed S4 USA 3,079

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd

Final Update to Streak/Cruze
Wings Bulletin
Some customers are yet to claim their replacement downtube knuckle parts for their Streak 3
and Cruze wing.
The final update to the bulletin covering
Steak 3 and Cruze wing control frame knuckles
is available from the airworthiness section of the
Airborne website [www.airborne.com.au].
Owners please note there is a replacement
parts kit available and approved by the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority of Australia.
Parts are available by request from Airborne
or your local dealer.
Important: When ordering the parts you will
need to supply the serial number of your wing,
October 2006

Put one foot in the long sling like a stirrup and push hard enough to keep the lines
bundled together. (It’s important that the
sling be long enough that you can use it as
a stirrup. Fifteen feet tied in a loop is long
enough for a six-foot-plus pilot.)
Locate the two short slings and locking
carabiner. Girth hitch a short sling to each
riser carabiner. Then clip the slings together
with the locking carabiner.
Thread the loop at the free end of your
rescue rope through the same quick links
the long sling has been threaded through.
Pass the stuﬀ bag through the loop, creating
a girth hitch. Cinch it tight. Drop the stuﬀ
bag to the ground.
Wrap the rescue rope around the locking
carabiner that you clipped to the two short
slings (as illustrated above). Lock the carabiner.

Now snug up the rappel rope so there is
no slack between the rappel carabiner and
the anchor point. Take the free end of the
rappel rope and wrap it several times around
your thigh on the leg that’s not in the stirrup. This ensures that the rappel rope won’t
slip during the following critical steps.
Stand up in the stirrup, unweighting
your risers. One side at a time, unclip your
risers from your harness, taking care not to
unclip the short slings that you girth hitched
to your harness carabiners.
Slowly lower yourself in the stirrup until
your weight comes onto the rappel carabiner.
Make sure that the carabiner is straight
and neatly wrapped. Remove your foot from
the stirrup.
Keeping hold of the rappel line, unwrap
the line from your other leg. Lower yourself
slowly to the ground.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
your name, shipping address and contact phone
number. Parts can’t be supplied without these
details. If the accompanying quality control documents are returned promptly after installation
the parts will be provided free of charge.
Note: This is a mandatory bulletin and we urge all
customers to contact the factory directly to order
replacement parts.
Airborne Australia – <fly@airborne.com.au>,
Ph: 02 49449199, [www.airborne.com.au]

All models are made to order and can usually be posted within 28 days. Overseas orders,
please email for prices. For more information or
orders, contact me at <enquiries@flexwing-flyer.
com>, or simply download and complete the
order form and post it to me with your cheque
and a photo or two of your aircraft for personalisation. I’ll return any photos with your model.
Les Hodgson, Flexwing-flyer, 1 Fairholme Ave,
Haltwhistle, Northumberland NE49 9EX, UK

NEW PRODUCTS

FA I N E W S

Pro-Design News

Competitions

Accura is now DHV certified in all sizes, including the smallest, size 55, for real lightweight
pilots. Accura sales are increasing with great
feedback. Find out more on [www.pro-design.
at/en/accura.php], DHV test reports [www.dhv.
de/typo/Paragliding_and_Hang.651.0.html].
Our new harnesses Mito Light and Mito Air
are now in stock. Initial delivery delays, caused
by capacity problems, have now been solved. See
[www.pro-design.at/en/zu_mito.php] for more.
Pro-Design, Herbert Hofbauer

1st World Aerobatic Championship
16 to 27 August 2006 – Villeneuve (Switzerland)
IND IVIDUAL – HANG GLI DING

1
2
3

Jon Gjerde
Guido Gehrmann
John Heiney

NOR
GER
USA

IN DIVID UAL – PARAGLI DING S OLO

1
2
3

Raul Rodriguez
Antoine Montant
Felix Rodriguez

ESP
FRA
ESP

IN DIVID UAL – PARAGLI DING S YNCHRO

1
2
3

SAT Brothers
Spälti Acro Team
Against the Grain

ESP
SWI
AUT

Full results at [www.redbull-vertigo.com/].
9th FAI European Microlight Classic
Classes Championships
27 July to 5 August 2006 – Nördlingen (Germany)
RWL1 – (Weightshift/Landplane/Flown solo)

1
2
3

Rawes
Cerny
Hynek

GBR
CZE
CZE

RWL2 (Weightshift/Landplane/Two persons)

Miniature Trike Models
See available models at [www.flexwing-flyer.
com/index.html], other custom models can be
made and shipped anywhere in the world.

1
2
3

Elari/Carlat
Grimwood/Saysell
Keene/Keene

FRA
GBR
GBR

Full results at [www.emc206.de].
FAI congratulates the Winners and thanks
the Organisers of the Championships.
Soaring Australia
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Gawler Grand Prix Update
Terry Cubley
ENTRIES FOR THIS EVENT CLOSE AT THE END OF SEPTEMBER, BUT IF THE 20 POSITIONS ARE NOT FULLY
SUBSCRIBED THEN ADDITIONAL ENTRIES CAN BE ACCEPTED AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE SEE THE GRAND
PRIX WEBSITE WWW.OZGLIDINGGP.ON.NET FOR THE ENTRY LIST TO SEE IF ANY SPOTS ARE AVAILABLE.

W

e definitely need Standard Class
gliders for hire to international pilots.
We have a lot of interest from overseas, but the main limit is finding
gliders for hire. If you would like to help
promote Australia as a gliding holiday venue
for US and European pilots by making your
glider available for one to two weeks, please
let the organisers know.
Entries are progressing well, with quite
a few enquiries coming from Germany,
Japan, Czech Republic, USA and New Zealand. It looks as though current World Open
Class Champion Michael Sommer may be

competing if he can find a suitable glider.
(Michael is a German national but lives in
Victoria, and won the Australian Open/18m
championships at Gawler last summer, so
he has good experience in the local area).
PROMOTION

A great gliding competition is guaranteed
with the Grand Prix, but one of the major
aims is to use the event as an opportunity to
promote the sport of gliding across Australia. GFA members tend to be good at gliding
but not very experienced with marketing/
promotion, so the GFA Board is contract-

ing a marketing company based in Adelaide
(eNova communications) to help promote
gliding in South Australia and nationally.
The plan is to ensure radio, television
and print media coverage during the two to
three months prior to the event, with television reporting during the event. The promotions company has some good contacts with
celebrity media personalities, so hopefully
we will get some good coverage, both within
South Australia and nationally.
If we are successful, then we will have
good State and National coverage in the
November to January time frame. The
intention is to then capitalise on this
exposure – this will fall to GFA, State and
club initiatives.
TRACKING AND
INTERNET COVERAGE

One aim is to ensure that we get international exposure and Australia-wide exposure, through using a tracking system for all
gliders in the event. This means that people
all over the world will have the opportunity
to each day watch the event unfold live in
front of their eyes on the internet.
We are trialing the vPos system used in
recent World competitions to see if the telephone system in the task area is suitable. The
task area is fairly remote, so we have some
concerns, although the information provided
by Telstra shows reasonable coverage. The
issue in the more remote areas is that the
phone system is looking horizontally, not up
into the sky. This is to be verified by taking
the trackers for a fly around the task area.
Another option has been researched by
John Worthington in Victoria, using the
Iridium satellite phone system. This sounds
like a very positive option and may be possible at an aﬀordable price. Again, we will be
running some trials. The intention is to use
the system at Gawler, and then take it across
to Benalla for the Club Class Nationals.
See you at Gawler in January.
Mart Bosman flying the Mt Beauty Gliding Club IS-28
above the Kiewa Valley in April 2006. Ian Cohn took
the photo from Blanik VH-GYJ sharing the very weak
thermal with Mart
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HARRY GEOFFREY
RICHARDSON,
1914 TO 2006:

A Pioneer of
Australian Gliding
Alan Patching

G

eoﬀ, like most boys of his era,
was very interested in aviation
and began by building model
aircraft. In 1928 he joined the
Gliding Club of Victoria, and learned to
fly at Coode Island in a primary glider. He
first built a Northrop primary, for which he
made his own Casein glue from chemicals.
Geoﬀ soon decided that higher performance was required. He set about designing
and building the Golden Eagle using Latimer Needham’s University of London text
book ‘Sailplanes: their design, construction and
pilotage’. This took him three years, and he
flew it at Laverton on 26 September 1937
– a fine eﬀort for someone whose education
progressed only as far as Brighton Technical
College. His skill can be measured by the
fact that he had built a glider with twice
the glide angle of any others in the country
– a task beyond anyone these days.
Geoﬀ joined the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation (CAC) early in World War
II, and was soon in charge of the instrument
and oxygen departments before being made
an Inspector in the aircraft factory. Following an incident involving incorrect assembly
of controls, it was found that Geoﬀ was the
only inspector who knew how the controls
should be connected (and even the drawings
do not show which way the controls move
with respect to the joystick).
He was a founding member of the
Victorian Motorless Flight Group, both
instructing and keeping the club gliders airworthy. He went on to play a major role in
the formation of both the Victorian Soaring
Association and the Gliding Federation of
Australia. He had established the procedures
for maintaining the airworthiness of our
gliders, and this resulted in the GFA being
the delegated authority by the then Depart-

ment of Civil Aviation to control gliding
in this country. This situation, and Geoﬀ’s
procedures, still prevail today.
Following a period as Chief Inspector
at CAC he was moved into sales, which
took him overseas and away from gliding.
However, on retirement he became CEO
of the GFA and continued negotiating with
the Civil Aviation Authority on airworthiness and administration matters. These
eﬀorts were recognised internationally with
him being awarded the Paul Tissandier
Diploma by the Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale (FAI) in 1980. The GFA
marked his eﬀorts with the Harry Ryan
Award and with Life Membership.
Geoﬀ was always an advocate for dual
training; it is hard to believe now that there

were many who wanted to keep solo training. He got as far as wind tunnel tests with
a two-seater of his own design when the club
purchased a Slingsby T-31 kit, which he then
proceeded to construct!
The Golden Eagle is still airworthy
after almost 70 years, and is flown on special occasions and at vintage glider rallies.
In recent years, Geoﬀ had been providing
technical support to the Australian Gliding
Museum, which is restoring and preserving
gliders for our gliding heritage. His wealth
of knowledge will be sadly missed.

The author is a long-time friend, and current owner
of the Golden Eagle.

Pilatus VH-GCD on displaced threshold final into Mt Beauty on runway 32 (hangar flight), piloted by Phill Glasson
Photo: Club President Andrew Evans
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GFA Executive Officer’s Report
GFA Annual Flight Reviews

membership renewal forms to report your own
personal annual activity in terms of flying hours,
number of flights and cross-country kilometres.
It is important that members provide us with this,
so that we can total it and accurately measure
our safety and flying performance against other
national and international aviation organisations.
Marcia, apart from being the GFA Public
Officer (and the font of most knowledge!) has
an additional role of managing the office service
hours and rostering herself and the other ladies
to provide the optimum service, taking into
account staff leave considerations. Multi-skill
training has given the roster further flexibility
in service provision.

It is the time of year for annual flight reviews;
I had a delightful flight recently in the Beverley
Puchacz with L3 Instructor Alan Gartland. I
almost forgot how classic the spin performance
is in the Pooch. As I said last year, please don’t
look at the review as an obstacle, but as an
opportunity to explore a portion of the flight
envelope that you haven’t been at for a while,
and to check that you haven’t developed any bad
flying habits in the last year – all in the company
of an experienced instructor who can help you
rectify any problems.
Beverley has developed a formal checklist
of items to check before and during the flight.
If your club hasn’t got one, check it out at [www.
beverleysoaring.org/docs/club_documents/BSS%
20Annual%20Check%Form.doc].

GFA Office Service Hours

GFA Strategic Planning
Another Board meeting on strategic planning
was completed on 12/13 August in Melbourne.
The Board are now happy that they have developed the Mission Statement, Primary Objectives,
and Strategies to a point that they can seek
meaningful member input and feedback into
the process (see President’s notice to members).
It could be argued that the next five years are
critical in turning around GFA’s declining trend in
membership. Every member has a role to play in
this, so all input will be welcomed by the Executive Officer by 30 October 2006 – see contact
details below.

GFA Seminar/Annual General
Meeting/Annual Board Meeting
This event will have taken place on 23 and 24
September in Brisbane. The minutes should be
on the GFA website by mid-October, and there
will be some details in the next issue. Members
might be interested in reviewing the GFA Officer
Reports to the ABM, which are available at [www.
GFA.org.au/Docs/minutes/2000ABMpapers.pdf].

• • • • • • • • • • •

adjoining the hangar precinct of Essendon airport. The layout consists of four workrooms,
a storeroom, an office equipment room, a meeting room, kitchenette and bathroom.
The staff who work at the GFA Office are
Marcia Cavanagh (GFA Secretary), Tanya Loriot
(Membership Secretary), Helen Lehre (Office
Assistant), Diane Vistarini (Airworthiness Secretary), and John Viney (Senior Technical Officer
(Airworthiness)). I did take some group pictures
of the ladies, but unfortunately none of them
were considered good enough likenesses to print.
Maybe next visit!
Miraculously, my camera held together for
John (see photo), who answers all the curly technical questions that members have and issues all
necessary airworthiness documentation. Diane
assists John with the administration, maintenance of the airworthiness database, and the
hard copy filing system.
Tanya looks after the membership area,
updating the database, and issuing and renewing memberships, including printing membership
cards. Please note that there is provision on the

The first fact which members should be aware of
is that all GFA employees are part-time workers.
As a result, the GFA office and ancillary functions
are NOT five day a week services. Rather, the
most economical mix within budget constraints
is provided to members across the most used
and required aspects of the sport. In all cases,
the many volunteer Regional Technical Officers
or Heads of Department are available by email
or phone if necessary. Contact details for all GFA
officers are provided on the GFA website, which
also provides for member feedback on any subject and is monitored seven days per week.

GFA Employee Contact Hours
General members’ services and administration, Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm
– this includes basic airworthiness and
sales requirements. The coverage is provided
by a roster of the part-time staff.
• Airworthiness Technical, Tuesday to Thursday
9am to 5pm (John Viney).
• Airworthiness Administration, Monday
to Wednesday 9am to 3pm
(The above services are provided from the
GFA Office;if the office is not staffed due to
unavailability of staff, a telephone answering
machine is activated which informs the caller
of alternative contact numbers, or they can leave
a message.)
• Operations, Monday to Wednesday 8:30am to
5pm (Kevin Olerhead, Chief Technical Officer/
Operations from a remote office at Stawell, VIC)
• Executive Officer – 25 hours per week (John
Welsh from a remote office at Roleystone, WA)
Note: The above times are Eastern Standard
or Summer times.
•

The GFA Office at Essendon Airport
I took the opportunity after the Board meeting
to spend a couple of days working from the
GFA Office. As my laptop is my office, as long
as I have an internet connection, it doesn’t
really matter where I am physically sitting. I was
pleased to meet with some visiting members
and discuss some of their issues. For those who
haven’t visited the office, it is an elderly building
38 Soaring Australia
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John Welsh
10 Merton Road, Roleystone WA 6111
Email: <EO@gfa.org.au>
Blog: [www.arach.net.au/~jwelsh/Blog.htm]
Mobile: 041 794 5981 (CDMA)
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Australian Sport Aviation
Confederation (ASAC) News
From Bob Hall, ASAC President
CASA Deed of Agreement
An agreement has been reached by ASAC with
Bruce Byron (CASA CEO) regarding CASA payment for services under deeds of agreement. The
principle will be for ongoing payment by CASA
for services carried out on their behalf. Namely,
that the organisations should be paid for those
actions taken on behalf of CASA which, for the
rest of the industry, would be funded out of the
public purse – that is, Schedule A functions. Comments by CASA personnel make clear that this
was achieved as a direct result of representations
made by your ASAC representatives, in particular
Peter Lloyd, Bob Hall, Graeme Windsor, Chris
Fogg and Mike Close.
The recent changes for the rest of the industry relate to the other sources of funds – the fuel
levy, and fees and charges. The fuel levy is largely
paid by the airlines. Fees and charges were covering only 20% of the costs of the associated
services, so the airlines were effectively subsidising GA (via the fuel levy), hence the changes
made to the level of fees and charges. This
change does not affect GFA’s situation because
GFA is not paid by CASA for the services provided by the organisations under either of these
latter categories (Schedule B items). GFA recovers
the cost of these services from our members –
as does the rest of industry.
ADS-B
Airservices has announced a delay to the lowlevel implementation of ADS-B as:
”some elements of the aviation industry and
government need more time to consider the costs,
time frame and implementation issues associated
with the introduction of ADS-B technology in lieu
of en-route radars.”
[Airservices Customer News Flash, 28 June ’06]
Airservices’ altered view resulted from the
cost of this technology and the fact that Australia, as a small player in a globalised market, runs
very significant risks if action is taken too quickly.
For a considerable time ASAC was a lone voice
in the industry making these points, and came
under very heavy pressure to back off.
As you can see from the above items, it is
very important that GFA continues to support
ASAC, as we are getting very good returns for
that support.
National Gliding School (NGS)
WA hosted Peter Gray and Kevin Olerhead at
Beverley in late August for the 2006 round of
the NGS. L3 Instructors from WAGA clubs had
a morning round table conference augmented
by video presentations from Kevin.
Items covered were:
• Recent Operational Directives
• General accident trends
• Revisiting spin entry theory
October 2006

The afternoon was devoted to a flying programme revisiting standards of spin entry. Kevin
and Peter also experienced two-seater launches
behind Hilmer Geissler’s Jabiru J230 (see article
in last month’s issue), who kindly came up from
Narrogin to demonstrate his new pride and joy.
A Pooch tow to 3,000ft was taking 12 minutes
compared to 9 minutes for the Pawnee piloted
by the Executive Officer.

Peter and Kevin will continue the round in
other states, with another NGS in Queensland
on the weekend prior to the AGM in Brisbane.
Bruised Fingers Time
Hornet Mike Yankee is pining in its trailer in my
driveway (see photo above) awaiting Form 2
inspection, so I’m going to be a busy boy leading
up to the Brisbane event.
It’s all downhill to the next soaring season
now! Keep it Safe.

GFA Jobs Available
Note that there are two important positions available with GFA
Technical Development Officer
GFA is seeking applications from suitably qualified individuals for the position of Technical Development Officer.
This is a new position and is required to provide technical advice to GFA members as well
as to the GFA Executive to assist in making management decisions.
The position will report to the Executive through the Chairman Technical Committee and
is envisaged as a contract position with flexibility in working hours.

Airfields and Airspace Officer
Applications are invited for the position of National Airfields and Airspace Officer. This vacancy
has arisen due to the retirement of the current incumbent.
The position reports to the GFA Executive through the President, and is seen as an important
role in projecting GFA as a responsible member of the aviation community. Also, this position
has a major influence on maintaining GFA pilots’ rights to freedom to fly.
It is anticipated that the successful applicant would probably work from home and provide
the necessary communication facilities.
Travel and attendance at meetings would be required.
Currently this is a voluntary position and the GFA policy on reimbursement of expenses
would apply.

Further details on the positions are available on the GFA website [www.gfa.org.au].

Enquiries and applications for both positions with supporting details in writing
should be directed to the Executive Officer. Applications close 13 October 2006.
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HGFA General Manager’s Report
The new flying season is now
well under way with long range
forecasts for a dry and windy
summer ahead. Low rainfall over
winter and spring will likely see a
very aggressive weather pattern
this summer. Plan your flying time
well with consideration toward
the build up of strong early
thermics and blustery afternoon
breezes. Ensure your equipment
is well maintained and ready
to provide you the security you
need in these conditions. Always
undertake a full pre-flight check
as this will help give you the
confidence to enjoy your flying
to the fullest.
Notice of AGM
The Annual General Meeting will be held on
21 October at the ‘Ruth Fairfax A’ room, Level 2,
the Y Hotel Hyde Park, 5-11 Wentworth Avenue,
Sydney (situated opposite the south-east corner
of Hyde Park). Please see insert to the magazine
for more details.

HGFA Medicals
As you are aware, the medical requirements for
passenger endorsements and instructor certifications have been under review. The Board recently
voted to alter the current medical requirements in
favour of aligning with other sport aviation bodies. The outcome is for the HGFA to move toward
a medical requirement for non-instructional passenger-carrying endorsements that will ask for
a pilot declaration stating that their health is to
the standard required for issue of a Private Motor
Vehicle Licence. The declaration is to be made
at time of membership application, annually.
It is also proposed that instructors be
required to have a formal medical statement,
either from a DAME or provided by a GP. Where
the statement is to be provided by a GP, the
instructor will be required to undergo an examination that is based on a pro-forma supplied by
the HGFA. The pro-forma is essentially a questionnaire developed from the review of several
international civil aviation authorities. This means
the instructor is no longer required to visit a
DAME unless they chose to for the purpose of
other aviation requirements. This standard is
similar to what other sport aviation bodies are
doing and will see, in most cases, a major reduction in cost and greater accessibility of acquiring
a medical for instructional purposes.

Avoid Flying Into
Controlled Airspace
A while back I had a conversation with a member
regarding airspace and air charts. The member
noted that he flew in a number of locations
throughout the flying season and that getting infor40 Soaring Australia

mation on airspace around the various sites was
always a bit of a chore, since they had to consult
different charts, all of which cost money to obtain.
The following link offers a great tool provided by
Airservices Australia which gives pilots interactive
drill-down VTC information for areas surrounding
the major Australian airports. It’s a great tool and
worth a look, even if only for viewing the most up
to date charts [www.airservices.gov.au/pilotcentre/
training/flyingaround/default.asp].

Microlight Sub-committee
The trike sub-committee held its first meeting last
month. A number of points relating to trike issues
were discussed with outcomes being noted in
actions resulting from the meeting. Minutes from
the meeting are not available on the HGFA website under the new section.
A site that some microlight pilots may wish
to look at lists microlight sites in Victoria: [www.
vhpa.org.au/Microlight%20List.htm].
It would be good to see other states develop
similar lists.

Translators Needed
I would like to call upon members who have special skills to translate documentation into foreign
languages. With the upcoming Worlds Paragliding competition, a number of signage issues are
faced at various sites. We will need to have these
messages translated to provide clarity to nonEnglish readers and foreign pilots. If you are able
to volunteer your services for translating brief
messages into Korean, Japanese, Russian, Ukrainian, French, German, Spanish or other languages
please contact me via email or phone as soon
as you can <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>
or 0417 766 356.

Welcome New Instructors
The month of August has seen a number of new
applications for instructor certification. This is a
good sign which indicates members are keen to
benefit from the student liability insurance that
initially saw many of our part-time instructors
step away from the added expense associated
with the instructor insurance.
Juan Salvador – HG – working as an apprentice
to Neil Mersham, Byron Bay, NSW.
Ian Bennet – PG – working as an apprentice
under Andrew Polidano, Mullumbimby, NSW.
Alan Barlee – WM – working with Steve Ruffles
in Bright, Victoria.
Ruben Lippuner – PG – working with Ted Jenkins
in Bright, Victoria.
Michelle Baptist – PG – converting from an
international rating and well known already
within the Australian paragliding scene especially
around Bright, Victoria.
Chris Ogle – WM – converting from RAA,
originally learnt under HGFA, Atherton, QLD.
Dave Keough – WM- converting from RAA, formally with HGFA for hang gliding, Mareeba, QLD.

• • • • • • • • •

Anthony Jaques – WM – converting from RAA,
Mareeba QLD.
Anders Palmkirst – WM – converting from international rating and currently working with Don
Cramer in Dalby, QLD.

Jacaranda Festival
A reminder to all members that the Jacaranda
Festival kicks off in Grafton, NSW, on Saturday
28 October. The day will include a special celebration as Grafton takes claim to being the birth
place of hang gliding, and a special tribute will
be paid to John Dickenson as the designer of
the first modern hang glider.
John, and a number of other stars from the
early days and years of free flying, will be present
to tell his story during a fundraising lunch, with
proceeds going towards establishing a website
to hold the facts and photos of how this aircraft
and sport came into being. The storytelling will
commence at 11am followed by a plaque to be
unveiled at 14:30 at the end of Duke Street on
the shores of the Clarence River where the first
flights took place. A replica of John’s first wing is
being built and will be on display at the ceremony. A re-enactment of the first flight will follow
the ceremony. Information on what, where, when
and who can be obtained through the Grafton
Tourist Office (02) 6642 4677.

Personal Accident Insurance
– The Hunt Continues
In the August issue I included a note to pilots that
the NSW Sporting Injury Insurance Scheme is no
longer being maintained. I also noted to pilots
that there were potential, but more expensive
alternatives to personal injury insurance. Since that
article was published a member, who I’ll call Jeff,
has sought to replace the lost NSW cover. Jeff contacted the two companies named in the August
issue – WealthSure and Combined. Jeff reports
the following: WealthSure apparently differentiate
between hang gliding and paragliding pilots, so
personal accident cover is not available through
them for hang glider pilots. They do, however, offer
personal accident cover for paraglider pilots.
Combined Insurance will cover hang glider
pilots for personal accident cover as follows:
a) For Disability cover of $2,500 per month
for 12 months OR para/quadriplegia/death
cover with a single pay out of $50k, the
premium is $155 per month.
b) For Disability cover of $500 per month
for 12 months OR para/quadriplegia/death
cover with a single pay out of $10k, the
premium is $30 per month.
Jeff then concludes: These numbers certainly
make the NSW Sports Injury Scheme look like
a fantastic offer! I wonder if any other members
have found more options available and affordable to us? I wonder if we are able to reinstate
the NSW cover?
October 2006
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While Jeff’s report is not looking good on the
home front, I did receive a contact from Sascha
Moroney of Travelscene Amex in Bright, Victoria.
Sascha informed me that Travelscene Bright can
now offer international travel insurance that
will cover Australian pilots when they compete
in competitions internationally. The policy has
covered non-competition flying for years. For
no extra charge the policy now will include the
cover for competitions. The policy premiums vary
depending on which country you visit and the
length of your stay. There is no extra cost for the
additional cover. Cover for 35 days in Europe or
South America amounts to $245, 35 days in USA/
Canada costs $282.
Glider and equipment is covered for up to $700
per item, or, if exceeding this amount, 4% of the
valuation or receipt (if less than 12 months old).

Accidents/ Incidents
Number 1
Pilot:
Experience:

Advanced paraglider
500+ hours total;
zero hours last 90 days
Aircraft type:
Performance PG
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Broken keel, broken outer leading
edge, tear to leading edge sail
Location:
Inland
Conditions:
Midday, sunny, 15kt headwind,
moderate turbulence
Description:
Pilot had not flown for some months. A check
flight was undertaken earlier in the day in calm
conditions with a launch and direct flight to
landing to re-familiarise flying techniques. The
pilot had not flown on the wing-type previously,
but had extensive past experience on the site. At
the time of the second flight the conditions on
launch had gotten stronger than during the earlier flight. While attempting the second launch the
pilot encountered a strong gust which popped
the nose of the wing and caused the glider to
veer off right. The pilot attempted to weightshift
to control the wing, but had insufficient airspeed
to fly and recover. The wing dropped and clipped
trees beside the take-off. The pilot fell through
the tree canopy, which broke the force of his fall
and landed back on the ground uninjured.
Comment:
The described situation is fairly common;the
pilot has been away from flying for some time
and is getting back into the sport with equipment that is relatively unknown to him. The
pilot attempts to fly in conditions that demand
accurate pilot skills. Pilot skills become dull if
the pilot has not flown for some time. This is the
reason why there is a requirement for pilots to
undertake a check flight if they haven’t flown
within the last 90 days. Flying with new, more
advanced equipment is also a likely contributor
to this accident. A more progressive approach
to re-entering the flying activity with the new
October 2006

equipment over several flights in calmer conditions would likely have saved the expense resulting from this flight.
Number 2
Pilot:
Intermediate paraglider
Experience:
335 hours total;
eight hours last 90 days
Aircraft type:
Performance PG – Acro
Pilot Injury:
Lumbosacral dislocation, shattered
L5, multiple sacral fractures
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Location:
Coastal
Conditions:
20°C, clear sunny day, 15kt
headwind, nil turbulence
Description:
Pilot was new to the site, but had been soaring
for some 40 minutes before deciding to land on
the wide stretch of beach. Once positioned over
the landing area the pilot decided to attempt
a ground spiral manoeuvre before landing. The
pilot entered the spiral then, halfway through
the turn, suddenly realised that a miscalculation

had been made regarding the distance to the
sand ridge behind. Unable to alter the course
of the spiral, the base of the pilot’s harness collided with a small sand dune. Just prior to impact
the pilot managed to lift his legs clear to avoid
breaking them, which left the base of the harness to take the full impact of the high speed
turn. The pilot bounced off the terrain and ended
up on the ground lying on his side in (as the pilot
states) excruciating pain.
Comment:
The pilot makes his own comment in the submitted accident report: Don’t do ground spirals!
For any flying manoeuvre there is one golden
rule: Always look before you turn.
Safe flying .
H GFA GENERAL MANAGER

Chris Fogg
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508
Ph/fax: 02 4294 9300, mob: 0417 766356
Email <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>
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Soaring Calendar
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AUSTRALIA
Australian Nationals –
Canungra Paragliding Cup
30 September to 7 October 2006
Canungra, QLD. PG pilots are invited to compete
in the seventh year of the AAA sanctioned Canungra
PG Cup. Maximum 85 entries, intermediate rating
as a minimum, entries accepted based on
requirements in the latest edition of the HGFA
Competitions Manual. Experience the fun and
games, supportive and diverse flying Canungra
has to offer. Competition entry $360, includes full
retrieve service, pilot pack, official comp T-shirt,
map, presentation dinner and day prizes. Additional
$30 club site fee will also be required for non-club
members. Package includes pick-up/return from
Brisbane Airport on 29 September and 8 October.
Accommodation in Canungra is limited, book early
for rooms at the motel, B&B and hotel. Details or
online registrations at [www.chgc.asn.au] (click
on the ‘Competitions’ link). Email to the Comp
Organiser, Brandon O’Donnell on <canungracup@
chgc.asn.au>.

Queensland State
Gliding Championships
30 September to 7 October 2006
Warwick airfield, hosted by Southern Downs
Aero and Soaring Club. Further information [http://
qldstatecomps06.net].

45th Multi-class
National Championships
8 to 20 October 2006
Kingaroy, QLD. Practice days: 8 and 9 October. Entry
$300, late fee $50 after 30 August 2006. Strictly
limited to 60 gliders. Contact Lorraine Kauffmann
<lkauffma@bigpond.net.au> or 07 54427448,
[www.kingaroygliding.com].

Canungra Classic
21 to 28 October 2006
The dates for this year have been moved back to
coincide with Indy weekend. We expect the flying
to be more challenging later in October with more
unstable days. Take extra time off work, fly the
Canungra Classic and see the Indy races (start on
Thursday). HQ is based at Canungra’s picturesque
showgrounds, creating an open friendly environment
with BBQ, campfires and a laid back Australian
style. Some catering will be provided for breakfast
and dinners. The Gold Coast comes alive for Indy
with great night time events. This is the first comp
of the season in Oz and is a must for the young at
heart. Check out [www.chgc.asn.au/comps.html]
for more details. GPS mandatory. Intermediate with
inland experience. Registration Friday 20/10/06
(not Saturday morning). Entry fee $180 ($210 after
31/8/06) plus $40 site fees (for payment info contact
Regan <rkowald@centrepointalliance.com.au>).

Vintage Gliders Australia
Melbourne Cup Vintage Regatta
4 to 7 November 2006
Raywood, VIC. It’s on again! Last year 10 vintage
gliders joined the fun. In 2006, tugs, winch and
catering will again be available. Dust off those
winter chills! Contact Dave or Jenne Goldsmith,
phone: 03 54283358. With thanks to the Bendigo
Gliding Club.

Mt Beauty GC 30th Birthday
4 to 7 November 2006
The Mt Beauty Gliding Club will be celebrating its
30th year of operations over the Melbourne Cup
weekend with a fly-in and huge birthday dinner
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party on Saturday night. All former members, glider
pilots and aviators are invited to come celebrate
with us. Winch and aerotow available. Get in early
and register your place at this not-to-be-missed
event. Register now: Box 486, Mt Beauty, VIC
3699, [www.mtbeauty.com/gliding], email <glide@
mtbeauty.com>. Contact Mark Bland 02 60565514,
or Ian Cohn 0408 379939.

Mt Beauty Fly In – Gathering
of the Moths
18 to 19 November 2006
Flyers of all denominations are, once again, invited
to fly the sheltered Kiewa Valley, at the foot
of the picturesque Victorian Alps. Full range of
accommodation available. Contact Mark Ghirardello
03 57544572 or 0409 544572.

WA State Soaring
Championships
25 February to 5 March 2007
Practice day: 24 February. Reserve day: 5 March.
Wyalkatchem, the home of HG and PG in WA
would like to invite all HG and PG pilots around
the world to come and join in on the fun and
friendly environment. Entertainment will be provided
throughout the competition. Scoring conducted
by GPS and GAP 2000. Entry fee: WS member $110
(before 1/2/2007), non-member $120, late fee after
1/2/2007 is $10. Entry fee includes presentation
dinner and competition T-shirt. Requirements: HGFA
membership (novice to advance rating), parachute,
helmet, radio and appropriate tow endorsement
are mandatory. For further information please
contact Laura Quinn <laura@hangglide.com.au>
or 0403 587648.

Airborne Gulgong
Classic 2006
19 to 25 November 2006
Gulgong, NSW. AA sanction, GAP parameters to
be announced. Cost will be $135 comp entry and
$250 tow and hangarage fees (total $385). This
will be the ‘bring all your toys’ comp – HG, trikes,
picolites. Email <fly@gulgongclassic.com>, web
[www.gulgongclassic.com].

Narromine Cup Week
19 to 25 November 2006
Narromine aerodrome, NSW. Further information
available from Mrs Beryl Hartley, ph: 02 6889 2733;
email <hartley@avionics.com.au>. Book your
accommodation early!

NSW State Gliding
Championships 2006
25 November to 2 December 2006
Narromine Aerodrome, hosted by the Narromine
GC and the Bathurst SC. Further information on
[www.nswgc2006.com.au] or from Contest Director
<colinturner@bigpond.com>.

GCV Christmas/
New Year Competition
27 December 2006 to 1 January 2007
Benalla airfield, VIC. All welcome. Relaxed competition suited to all levels of experience. Contact John
Millott <john_millott@hotmail.com> or phone:
0429 147462.

Deni Competition 2007
28 December ’06 to 2 January ’07
Practice day: 27 December. We’re trying to put the
fun and encouragement back into cross-country
flying. Getting out of the paddock and down the
road is a great achievement and inspires us to go
further next time. Come with us on this low pressure
comp and see how far you can go. Cartowing and

aerotowing teams are invited to join us in some
really fun cross-country flying. Contact: Hugh
Alexander <hughbert.skypig@hotmail.com>, phone:
03 9718 1909;Peter Lissenburg <peter@sensair.
com>, ph: 03 5962 9371. More details on the
website, including an application form and a lost
and lonely pilot’s page. This can also be used to
advertise for members to your car or aerotow team.
Check [www.sensair.com/hanggliding/denicomp/]
and see you in the air!

The Great Eastern Fly-In
29 December ’06 to 1 January ’07
Evans Head, NSW. Celebrate aviation by flying in
to Evans Head with family and friends and stay
for some flying, fun, sun and surf! Air displays,
joyflights, aviation businesses, market, dinner and
film show. No matter what you fly, join us
at this WWII Heritage Aerodrome for four days
of aviation celebration. No rego or landing fees.
Contact: Gai Taylor 02 6621 5592, mobile 0427 825
202, email: <gai@i-byte.com.au>.

Australian Free
Flight Festival 2007
30 December 2006 to 1 January 2007
Bright, Victoria. PG and HG Accuracy, Open crosscountry. HQ and registration: Outdoor Inn, Bright.
Come and join in on the fun. This great event is now
in its second year. Test your skills in a fun and safe
environment with the accuracy spot landing and/or
open cross-country distance. Up to $3,000 is up for
grabs (dependent on number of entries) along with
BBQs, film nights and parties. Register now online
[www.xcflight.com] or <info@xcflight.com>, ph:
Carol Binder 0429 403 606.

JoeyGlide ’06
30 December ’06 to 6 January ’07
Leeton, NSW. Are you a glider pilot who will be
under the age of 26 this coming January? Are you
interested in bettering your cross-country skills in a
supportive environment, competing for the title of
Australian Junior Champion, or socialising with likeminded people? If you answered yes to any of the
above, JoeyGlide ’06 is for you.
This year’s JoeyGlide will once again be held at
Leeton in the Riverina region of New South Wales.
A practice period prior to the contest begins on
Boxing Day. The website [www.JoeyGlide.com]
should answer most questions. We are eagerly
wishing to speak to anyone who may be able
to assist with running the competition in various
capacities. For information on this, or for other
general contest info, please contact Nick Gilbert
on 0430099771, <CirrusC2@internode.on.net>.

Vintage Gliders Australia
Annual Rally
6-13 January 2007
Bordertown, SA. The last two annual rallies at
Bordertown have been so successful, we are going
back for more! 19 vintage sailplanes participated
in 2006 and we hope for a bigger turn-up this time.
Winch launching. For 2007, a tug may be available.
All welcome, especially those interested in vintage
gliders and models. Contact Ian Patching on 03
94383510. Thanks again to the Bordertown-Keith
Gliding Club members for hosting and catering for
this rally.

Forbes Flatlands Hang
Gliding Championship 2007
3 to 10 January 2007
Forbes, NSW. Aerotow only. HGFA AAA and FAI
WPRS. Registration and practice day 2 January.
Strictly 72 pilot maximum. Minimum rating HGFA
intermediate or foreign equivalent. Pilots must have
successfully aerotowed their glider model at least
10 times and must be aerotow endorsed. $200
October 2006
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entry fee includes welcome party and presentation
dinner. $300 aerotow fee includes unlimited tows
including the practice day. Register online at [www.
moyes.com.au] before 1 December and receive a
free comp T-shirt. Be a part of the Forbes Flatlands
revival. The emphasis of this comp will be to provide
an opportunity for pilots to experience the thrill of
competitive HG in a forum designed to enhance
their flying skills while fostering the camaraderie of
HG. For further info or volunteer enquiries call Vicki
02 93164644 or email <Vicki@moyes.com.au>.

GFA National Coaching Program 2006/07
DATE

EVEN T

PLAC E

25-29 September

QLD Coaching Week

Jondaryan

23-28 October

WA Coaching Week

4-12 November

VIC Coaching Week

12-18 November

Long Distance Course

19-25 November

Narromine Cup Coaching

10-16 December

GlideFast Course

30 December
– 6 January 2007

JoeyGlide Coaching

6-13 January 2007

SA Coaching Week

21-27 January

Novice GlideFast Course

28 January –
3 February

GlideFast Course

3-10 February

Horsham Week Coaching

Corryong Cup
7 to 13 January 2007
Registration: Afternoon & evening of 6 January at
the Court House Hotel. Requirements: Intermediate
rating plus inland experience, radio, parachute, GPS.
GAP 2005 scoring to same parameters as last year.
Open Floater tasks. Relaxed comp meet, great
flying, etc. Enter online via [corryongcup.com] for
$120. Contact: Newcastle HG Club, Wendy Herman
0411 772221.

Club Class Nationals 2007
8 to 19 January 2007
The Gliding Club of Victoria at Benalla will host the
2007 Club Class. The 2006 Club Class was held in
Benalla in January and was quite a success – we
hope to offer more of the same again! Eight out
of 12 days were flown last time, with a mixture
of blue days with three-knotters to cu-filled skies
with 10kt to 10,000ft. 59 gliders were registered
at the start of the competition last time (we had a
late withdrawal) and we have a limit of 60 aircraft
due to infrastructure requirements such as tugs,
personnel, etc, so be early to avoid disappointment!
Some of the facilities available at Benalla include:
Glider tie-down and trailer parking, modern club
house for briefing and meals, evening meals and
lunches available, club bar, broadband wireless
internet access available in the clubhouse and
Aeropark. The township is only 1.5km away and
there are many accommodation options. Check out
the competition website at [www.clubclass2007.
com.au/] for details. We had a great event last time
and look forward to seeing you again or meeting
you for the first time. See you at Benalla. John
Switala, President, GCV.

19th Bogong Cup Hang
Gliding Championship 2007
13 to 20 January 2007
Mt Beauty, VIC. AAA category 2 event. Registration
12 January 4 to 8pm sharp, Settlers Tavern, Tawonga
South. Strictly 75 pilots maximum. Minimum
rating intermediate with inland experience. Entry
$200 before 8 December 2006 ($220 thereafter).
Open, Kingpost, Floater and Female categories.
Also, the Joel Rebecchi award for most improved
Australian pilot. After some fantastic flying over
the past two seasons (13/16 tasks achieved) and
with the dynamic team of Carol Binder (Organiser)
and Heather Mull (Director) will once again ensure
heaps of fun, prizes (serious and novelty) and social
events. GPS, radio, parachute and a passion for
flying mandatory. Pilots must also have a current
FAI Sporting Licence for WPRS scoring. GAP
parameters: 5km, 50km, 90min, 25%. Web info and
online registration [www.xcflight.com]. Email <info
@xcflight.com>. Ph: Carol Binder 0429 403606.

Killarney Paragliding Classic
27 January to 3 February 2007
Killarney, QLD. AAA, FAI Cat 2. Contact: Wendy
Mugridge.

2007 NSW State Titles
4 to 10 February 2007
Manilla, NSW. Practice day: 3 February. Registration
at The Royal Hotel. AA Grade, GPS verification,
October 2006

GAP scoring. Pilot rating: intermediate with inland
experience minimum. Cost: $120, includes T-shirt
and Presentation dinner. Enter online at
<fly@nswhgstatetitles.com> or contact Monica
0425 847207.

Bright 3-2-1
10 to 17 February 2007
Bright, VIC. AAA sanctioned Cat 2 event. Registration at HQ (Outdoor Inn) 4 to 8pm 9 February.
Welcome BBQ 6 to 8pm (free to competing
pilots). Welcome briefing 8:30pm sharp. 140 pilots
maximum. Minimum rating intermediate with
inland experience. Entry $220. $20 discount if paid
before 1/1/07. The 321 will once again provide
heaps of fun, prizes (serious and novelty) and
fantastic and interesting social events. GPS, radio
and parachute mandatory. GAP parameters: 5km
(min), 30km (nom), 20% goal, 90min. Web info
and online registration [www.bright321.net], email
<compdirector@bright321.net>. Ph: Carol Binder
0429 403606.

Manilla-XC-Open 2007
14 to 21 February 2007
Mt Borah, NSW. FAI Cat 2. Get to know the area
and conditions before the Worlds. Contact Hans
<manilla-xc-open-2007@glidingcontest.org>.

LEAD COACH ES

CONTACT

Ralph Henderson Ralph Henderson
<rhenderson@iinet.net.au>
0409 596 579
Cunderdin James Cooper
James Cooper
Martin Feeg
<james@jamescooper.com.au>
0429 992 468
Bendigo
Dave Wilson
Dave Wilson
Peter Buskens
<dwjcra@ozemail.com.au>
03 9836 0683
Peter Buskens
<pbuskens@melbpc.org.au>
03 5367 1050
Narromine James Cooper
James Cooper
<james@jamescooper.com.au>
0429 992 468
Narromine National Coach Peter Trotter
<gliderpilots@bigpond.com>
0417 888 040
Benalla
Peter Trotter
John Switala
Lisa Trotter
<john_switala@ptp.com.au>
GCV 03 5762 1058
Leeton
Paul Mander
Paul Mander
<paul@mander.net.au>
0417 447 974
Nick Gilbert
<CirrusC2@internode.on.net>
0419 412 772
Waikerie
Bernard Eckey
Bernard Eckey
<eckey@internode.on.net>
0412 981 204
Narromine Peter Trotter
Peter Trotter
Lisa Trotter
<gliderpilots@bigpond.com>
0417 888 040
Lake Keepit Matin Feeg
Martin Feeg
<xcCloudBase@aol.com>
02 9863 3055
Horsham
Dave Wilson
Dave Wilson
<dwjcra@ozemail.com.au>
03 9836 0683
Peter Buskens
<pbuskens@melbpc.org.au>
03 5367 1050
prepared to fly over 1,000km for the week. Aerotow
endorsement required. Hook knife mandatory. Entry
Fee: $150, cost of tows $250, practice day: pay per
tow. Limited to 50 pilots, so book early. To book your
place contact comp director: Daron (Boof) Hodder
0431 240610, <daron@aclad.com.au>.

Flatter than the Flatlands
6 to 9 April 2007 (Easter weekend)
Birchip, VIC. A fun entry level comp for HG using
car towing. Pilot limit is 60 pilots in 12 teams of
5 pilots. 40km, 4km, 90min, 15% with 20% FTV.
Contact Ian Rees <ianr@bigblue.net.au>.

[Note: GAP parameters, where listed in the above
events, are: bomb-out distance (minimum scoring
distance), nominal distance (minimum task length),
nominal time (minimum expected winners time),
and goal percentage (nominal percentage in goal).]

Cartoon by Codez
Carstairs had developed a particularly
strong competitive streak.

Dalby Big Air 2007
24 to 31 March 2007
Practice day: Saturday. Seven-day comp, AA
sanctioned. Dinner and Presentation on the
Saturday night are included. The collectors item,
Barfly-designed ‘Big Air T-shirt’ will be free again.
March is certainly the most consistent month of
year to be flying a long way from Dalby, so be
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Contact Addresses
Gliding Queensland (GQ)

G FA
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
PO Box 1643, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444
0427 259990.
Australian Air League
NSW Gliding Wing, 1 Perry St, Kings
Langley NSW 2147.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795.
Byron Gliding Club
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,
02 66847627, 0428 847642.
Canberra Gliding Club
PO Box 1130, Canberra City ACT 2601,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
02 43676944.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
PO Box 352, Frenchs Forest NSW 1640,
02 94522777, 02 94530777.
Forbes Soaring & Aero Club
PO Box 267, Forbes NSW 2871, 02 68523845.
Goulburn Gliding Group
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
Sec: Bob King, 02 66541638 (h), 0403
088551, <graftongliding@yahoo.com.au>
Harden Gliding Club
78 Badenoch Crs, Evatt ACT 2617, 02
62585554, 02 62578280, 0418 670291,
Sec: Richard Hart 02 62585554.
Hunter Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 9, Newcastle NSW 2300.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
PO Box 5152, South Tamworth NSW 2340,
02 67697514, 02 67697640.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69536970.
Narromine Gliding Club
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68897373, 02 68892733.
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
c/o Mr AJ Lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318.
Scouts NSW Air Activities Gliding Wing
RG (Bob) Balfour, 80 Malvern St, Panania
NSW 2213, 02 97735648 (h), 02 9695
1100 (w), <rbalfour@tpg.com.au>.
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68891856, 02 68892488.
Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
02 46558882.
Sydney Gliding Inc. (Concordia GC)
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570,
0412 145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666,
02 69772733.

201SQNAAFC FTF-GLD
PO Box 2109, Wellington Pt QLD 4160,
0422 954792.
Boonah Gliding Centre
PO Box 107, Boonah QLD 4310,
07 54632630.
Bundaberg Soaring Club
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
07 41579558.
Byron Bay Gliding P/L
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah
Airfield, Tyagarah NSW 2481, <info@
byronbaygliding.com>, 02 66847572.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418 713903.
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
07 49371381.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
PO Box 584, Toowoomba QLD 4350,
07 46637140.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 103, Gympie QLD 4570,
07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91, Kingaroy QLD 4610,
07 41622191.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265.
Motor Gliding Club of QLD
PO Box 5, Virginia QLD 4014, 0406 363137.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 1743, Aitkenville QLD 4814.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring Club
PO Box 144, Warwick QLD 4370,
07 38923473.
Summerland Gliding Club
PO Box 820, Lismore NSW 2480, Sec: David
Wright, 02 66216495, <wrights@nor.com.au>.
Tarwan Soaring
PO Box 34, Wandoan QLD 4419,
07 46274080.
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877,
08 85223177.
Adelaide University Gliding Club
Adelaide Uni Sports Association, the University of Adelaide, SA 5005, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 0871,
08 89526384.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461,
08 88645062.
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
08 85640240.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280.

G FA M E M B E R S H I P F E E S 2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7
Membership:
NSW/QLD
Victoria
South Australia
Western Australia

Normal
$186
$187
$190
$191

Family
$150
$151
$154
$155

Student membership:
NSW/QLD
Victoria
South Australia
Western Australia

Full
$113.50
$114.50
$117.50
$118.50

Family
$77.50
$78.50
$81.50
$82.50

Short-term membership:1 Month*
NSW/QLD/VIC
$48
South Australia
$57
Western Australia
$58
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3 Month*
$60
$69
$70

*Note: Once only purchase to Australian
residents, thereafter 12 month membership
to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa

Price
$54
$60
$60
$66
$72
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Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1277, Victor Harbor SA 5211.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821.
Port Augusta Gliding Club
PO Box 272, Port Augusta SA 5700,
08 86436228.
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341, ph/fax:
08 85951422, mob: 0417 890215.
Scout Gliding Club
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA 5097.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 8541
2644, 08 85412761.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556 Whyalla SA 5600, 08 86452619,
0413 876642.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
66 Waterdale Rd, Ivanhoe VIC 3079,
03 94972048.
Bendigo Gliding Club
62 Lawson St, Bendigo VIC 3550.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Derrinallum VIC 3325.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340. [www.
gliding-in-melbourne.org], 0409 212527,
operating from Bacchus Marsh aerodrome.
Gliding Club of Northern Tasmania
58 Hales Street, Wynyard TAS 7325,
03 64422108.
Gliding Club of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3672, 03 5762
1058, 03 57625599.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53524938.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402.
Latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840.
Mangalore Gliding Club
RMB 6640 Longwood VIC 3665
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
38 Highland Crs, Wodonga VIC 3690.
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646.
Soaring Club of Tasmania
c/o Bruce Thompson, 34 Clinton Rd,
Geilston Bay TAS 7015, 03 62552191 (h),
03 62252561 (CFI).
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953.
Sportavia Soaring
PO Box 78, Tocumwal NSW 2714,
03 58742063.
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500.
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594.
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
PO Box 99, Tumbarumba NSW 2653.
Victorian Motorless Flight Group
(Operates out of Bacchus Marsh aerodrome)
GPO Box 1096J, Melbourne VIC 3001, 0402
281928, 03 98486473.
Wagga Wagga Gliding Club
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
0407 385361.
Gliding Club of WA
PO Box 6231, East Perth WA 6892, 0417
176979 (weekday), 0417 992806 (weekend).
Morawa Flying Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312, 0407
088314 or 08 98811795 (weekends).
Stirlings Gliding Club
PO Box 2314, Bunbury WA 6230.

WA Squadron Australian Air Force Cadets
HQ RAAF Base, Pearce, Bullsbrook WA
6084, 08 95717800, 08 95717877.

H G FA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
PO Box 157, Hallidays Point NSW 2430. Ph:
02 6559 2713, fax: 02 6559 3830, <office@
hgfa.asn.au>.
HGFA General Manager
Chris Fogg, PO Box 258, Helensburgh
NSW 2508, ph/fax 02 4294 9300, 0417
766356, <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members
Pres: Craig Worth <President@hgfa.asn.
au>, PO Box 102 Hallidays Point NSW
2430, 02 65592704 (w), 0418 657419.
V-Pres: Andrew Polidano <Vice.President
@hgfa.asn.au 146 Stuart St, Mullumbimby
NSW 2482, 02 66843510, 0428 666843.
Sec: Michael Zupanc <Secretary@hgfa.
asn.au>, PO Box 1093 Oxenford QLD 4210,
07 55461024, 0408 662328.
Trs: William Olive <Treasurer@hgfa.asn.
au>, 50 Park St, Charlestown NSW 2290,
02 49213804 (w).
Board Members:
Kathy Little <Kathy.Little@hgfa.asn.au>,
c/o Post Office, York WA 6302, 08 9641
1418, 0438 054072.
Rohan Grant <Rohan.Grant@hgfa.asn.
au>, 188 Bathurst St, Hobart TAS 7000,
03 62311112.
Bill Moyes <Bill.Moyes@hgfa.asn.au>,
173 Bronte Rd, Waverly NSW 2024,
02 93875114 (w), 02 93897969 (h),
02 93693342 (fax).
Hakim Mentes <Hakim.Mentes@hgfa.asn.
au>, 16/59 Riversdale Rd, Hawthorn VIC
3122, 03 98187650 (h), 0412 617216.
Tove Heaney 14 White Av, Tocumwal NSW
2714, 041 9681212.
Microlight Public Relations
Paul Haines ph/fax: 02 42941031.
States & Regions
ACTHGPA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;Pres:
Steve Foggett 0417 313589, 02 62884351,
<steve.foggett@homemail.com.au>;Sec:
Mark Elston 0428 480820, 02 62655718,
<mark.elston@defence.gov.au>;Trs: Tony
Davidson 02 62392019, <td@silktel.com>;
Sites officer: Michael Porter, 0415 920444,
<michael.porter@jllrld.com.au>;Committee: Nicolas Siefken, Barry Oliver, Stephen
Harris;SSO: HG – Peter Dall, PG – Peter
Bowyer 0412 486114. Meetings: 1st Thu/
mth 7:30pm Yamba Sports Club, Phillip.
Hang Gliding Association of WA
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936;<hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Admin: Rick Williams <hang
_gliding@dodo.com.au>;V-Pres/Sec: Nigel
Sparg <nsparg@bigpond.net.au>;HG Rep:
Gavin Nichols <gknichol@tpg.com.au>;
PG Rep: Gordon McCabe <sikacro@yahoo.
com.au>;PM Rep: Mark Wild <mark@
gastech.com.au>.
NSW Hang Gliding Association
Sec: Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gardens,
Double Bay NSW 2028, ph/fax: 02 9327
4025, <nswhga@s054.aone.net.au>.
North Queensland HG Association
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740;
Pres: Graham Lee;Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
07 49552913, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>
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Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG Association
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000, ph: 08
84101391, fax: 08 82117115;Pres: Stuart
McClure 08 82973452 (h), <stuart.mcclure@
csiro.au>;Sec: Mark Tyminski 0411 414 816,
<marknjan@senet.com.au>;Trs: Robert Woodward 08 82977532 (h), <rob_woodward@
ultimatepositioning.com>.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net]. Pres: Rob Steane (Hobart PG
pilot), 0418 146137, <president@thpa.net>;
Sec/Trs: Stephen Clark (Hobart HG pilot), 0419
997550, <secretary@thpa.net>. Northern Tas
info: Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 157 Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au/]. Pres: Stuart Coad 0408 524862,
<stuartcoad@hotmail.com>;Sec: Steve
Norman;Trs: Lisa Charleston;SSO: Rob Van
Der Klooster 03 52223019 (h). Site weatherboxes: Three Sisters 0409 864700, Buckland
Ridge 0407 356295, Mt Buffalo 03 57501515,
Ben More 0417 112062.
Clubs
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au]. Pres: Neil Evans 02
47878027, <dream2@tpq.com.au>;Sec:
Andrew Paterson, 02 96395461, 0425 305984,
<apaterso@bhsc.nsw.gov.au>;Trs: Allan Bush
02 47738037, <fairallan@pnc.com.au>;Newsletter: Paul Hunt 02 96997720, 0404 851876,
<huntp@ozemail.com.au>;Comps: Alan Bond
02 98995351, 0408 470544, <skybond@
primus.com.au>;SOs: Allan Bush, Paul Hunt.
Meetings: With Club Comp round last Sun/mth
or contact above committee members.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres/SO:
Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <javier@myreal
box.com>;V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545
<jeff@survivalsolutions.com.au>;Trs: Anthony
Scurrah 0427 000410 <anthony_scurrah@
yahoo.com.au>;Sec/Web: Martin Haig 0403
276227 <mhaig@dataweb.com.au>;SSOs:
Maderson Ford 0416 002244;Paul Cox 0417
355897;Tony Barton 0412 607815. Meetings:
1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club,
Ilya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>;Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>;Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444;SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors
Pres: David Holgate 0410 112381, <david
holgate@hotmail.com>;V-Pres: Meg Butler
0408 446358;SSO: James Thompson 0418
686199, <james.b.t@hunterlink.net.au>. Meetings: last Tue/mth 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@
bigpond.com>;Sec: John Parsons;SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc];Pres: James
Ryrie 02 62359120, <rymicalago@netspeed.
com.au>;V-Pres: Andy Abbott 0419 897005,
<andy@ali-oup.com>;Sec: Mark Mourant
02 48464144, <talect@ispdr.net.au>.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness
02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.
com>, Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.
com>, SSO (HG) Patrick Lenders 02 6778
3484 <patrick.lenders@gmail.com>, SSO
(Trike): Willi Ewig 02 6769 7771 <skyranch@
gmx.net>.
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Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597, <lelean@
smartchat.net.au>;SSO: Jason Turner 0419
997196, <jasonflys@hotmail.com>.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292;[www.
nhgc.asn.au], <fly@nhgc.asn.au>. Pres:
Matthew Clarke 0419 908283, <penders@
nobbys.net.au>;V-Pres: Matt Olive 02
49436791;Sec: Simon Plint 0407 613701,
<SimonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>;Trs: Monica
Barrett 0425 847207;SSOs: Tony Barton
(coastal) 0412 607815, John O’Donohue
(inland) 0419 765715, Alaric Giles (inland)
02 49430674, James Thompson (PG) 0418
686199;Newsletter: David Stafford 02
49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings:
Last Wed/mth 7:30pm South Newcastle RLC,
Llewellyn St, Merewether.
Northern Beaches HG Club
Pres: Wayne Fitzgerald 02 99827094;Sec:
Brian Clarke 0418 280407, <trincott@
bigpond.com>Trs: Jim Gaal 0414 799822,
<jimg@acay.com.au>;SSO (HG): Glen Salmon
02 99180091;Wayne Fitzgerald 02 99827094;
SSO (PG): Wayne Fitzgerald. Meetings: 1st Tue/
mth, 7pm, Mona Vale Bowling Club.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay, NSW, 2481 [www.
nrhgpgc.com]. Pres: Maggie Clark 0409
611845, <mclark@versa.com.au>;Sec: Ashley
Wilmott 0428 560248, <awilmott@bigpond.
net.au>;SSOs: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>;Cedar
Andersen 0429 070380, <cedar@poliglide.
com>. Meetings: 1st Tue/mth, 7pm, Byron
Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508;Pres:
Chris Fogg 0412 904800, <fogg@idx.com.
au>;Trs: Adrian Le Gras;Sec: Scott Zwanenbeek <scottz@internode.on.net>;SSO: Tony
Armstrong <tony@hangglideoz.com.au>,
02 42949999.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Bruce Wynne 0417 467695, <bwynne@
bigpond.net.au>;Trs: John Selby 02 9344
7932, <johnselby@idx.com.au>;Sec: Steve
Hocking 02 93274025, <nswhga@s054.aone.
net.au>;SOs: Bruce Wynne, Doug Sole;SSO:
Ken Stothard. Meetings: Monthly 7:30pm
Endeavour Hotel, Botany.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jones 08 89551088, 0402 805099,
<rjo87345@bigpond.net.au>. Please contact
for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring and thermal flying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>;Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>;SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Bob Hayes, 0418 963796;V-Pres: Joe
Reyes 07 40555553 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>;Sec: Lance Keough 07 40912117, Trs:
Nev Akers 07 4053258631;SSO: Ian Graham
07 40915466.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275;[www.
chgc.asn.au]. Pres: Peter Smart <president@
chgc.asn.au>;V-Pres: Martin Nightingale
<vicepresident@chgc.asn.au>;Trs: Cameron
McNeil <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>;Sec/Ed:
Susan Nightingale;Gen-Exec: Greg Hollands
gem@chg.asn.au>;Editor: Susan Nightingale
<newsletter@chgc.asn.au>;SSO PG: Phil
Hystek 07 55434000 (h), 0418 155317,
<sso@chgc.asn.au>;SSO (HG): Ken Hill 0418
188655, <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
‘The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon 0438 845119,
<apdixon@bigpond.com>;Sec: James Lowe
0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Flyers Inc.
[www.entrypoint.to/conondale-x-country-

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attention is directed to the listing of
SSOs and SOs for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior SOs and SOs confirm
ALL SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held,
General Manager, HGFA
the appointment will be taken as having expired.

flyers]. Pres: Graham Sutherland 0429
935882;Sec: Denis Davis 0403 349344;Trs:
Steve Stocker 0411 226733;SSO (PG/PPG)
Graham Sutherland 0429 935882, (MHG)
Frank Fontaine 0408 556113.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 107, Dalby QLD 4405;[www.hgfa.asn.
au/-dhgc]. Pres: Jason “Yoda” Reid 0424 293
922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>;Trs: Cameron
McNeil 0419 70326, <cameron.mcneill@
accenture.com>;Sec : Annie Crerar <bruce.
annie@bigpond.com>;SO: Daron “Boof”
Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@aclad.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
PO Box 70, Killarney QLD 4373. Pres: Andrew
Horchner 0427 807516;V-Pres: Matt Cooper
0414 318144;PR/Site contact: Wendy
Mugridge 0418 807516.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 54554661 (h);Sec/
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille, 0418 754157,
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com.au>;Trs:
Gary Allan 0417 756878;SSO: David Cookman (HG) 07 54498573;Jonathan Allen,
0438 107518.
Whitsundays HG Club
Pres: Graham Lee 07 49546726, <gdsrlee@
hotmail.com>;Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07
49552913, fax: 07 49555122, <sitework@
bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG&PG Ass. (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Darren Brown 03 93971233 (w), fax: 03
93974566, <dbrown@bmlegal.com.au>;Sec:
Dale Appleton 0408 382635;Trs: Greg Holt
0418 516058;SSO: Rob Van Der Klooster 03
52223019, 0408 335559;Publicity Off: Harry
Buckle 03 52214544, <monument@pipeline.
com.au>. Meetings: 1st Fri/mth, venue
see: [vhpa.org.au/dyna].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 8057, Camberwell North VIC 3124;
[www.hgfa.asn.au/~melbourne/], <melbourne
@hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Patrick Honey 0412
454771, <honconstruction@optusnet.com.
au>;Sec: Hughbert Alexander 0417 355578,
<halexander@mfbb.vic.gov.au>;Trs: Greg
Stroop 0402 473113, <gregstroot@bluereef.
com.au>;Committee: Rob Wenban 0408
179940, <rwenban@connexus.net.au>;
Steven Ross 0410 600595, <info@mobydisk.
com.au>. Meetings: 3rd Wed/mth 6:30pm
Palace Hotel, 893 Burke Rd, Camberwell.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Karl Texler 0428 385144, <president@
nevhgc.net>;Sec: Ed Barber 0417 030042,
<secretary@nevhgc.net>;Trs: Tony Kenney
0412 238039, <treasurer@nevhgc.
net>;M/ship: Rod Oldfield 0412 922669,
<membership@nevhgc.net>;SSO/Comps:
Karl Texler 0428 385144, <brightvt@netc.net.
au>;SSO/Comms: Brian Webb 0417 530972;
Meetings: [www.hgfa.asn.au/~nevhgc/].
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org];Pres: Malcolm
Marker <pres@skyhighparagliding.org>;VPres: Zoltan Toth <tres@skyhighparagliding.
org>;Trs: Peter Allen <tres@skyhighparaglid
ing.org>;Sec:Leanne Kennedy <sec@skyhigh
paragliding.org>;Novice Rep: Lauren <nov@
skyhighparagliding.org>;Web: Ron Campbell
<wm@skyhighparagliding.org>;APN: Julie
Sheard <ed@skyhighparagliding.org>;Colin
Jeffery <safety@skyhighparagliding.org>.
Meetings: 1st Wed/mth 8pm Retreat Hotel,
226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.

Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/~stclub/]. Pres:
Kel Glare 03 94395920 (h), 0421 060706;
V-Pres: Mark Andrews 03 95988708 (h);
Sec: David Jacka 03 94866996 (h), 0409
866996. Newsletter: Dianne Pierpoint
<di@punkinheadair.com.au>. Meetings:
2nd Tue/mth 8pm Manning-ham Club,
1 Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
The Pico Club Incorporated
1468 Gooramadda Rd, Gooramadda VIC 3685,
[www.thepico.com.au/]. Pres: Jeff Hoffman 02
69206233, <johoffman@bigpond.com>;V-Pres:
D. Riffey 02 6929 6151, Sec: Jos Weemaes
02 6026 5658, <jweemaes@bordernet.com.
au>;Trs: A. Shipley 03 9438 4096.
Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.WVHGC.
com]. Pres: Mark O’Keefe;V-Pres: Glenn
Bachelor 0419 324730 <VicePresident@
WVHGC>;Trs: Richard Carstairs;Sec:
Will Faulkner;SSO: Rohan Holtkamp;Site
Development: Steve Norman and Andy
Stevens;Web: Damien Georgiou;Newsletter:
Steve Norman. Meetings: Last Sat/mth, The
Beaufort Hotel, Beaufort.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
334 Belmont Ave Kewdale WA 6105. Messagebank 08 94875253;Pres: Nigel Sparg,
<president@cloudbase.asn.au>, 0427
476629;V-Pres: Mark Wild, <vice_president@
cloudbase.asn.au>, 0411 423923;Trs: Colin
Brown, <treasurer@cloudbase.asn.au>, 0407
700378;Sec: Lachlan Byrd, <secretary@
cloudbase.asn.au>, 0439 922510;Committee
<committee@cloudbase.asn.au>: Mike
Allen 0408 947048;Gordon McCabe 0407
776462;Alain Latino 0408 099679;SSO:
Gordon McCabe;SO: Mark Wild, Nigel Sparg.
Meetings: 2nd Tue/mth, 7:30pm, The Windsor
Hotel, 112 Mill Point Rd.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
9 Broadarrow Rd, Kalgoorlie WA 6430. Pres:
Richard Breyley 0417 986896 <richard.
breyley@kbrl.com.au>;Sec: Andrew Talmage
0413 992960 <jodandrew@bigpond.com>;
SSO/Trs: Mark Stokoe 08 90911297 <Mark.
Stokoe@health.wa.gov.au>.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillflyers@dodo.com.au>;Pres: Rick
Williams 0427 057961;Sec: Gary Bennett
0412 611680;Committee: Dave Longman
08 93859469, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins, at either York,
Toodyay or Seabird.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362;V-Pres: Keith
Mell 08 97971269;Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285;CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Sun Nickerson
0401 135042, <sun.nickerson@iinet.net.au>;
V-Pres: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386, <gavin.
nicholls@defence.gov.au>;Sec/Trs: Mirek
Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>;Equipment: Shaun Wallace
0411 885178, <shaun@hangglide.com.au>;
SSOs: Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls & Rick
Williams. Meetings: 2nd Tue/month with
Cloudbase PG club. Times and dates will be
published at [www.westernsoarers.com].
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G FA
NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS
All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising
130 Wirraway Road, Essendon Airport VIC 3041
Ph: 03 9379 7411, Fax: 03 9379 5519
Email: <secretary@gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution (300dpi
at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats. Photographs may
be provided in either photo print or slides. Disk photographs are not suitable. Photographs, slides or disks may
be returned. Please include a self-addressed and stamped
envelope for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or credit
card). Don’t forget Classifieds deadline is the 25th of the
month, for publication five weeks hence.

Single-seater Sailplanes
ASTIR CS, VH-GDT. Excellent condition, 2,800
hrs, B50 vario, Dittel radio, c/w parachute, oxygen
system & all tow-out gear, ready to fly. $20,000.
Ph: 0417 964340 or 0147 964752.
ASTIR CS77, VH-IKE, 1,918 hrs, very good
condition, trailer. Based at Corowa $20,0000. Ph:
Ross 0427 547706.
JANTAR 2B, VH-IUG, 1,750 hrs, 750 landings.
20.4m span Open Class with good instrumentation,
incl. M.H. electronic delivery oxygen systems,
Peschges VP3E electric vario & new XCOM 760ch
radio. Glider is in good condition & is offered
with road trailer & new Form 2 inspection. Price
$30K for complete package. Contact: Joe Luciani
<comcom2@bigpond.net.au> or ph: Doug Brooke
03 53820170 to arrange inspection.
HORNET 206, 1,800 hrs, right wing damaged,
repairable or secondhand wing available from
Germany. Standard instruments plus two varios,
Borgelt navigator, G indicator, no radio. Enclosed
trailer in very good condition, new rear canopy, front
in good condition. $8,000 ono (ex-Narrogin). Email:
<raul@diego.com.au>.
DG100 & NIMBUS 2 – MUST SELL. Each
with trailer & tow-out gear, Any reasonable offer
seriously considered. Ph: 07 38122029, 0408
195337 or <maddogs1@optusnet.com.au>.
NIMBUS 3, XQE (WW), 25.5m. Immaculate
condition, Cambridge datalogger, Microair radio,
LNav, extended rudder, oxygen system, all ground
handling equipment & Cobra trailer, always in
T-hangar at Bathurst, new Slimline parachute.
Ph: 0413 158319 or <greg.vale@bigpond.com.au>.
LS8a, VH-GKU, 2,170 hrs, Cambridge logger & LNav, Winter vario, trailer with LS8 fittings, wing &
tail covers, tow-out gear plus some spares, based at
Narromine, $100,000. Ph: Keith Dixon 02 68891229
or <annell@hwy.com.au>.
STD JANTAR, SZD 41 A. 800 hrs total, nil accidents,
Pollard trailer, full covers, tow-out gear, 720ch radio,
Cambridge S-Nav linked to GPS. Will consider sale
less Nav/GPS. Ph: Colin 03 98488189.
STD LIBELLE, VH GAK. Near perfect condition, wings
recently refurbished, good instrumentation, wired for
datalogger & Garmin GPS, wing & canopy covers,
tow-out gear & enclosed trailer. $18,000. Ph: Michael
0419 751708 or <michaeljcole@hotmail.com>.

Two-seater Sailplanes
BLANIK L-13, 7,900 hrs. Llewellyn mods, no life
limit. Basic instruments & radio. Minor damage to
one wing. No trailer, but will deliver within 400km
of Forbes. $8,000 ono. For photos or enquiries ph:
Lindsay 02 68552252.
IS28B2 & K7 sailplanes for sale. See July/September
Soaring Australia for details. Ph: Gary Stevenson
03 53524938 or <stevenson@netconnect.com.au>.

GROB 103 Acro – must sell. Completely refurbished.
Also G103 project & trailer. Any reasonable offer
seriously considered. Ph: 07 38122029, 0408
195337 or <maddogs1@optusnet.com.au>.
TWIN ASTIR, IKD, very good condition, Microair
radio, trailer, B-50 varios, oxygen, 4,500 hrs life,
photos [www.narroginglidingclub.org.au], 1:38
XC performance. Ph: Hilmer 08 92918949 or 0429
900016.

Self Launching/Motor Gliders
Clearence sale: Single-seat self-launcher. 50%
complete & a low hour, top of the range twoseater, Rotax motor, 852 total AF hrs, total package
including trailer, $135,000. Pictures on request.
Ph: 02 99587311 or <adbin05@bigpond.net.au>.

Powered Aircraft/Tugs
PAWNEE 235 TOWPLANE. Factory engine & prop,
1,300 hrs. $65,000 + GST. Ph: Mark Griffin 0427
887311, 03 53820007 (h).

Instruments & Equipment
AUSTRALIAN MADE CANOPIES: Dimona H36,
Grob 103, Libelle, IS28B2, LS & others. Rails, windows.
Blue tint now available. Email: <aamoulds@optus
net.com.au>. Ph: Ian & Cecilia Linke 08 82513780.
CAMBRIDGE TEAM is back at full strength, so
watch this space for developments. There are 1800
Boom Microphones in use, Winter, Tost wingstands
& more. Contact: Ian McPhee 0428 847642 [www.
mrsoaring.com].

Gliding Publications
AIRBORNE MAGAZINE: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
FREE FLIGHT: Bi-monthly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
NZ GLIDING KIWI: Official magazine of Gliding
New Zealand. Edited by John Roake. Read worldwide with a great reputation for being first with
the news. A$52 pa. Personal cheques or credit cards
accepted. Write: NZ Gliding Kiwi, 79 Fifth Avenue,
Tauranga, New Zealand. Email: <gk@johnroake.com>.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England.
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
SAILPLANE BUILDER: Monthly magazine of the
Sailplane Homebuilders Association. $US29 (airmail
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
SOARING: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Incl., PO Box 2100, Hobbs, NM
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually):
$US43 surface delivery;$US68 premium delivery.
TECHNICAL SOARING/OSTIV: Quarterly publication of SSA containing OSTIV & other technical
papers. c/o T U Delft,Fac Aerospace engineering,
Kluyerweg 1, NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
VINTAGE TIMES: Official newsletter of Vintage
Gliders Australia, edited by David & Jenne
Goldsmith, PO Box 577, Gisborne VIC 3437,
Membership $15 pa.

H G FA
Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up
to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per
issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for
membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 02 65593830 or post:
PO Box 157, Hallidays Point NSW 2340. The deadline
is 25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive
publication, re-submission of the classified must be
made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified
remember to include your contact details (for prospective
buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the classified
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial
operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries,
but will be charged at usual advertising rates.)

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the Pilot’s actual Rating and experience.
All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as contained in Section
9 of the Operations Manual and as provided
by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of
the aircraft. It should include examination
of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is
unethical and a legally volatile situation
for individuals to provide aircraft which
are unsuitable for the skill level of the pilot,
or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
N EW SOU TH WALES

BASE BAR WHEELS, heavy duty European made
$170 incl. postage. Fibreglass hang glider box
$200 pick up only. Ph: Stefan 02 47351011 (w)
or 0422 467525.
ENTERPRISE WINGS ELITE, excellent condition,
used 20 hrs last 4 years, $500 ono. Moyes XS155
still flies sweetly $100. Two pod harnesses suit
5’9” to 6’3”, one Danny Scott harness suit up to
6’2” pilot, all used condition. $50 each ono. Two
parachutes 22-gore, ring for details, excellent
condition, never used, $250 each ono, Sjostrom
vario $50. Ph: Alan 0408 470544.
MOYES LITESPEED 4, 2002. White with black/
purple sail. Looks great in the air. Less than 100
hrs, sail still very crisp & glider has been well
maintained. Great topless performance, yet easy
to land (you know the specs). Extras: “Speed”
basebar & spare DT. Excellent all round glider in top
condition – a steal at this price, need to sell before
end of the year. Test fly or inspect in Newcastle any
time. Price: $4,000 ono. To replace it will set me
back the best part of $10,000 only selling as I won’t
be able to fly it. Seems a waste to sit it in storage
for years. Ph: Jack Ticehurst 0407 206759 or 02
49623771 or 02 49646302 (w).
MOYES LITESPORT 5, About 60 hrs old, blue
US, c/w spare DT, XC bag. The glider is in excellent
condition, $4,200 ono. Ph: Quentin 0448 968054;
02 63551120 or <kiralaughs@bigpond.com>.
Q UEENSLAND

Litespeed 5, good condition, sweet handling
& landing glider. Orange/white US. Spare DT.
Carbon tip wands. Ali fast bar. XC bag. Sail has
approximately 100 hrs on it. Never been coastal
flown. $3,600. Ph: Pete 0417 751099.
VICTORIA

Airwave Sport ‘M’ 2002 model, blue/white, one
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hour flight time. Brand new $2,900. Charly Insider
helmet ‘M’, new $290, Flytec 4005, new $350, Mac
Para Utopia harness with back protection $700,
safety parachute 80-120kg $200. Ph: Proko 0427
575417 (Bright).
MOYES APRON HARNESS, XS 141 GLIDER,
perfect condition, one new parachute (four months
old), one new full-face Icaro helmet with Icom
switch radio box fitted. Reason for selling: not
hang gliding any longer. Make me a genuine offer.
Ph: Terry 03 51223630 or 0427 558957.

Wanted
NEW SOUTH WALES

AIRBORNE SHARK 144 OR STING secondhand for light pilot. 2 to 3 years old. Prepared
to pay $2,500 for good condition kite. Ph: Daniel
0403 091888.
AIRBORNE STING 154 or will also consider
Moyes Sonic 165. Ph: Rob 0421 632815.

Paragliders & Equipment
NEW SOUTH WALES

AIRFER TORNADO PARAMOTOR & HARNESS,
stainless steel cage, spare prop & trike base (never
used), runs great, never fails to start, $4,500 ono.
Also Advance harness & Firebird Matrix wing (L) suit
pilot 80 to 105kg, approximately 120 hrs, both in
very good condition, suit beginner to intermediate,
$1,800 ono. Ph: Peter 0409 480 193.
FIREBIRD Z ONE L DHV1 & FIREBIRD HARNESS.
All brand new. Pilot weight 80 to 110kg, weight
range 100 to 130kg, harness includes back
protection, $2,500, Port Macquarie, NSW. Ph: Derek
0410 640519

HGFA Schools
ACT/N E W SO UTH WALES

NE W SO UTH WALES

Learn to Fly in Canberra!
The Paragliding Capital of Australia
and only three hours drive from Sydney.
At Australian Paragliding Centre we fly all
year round & are open seven days a week.
Learn to fly in a friendly, caring environment
with first class tuition & equipment.
• Licence & introductory courses
• Tandem flights
• Gift vouchers & group discounts
• Pilot Development Clinics for novice,
intermediate & advanced pilots
• International flying tours
• Cross-country & towing tours
• Ozone, Airwave paragliders, harnesses,
reserves, flying suits, GPS, UHF, EPIRBS
• Fly Products paramotor sales & tuition
Contact: Peter Bowyer on

02 6226 8400

<fly@paraglide.com.au>
Check out our new homepage!
[www.paraglide.com.au]
N EW S OUTH WALES

VICTORIA

ACTION 27 RED HOT, 75kg to 105kg. In perfect
condition;this wing has only 40 hrs logged
and would be perfect for the more experienced
paramotor pilot. $2,800 ono. Ph: Rick Clarke 0409
955089, <riclarke@ncable.net.au>.
PARAMOTOR & WING: Adventure F3, only
60 hrs, c/w spare prop & other spares. New cost
$8,000, will sell for $5,500 ono. APCO Presta,
DHV1-2, near new, 40 hrs. Ph: Dan 0431 902639
or <dan@1100feet.com>.
GRADIENT GOLDEN 28, DHV1-2, 90 to 115kg,
Gold, 5 hrs $3,000 Ph: Paul 0415 352712.

Trikes & Equipment

BYRON AIRWAVES

QUEENSLAND

Hang Gliding School

AIRBORNE CLASSIC S T2-2469. Streak wing blue/
white with matching blue Edge X base, 582 oil
inject, intake silencer with std instruments, Microair
& intercom, navman, dual EGT, stoneguard, 281 hrs
TT, full service record, hangared, VGC, June ’07 rego,
excellent condition. Ph: 0408 586848.

•

Lessons & full instruction available
in Byron Bay.
• Over 25 years hang gliding experience
with training all year round.
• Learn to fly safely & accurately with
all skill levels catered for.
Phone Brian and Anne on
02 6629 0354 or 0427 615950,
email: <byronair@optusnet.com.au>

VICTORIA

WESTERN AUST RALIA

2003 model with Wizard wing. TT 164 only, all
the bells and whistles, absolutely as new. Busselton.
$21,000 ono. Ph: 0403342484.
October 2006

• MT BORAH, MANILLA is the one of the top 10
flying sites in the world & has more flyable days
than anywhere else in Australia. It has 4 large
launches for nearly all wind directions & easy, safe
top & bottom landings all around. Great ridge
soaring & XC all in one place. HOST of the 2007
PARAGLIDING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS!
• YOUR CFI IS GODFREY WENNESS: The most
experienced paraglider pilot in Australia. Over
5,400 hours airtime since 1988, World Record
Holder – 335km (1998-2002), Longest Tandem
Flight in the World – 223km (2000-03), Multiple
National Records, National XC League Winner
(inaugural 2001 & 2002), CFI, Instructor Examiner,
Australian Team Member, Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA
Safety & Ops Committee (PG), International Comps
Organiser, & Owner of World Famous Mt Borah.
• NOVICE LICENCE COURSES: Our famous 9 day,
live in, Novice Licence Courses, with genuine small
class sizes (<6), go well beyond the minimum
requirements & include thermalling, ridge soaring,
safety manoeuvres & more. Over a week of the
highest quality tuition by highly experienced pilots/
instructors, using the latest techniques & equipment
costs only $1,320 (incl. accom.).
• THERMALLING, XC & OTHER TUITION: We specialise
in PG & offer personal one-on-one & group tuition
in areas such as basic skills refresher, thermalling,
cross-country, SIV safety clinics, & Intermediate,
Advanced, Tandem, Motor & other ratings.
• HG TO PG ENDORSEMENTS: its easier than
you think!
• ONLY QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM THE BEST
BRANDS: Importer of Advance, Flytec, Hanwag
and JDC. Stockist & service of all equipment,
new & secondhand.
• CABINS & CAMPING ONSITE: Stay at Mt Borah
– its nice & quiet! Cabins for just $15p/n ($100
p/w) & camping $6 ($35 p/w).
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding, where the person who shows you the mountain, owns the mountain!

Phone Godfrey Wenness on:
02 6785 6545 or fax: 02 6785 6546
email: <SkyGodfrey@aol.com>
‘The Mountain’, Manilla, NSW 2346.

WESTERN AUST RALIA

AIRBORNE EDGE X, 2002, T2-2492. Blue/white
Wizard II wing, full instruments, built-in Microair
radio, Brolga prop, 582 water-cooled engine, electric
& pull start. Only 63 hrs, full log book & service
history. Excellent condition, $24,500. Ph: Leigh
0407 354477, <sampsonleigh@hotmail.com>.
SOLO 210 NANOLIGHT TRIKE & MODIFIED
SHARK 156, new prop, tacho/temp gauges.
Complete & ready to fly, $4,200. Can be viewed
at Dynamic Flight Park or I can email photos.
Ph: 0407 163796.
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RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCO gliders [www.apcoaviation.com].

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000
Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has
access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the
Cooloola National Park including Teewah and world
famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly
all year round, 60km cross-country flights have been
achieved in winter!
FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing
or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with
the experts.
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 2,500 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – Apco Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com>

[www.paraglidingrainbow]
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Adelaide Airsports

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned
as Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host
to numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best,
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since
1990 & instructing for over 10 years.

Courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

[www.airsports.com.au]

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

See website for details.

Test Centre for Paragliders
Looking for new glider & not sure which one to get?
Do your research & narrow the choice down to three
gliders. Let me know the make, model & sizes & I will
endeavour to get them from the importers. Come to
Bright & test fly the gliders in the same conditions.
The only fair way to do a true comparison.

Demo Gliders

Microlight Aircraft Specialist
All microlight flight training and
endorsements available from beginner
to instructor level and beyond.
Sales of new and used microlights,
hang gliders, skyfloaters, powered hang
gliders and all associated equipment.
CFI & EXAMINER – Larry Jones
Ph: 08 8556 8195 Fax: 08 8557 4113
Mobile: 0408 815 094
Email: <fly@airsports.com.au>

WES TERN AUSTRALIA

Gliders

Hours

Condition

Sell

Nova Tycoon
Nova Tattoo
Nova Mamboo

35

EC
New
New

$3,800
$3,890
$3,850

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au

• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Paratech, Sky, UP
• Full written report
• Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
• Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
• Prompt turnaround
PARAGLIDING
REPAIR
CENTRE

Paragliding Repair Centre
680 Traylen Road, Stoneville WA 6081
Office/Fax: 08 92952820, Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]
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HGFA & Soaring Australia

Merchandise
OUT NOW

Contact the HGFA office for a current brochure
t-shirts – caps – slouch hats – rash shirts – magazines
– stubby holders – stickers – parachute repack DVD –
calendars – long-sleeved t-shirts – pens – cloth badges
– beanies – polar fleece jumpers – vests – and more...

E: office@hgfa.asn.au W: hgfa.asn.au P: 02 6559 2713 F: 02 6559 3830

